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Samenvatting

Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift richt zich op de bepaling van atmosferische ozonhoeveelheden uit metingen van het satellietinstrument GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment). In dit hoofdstuk wordt daarom eerst het belang van ozon in de atmosfeer toegelicht en het meetprincipe van het GOME instrument uitgelegd. Daarna wordt een korte samenvatting van de inhoud van dit proefschrift gegeven en worden de belangrijkste onderzoeksresultaten beschreven.

Ozon in de atmosfeer

Ozon (O₃), een verbinding van zuurstof, is een van de belangrijkste sporegassen in de aardatmosfeer. Ongeveer 90% van de ozon bevindt zich in de stratosfeer, tussen 12 en 50 km hoogte. De ozonlaag in de stratosfeer absorbeert schadelijk ultraviolet zonlicht en beschermt zo onze biosfeer. Hoge ozonconcentraties op leefniveau, ook wel zomersmog genoemd, zijn echter schadelijk voor de gezondheid van mensen, dieren en gewassen. Aan de grond en in de rest van de troposfeer, die zich uitstrekt tot een hoogte van ongeveer 12 km, wordt ozon gevormd door chemische omzettingen van o.a. stikstofoxiden en koolwaterstoffen, onder invloed van zonlicht. Verder is ozon ook van belang voor mogelijke klimaatveranderingen. Het is namelijk een sterk broeikasgas, vooral hoog in de troposfeer in de (sub)tropen.

De grootschalige afname van de ozonconcentraties in de stratosfeer boven de Zuidpool tussen augustus en november is een bekend fenomeen. Het ozongat boven de Zuidpool wordt veroorzaakt door chemische afbraak van ozon, voornamelijk als gevolg van chloorfluorkoolwaterstoffen (CFK’s) die door de mens in de atmosfeer zijn gebracht. Door de lage temperaturen tijdens de poolwinter op het zuidelijk halfhond ontstaan hoge parelmoerwolken. Aan het oppervlak van deze wolken worden chloor-reservoirstoffen door chemische (heterogene) reacties omgezet in actief chloor. Als in de lente de zon terugkeert boven de Zuidpool, wordt ozon door de actieve chloorradicalen katalytisch afgebroken. In het ozongat is de totale ozonhoeveelheid daardoor nog maar een derde van de normale hoeveelheid.

Metingen van ozon en andere belangrijke atmosferische sporegassen vormen de basis van onze kennis over de atmosfeer. De totale ozonhoeveelheid in de atmosfeer (de ozonkolom dichtheid) boven een bepaalde locatie kan vanaf de grond worden bepaald met Dobson en Brewer spectrometers, genoemd naar de personen die deze instrumenten hebben ontwikkeld. Informatie over de verticale verdeling van ozon (het ozonprofiel) kan worden verkregen door
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een meetinstrument, een ozonsonde, aan een ballon op te laten. Ozonmetingen vanaf de grond geven nauwkeurige informatie over de ozonkolomdichtheid of het ozonprofiel op een bepaalde plaats. Om de ozonhoeveelheden op een globale schaal te bepalen zijn echter metingen met satellietinstrumenten noodzakelijk.

Satellietmetingen van ozon

Voor het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is gebruik gemaakt van metingen door het GOME instrument, gelanceerd op de ERS-2 satelliet in April 1995. GOME meet het zonlicht dat gereflecteerd is door het aardoppervlak en de atmosfeer. Hierbij kijkt GOME naar beneden de atmosfeer in (nadir), onder een hoek van maximaal 30° (zie figuur). De sterkte van het gereflecteerde zonlicht hangt af van de golflengte ervan. GOME meet deze stralingssterkte bij duizenden golflengtes tegelijkertijd in het ultraviolette, zichtbare en nabij-infrarode golflengtegebied (een spectrum). Omdat ozon in de atmosfeer het ultraviolette zonlicht (gedeeltelijk) absorbeert en de mate van absorptie afhankt van de golflengte, kan uit het door GOME gemeten aardspectrum de ozonkolomdichtheid in de atmosfeer worden berekend. De bepaling van de ozonkolomdichtheid uit het gemeten aardspectrum wordt retrieval (terugvinden) genoemd. 

Retrieval-techniek die in dit proefschrift wordt gebruikt om de ozonkolomdichtheid te bepalen heet Differentiële Optische Absorptie Spectroscopie (DOAS). Deze methode maakt
De DOAS methode bestaat uit twee stappen: eerst wordt uit een gedeelte van het gemeten aardspectrum de totale ozonhoeveelheid langs het lichtpad door de atmosfeer bepaald: dit wordt de schuine ozonkolomdichtheid genoemd. Het golflengtegebied van het aardspectrum dat wordt gebruikt in de DOAS retrieval wordt *fit-window* genoemd. Voor de bepaling van de schuine ozonkolomdichtheid wordt vaak een fit-window tussen 325 en 335 nm genomen. Daarna wordt uit de schuine ozonkolom de verticale ozonkolomdichtheid bepaald met behulp van de zogenaamde luchtmassafactor, die een maat is voor de afgelegde weg van het licht door de atmosfeer. De luchtmassafactor wordt berekend met behulp van een computermodel (stralingstransportmodel). De computerberekeningen zijn complex, omdat de luchtmassafactor afhangt van de verticale verdeling van ozon, van de aanwezigheid van andere gassen, wolken en aërosolen, en van de reflectie-eigenschappen van het aardoppervlak. Retrieval-technieken, zoals de DOAS methode, zijn daarom nog in ontwikkeling.

**Overzicht van dit proefschrift**

Zoals gezegd handelt dit proefschrift over metingen van ozon met het GOME satellietinstrument. In *hoofdstuk 2* wordt een snel retrieval systeem beschreven dat binnen drie uur na een GOME meting de ozonkolomdichtheid bepaalt uit het gemeten aardspectrum, en beschikbaar stelt via het Internet. Dit retrieval systeem wordt het *Fast-Delivery* (FD) systeem genoemd. De FD-ozonkolommen zijn van belang voor verschillende toepassingen: ze worden bijvoorbeeld gebruikt in weermodellen om de weersverwachting op middellange termijn te verbeteren, om de dikte van de ozonlaag te monitoren, en om de zonkrachtverwachting in de lente en zomer te verbeteren. Het snelle retrieval systeem maakt gebruik van een klein gedeelte van de ruwe GOME gegevens die al binnen een paar uur na de satellietmeting beschikbaar zijn. Het algoritme dat wordt gebruikt om de ozonkolomdichtheid te bepalen maakt gebruik van de DOAS-techniek en is gebaseerd op het operationele algoritme van de GOME Data Processor (GDP), dat is ontwikkeld door het Duitse centrum voor Vlieg- en Ruimtevaart (DLR), in opdracht van de Europese ruimtevaartorganisatie ESA.

Er is echter een aantal veranderingen in het FD-algoritme aangebracht om de ozonkolomdichtheid nauwkeuriger te kunnen bepalen. Zo wordt in het algoritme rekening gehouden met de actuele temperatuur van de atmosfeer. Dit is van belang omdat de hoeveelheid absorptie van het zonlicht door ozon afhangt van de temperatuur van de atmosfeer. Verder worden voor de bepaling van de luchtmassafactor met het stralingstransportmodel betere aannames gemaakt over de verticale verdeling van ozon (door gebruik te maken van de Fortuin en Kelder ozonklimatologie). Tenslotte wordt beter rekening gehouden met de aanwezigheid van wolken in de atmosfeer. Wolken hebben namelijk een verstorende invloed op de retrieval van de ozonkolomdichtheid uit GOME metingen, met name omdat GOME niet door de wolken heen kan ‘kijken’. Om hiervoor zo goed mogelijk te kunnen corrigeren worden uit het door GOME gemeten aardspectrum belangrijke bewolkingseigenschappen (de bedekkingsgraad en wolkenhoogte) afgeleid. Daartoe wordt gebruik gemaakt van het zogenaamde FRESCO (Fast Retrieval Scheme for Cloud Observables) wolkenalgoritme.
Om de nauwkeurigheid van de snelle GOME ozonkolommen te bepalen zijn ze vergeleken met grondwaarnemingen van de ozonkolomdichtheid op ongeveer 20 plaatsen, verspreid over de hele aarde. Deze wereldwijde validatie laat een redelijk goede overeenstemming zien tussen de GOME ozonkolommen en de grondwaarnemingen (over het algemeen zijn de verschillen kleiner dan 5%).

In hoofdstuk 3 worden grond- en satellietmetingen beschreven van een mini-ozongat, dat op 30 November en 1 December 1999 over noord-west Europa trok. Mini-ozongaten komen regelmatig voor op de gematigde breedten van beide halfrondens. In tegenstelling tot het grote ozongat boven de Zuidpool zijn het relatief kort durende gebeurtenissen en speelt chemische afbraak van ozon geen grote rol. Het mini-ozongat boven Europa werd voornamelijk veroorzaakt door transport van ozon-arme lucht uit de subtropen naar het mini-gat gebied. In het mini-ozongat was de totale ozonhoeveelheid met meer dan 30% afgenomen en werden ozonkolomdichtheden onder de 200 Dobson Units gemeten*. De metingen werden uitgevoerd vanaf de grond met een Brewer spectrometer en met een ozonsonde in De Bilt, en vanuit de ruimte met het GOME instrument. De metingen laten zien dat de grootste afname in de ozonhoeveelheden optrad tussen 10 tot 20 km hoogte.

Tijdens het mini-ozongat verschijnsel was de temperatuur in de stratosfeer erg laag. In deze studie is daarom ook gekeken naar de invloed van de lage temperatuur op de nauwkeurigheid van de ozonmetingen. Zoals gezegd is het belangrijk om rekening te houden met de actuele temperatuur van de atmosfeer en wordt dit ook gedaan in het FD-algoritme. Meestal wordt echter een klimatologische (gemiddelde) temperatuur gebruikt in ozon retrieval algoritmen. Uit deze studie blijkt dat door het gebruik van een klimatologische temperatuur in het retrieval algoritme voor GOME, in plaats van de actuele temperatuur, een fout wordt gemaakt van 4% in de bepaling van de ozonkolomdichtheid in het mini-ozongat. Voor de Brewer spectrometer is deze fout 2%.


*De hoeveelheid ozon in de atmosfeer wordt vaak uitgedrukt in Dobson Units (DU). Een Dobson Unit is gelijk aan de hoogte van de ozonkolom (in honderdste millimeters) als alle ozonmoleculen naar de grond zouden worden gebracht. Gemiddeld is de ozonkolom ongeveer 300 DU, wat overeen komt met een kolom van 3 mm hoog!
De troposferische ozonhoeveelheid in deze vervuilde tropische gebieden kan met de zogenoemde Convective-Cloud-Differential (CCD) methode worden bepaald uit satellietmetingen van het GOME instrument. Deze methode maakt gebruik van GOME ozonmetingen boven dikke convectieve wolken, die in de tropen tot grote hoogten reiken (12 tot 16 km). Zoals gezegd kan GOME niet door de wolken heen ‘kijken’ en het instrument meet dus eigenlijk alleen de ozonhoeveelheid boven de wolken. In het geval van een wolkenvrije hemel kan GOME echter wel de ozonhoeveelheid tot aan de grond meten. In de CCD methode wordt van deze twee type metingen gebruik gemaakt, door het verschil te berekenen tussen de totale (wolkenvrije) GOME ozonkolomdichtheid en de GOME ozonkolomdichtheid boven hoge tropische wolken, met als resultaat de ozonkolomdichtheid onder de wolk (zie figuur). Uit deze resultaten kunnen kaarten van de maandgemiddelde ozonkolomdichtheid in de troposfeer (tot een hoogte van ongeveer 15 km) worden samengesteld voor de tropen (tussen 20°NB en 20°ZB). Voor de CCD-methode is een nauwkeurige bepaling van de bedekkingsgraad en wolkentophoogte van groot belang. Deze wolkeneigenschappen worden afgeleid uit de GOME metingen met behulp van het FRESCO algoritme (hierboven beschreven). Om de nauwkeurigheid van de GOME troposferische ozonkolommen te bepalen zijn ze vergeleken met ozonsonde metingen uitgevoerd vanaf zeven tropische plaatsen, waaronder Paramaribo. Deze vergelijkingen laten een goede overeenkomst zien tussen de satelliet- en grondmetingen van de troposferische ozonkolom.
De GOME-CCD methode is gebruikt om de grote variabiliteit in troposferisch ozon in de tropen te onderzoeken. Zo worden boven de zuidelijke tropische Atlantische Oceaan vaak hoge troposferische ozonhoeveelheden gemeten, terwrijl boven de Stille Oceaan de ozonwaarden juist heel laag zijn. De grootte en de precieze locatie van dit troposferisch ozonmaximum boven de Atlantische Oceaan variëren echter van jaar tot jaar. Bij het onderzoek naar de ozonvariabiliteit is ook gebruik gemaakt van een chemie-transportmodel, genaamd TM3. Dit is een computermodel dat de atmosfeer opdeelt in een rooster en berekeningen maakt van de emissies van gassen, de chemische omzetting in de atmosfeer en het transport van deze stoffen door de wind en door turbulentie. Met een chemie-transportmodel is het mogelijk om de afzonderlijke effecten van bliksem en biomassa verbrandingen op de ozonhoeveelheden in de troposfeer te berekenen. Analyses van de GOME troposferische ozonkolommen met behulp van het TM3 model, laten zien dat de variabiliteit in troposferisch ozon in de tropen het gevolg is van een complexe interactie tussen verschillende processen, zoals de emissies door biomassa verbrandingen en bliksem, maar ook het transport van ozon over grote afstanden door de wind.

In Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift wordt een nieuw en verbeterd retrieval algoritme voor de bepaling van de ozonkolomdichtheid uit GOME metingen beschreven. Uit de validatie van de Fast-Delivery ozonkolommen met grondwaarnemingen, beschreven in hoofdstuk 2, kwam namelijk een aantal punten naar voren voor verdere verbetering van het retrieval algoritme. Het belangrijkste punt is dat de nauwkeurigheid van de FD-ozonkolommen afhangt van de zonnestand en het seizoen. Het nieuwe algoritme, TOGOMI genaamd, maakt ook gebruik van de DOAS methode en is gebaseerd op het ozone retrieval algoritme, ontwikkeld voor het OMI (Ozon Monitoring Instrument) instrument dat in 2004 zal worden gelanceerd op de EOS-Aura satelliet.

Een van de belangrijkste verbeteringen van het nieuwe TOGOMI algoritme is dat rek

ening wordt gehouden met inelastische verstrooing door luchtmoleculen. Een groot gedeelte van het door GOME gemeten zonlicht is verstrooid door luchtmoleculen, met name in de troposfeer. Bij verstrooing door een luchtmolecuul heeft het verstrooide licht normaal gesproken dezelfde golflengte als het inkomende licht. In ongeveer 4 procent regen de gevallen treedt echter een verschuiving op in de golflengte van het verstrooide licht t.o.v. de golflengte van het inkomende licht. Deze inelastische verstrooing heeft een verstorende invloed op de DOAS methode, waarmee in het nieuwe TOGOMI algoritme nu rekening wordt gehouden. Een andere verbetering van het TOGOMI algoritme is dat gebruik wordt gemaakt van de zo- genaamde empirische DOAS methode, waardoor de luchtmassafactor nauwkeuriger kan worden berekend. Verder biedt het TOGOMI algoritme de mogelijkheid gebruik te maken van een speciaal golflengtegebied (fit-window) rond 334,1 nm, waardoor de bepaling van de ozonkolomdichtheid minder gevoelig wordt voor de natuurlijke variaties in de temperatuur en de verticale verdeling van ozon.

Met het verbeterde TOGOMI algoritme worden schuine ozonkolomdichtheden gevonden die 3 tot 10% groter zijn dan de waarden die met de gebruikelijke GOME-DOAS algoritmes worden gevonden. Dit komt voornamelijk doordat nu op een juiste manier rekening wordt gehouden met inelastische verstrooing. De nieuwe GOME ozonkolommen zijn ook vergeleken met metingen vanaf de grond, uitgevoerd met Brewer en Dobson spectrometers. Deze voorlopige validatie laat een zeer goede overeenkomst zien tussen de satelliet- en grondme-
tingen. De verschillen tussen de GOME ozonkolomdichtheid en de grondwaarnemingen zijn meestal kleiner dan 2%. Verder is de nauwkeurigheid van de GOME ozonkolomdichtheid nu veel minder afhankelijk van de zonnestand en het seizoen.
Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides a general overview of ozone in the troposphere and the stratosphere, and introduces the main topics of this thesis: the retrieval of ozone columns from satellite observations of the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME), and the variability in tropical tropospheric ozone. First, a short overview of the important role of ozone in the atmosphere is given. Then, the introduction focuses on ozone in the stratosphere and on low-ozone phenomena, such as the Antarctic ozone hole and ozone mini-holes. This is followed by an overview of various ozone observation techniques, both from the ground and from space. A short description of the GOME satellite instrument is given and the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) retrieval method is described. Then, the importance of ozone in the tropical troposphere is explained, and some methods to derive a tropical tropospheric ozone column from satellite observations are discussed. Finally, the motivation and scientific aims and results of this research are summarized.

1.1 The importance of ozone

The composition of the atmosphere has undergone dramatic changes in the last decades due to human activities [e.g. IPCC, 2001; WMO, 2003]. The quasi-exponential growth in the world population and the industrialization have led to a strong growth in fossil fuel and biomass burning emissions of trace gases such as carbon dioxide (CO₂), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOₓ), methane (CH₄), and other hydrocarbons [Van Aardenne et al., 2001]. The emissions of nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons have resulted in an increase of ozone (O₃) near the surface and a degradation of air quality on a global scale, while the increases of CO₂, CH₄ and other greenhouse gases have caused a rise in global mean temperature (global warming) [IPCC, 2001]. Furthermore, the release in the atmosphere of manmade chlorofluorocarbons has resulted in depletion in stratospheric ozone and the formation of an ozone hole over Antarctica in austral spring [Crutzen, 1970; Molina and Rowland, 1974; Farman et al., 1985].
Although ozone is a trace gas and constitutes less than 0.001% of the air by volume, it is one of the most important constituents of the atmosphere. The ozone layer in the stratosphere protects the biosphere by absorbing harmful solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Downward transport of ozone from the stratosphere contributes to the ozone abundance in the troposphere, but ozone is also produced in the troposphere by sunlight driven chemical reaction cycles, involving NO\textsubscript{x}, CO, CH\textsubscript{4} and other hydrocarbons. This can lead to excessive amounts of ozone near the surface (‘summer smog’), which are toxic to ecosystem, animals and men. Ozone also acts as a greenhouse gas, with highest efficiency in the upper troposphere and lowermost stratosphere [Lacis et al., 1990]. In this region, the emissions by subsonic aviation are an important source of nitrogen oxides, and locally enhance the photochemical production of ozone [e.g. IPCC, 1999; Valks et al., 1999]. This aircraft induced ozone increase in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere has a significant climate effect, with a positive radiative forcing of 0.02-0.05 W/m\textsuperscript{2} [Brasseur et al., 1998; IPCC, 1999]. The total increase of tropospheric ozone since pre-industrial times has led to a globally averaged positive radiative forcing of about 0.35 W/m\textsuperscript{2} [IPCC, 2001; Hansen et al., 1997].

### 1.2 Ozone in the stratosphere

About 90% of the atmospheric ozone is located in the stratosphere. This atmospheric region extends from the tropopause, at an altitude of ~12 km, up to the stratopause at 50 km. The formation of ozone in the stratosphere is initiated by the photolysis of molecular oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}) (at wavelengths shorter than 242 nm) [Chapman, 1930]:

\[
\begin{align*}
O_2 + h\nu &\rightarrow O + O \\
O + O_2 &\rightarrow O_3
\end{align*}
\]

(1.1) 
(1.2)

Ozone in the stratosphere absorbs solar UV radiation, which heats the stratosphere, resulting in an increase in temperature with increasing altitude and a strong stability. Most ozone is produced in the tropics, where the solar irradiance is highest. However, the highest ozone abundances are found at mid and high-latitudes (Figure 1.1), as a result of the poleward transport of ozone-rich air in the stratosphere by the Brewer-Dobson circulation [Brewer, 1949; Dobson, 1956].

The dramatic depletion of stratospheric ozone over Antarctica between August and November is caused by chemical destruction [Molina and Rowland, 1974; Farman et al., 1985]. The anthropogenic emissions of chlorofluorocarbons over the past 40 years have resulted in a build-up of chlorine and bromine in the stratosphere. In the polar vortex during the Southern Hemisphere winter, the low temperatures lead to the formation of Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs). The heterogeneous reactions on the surfaces of PSCs convert chlorine reservoir species (mainly ClONO\textsubscript{2} and HCl) into active chlorine. When the sun returns over Antarctica in the austral spring, the activated chlorine (Cl) catalytically destroys ozone:
Introduction

The ozone destruction becomes apparent by calculating the net result of reactions (1.3) – (1.5):

\[ 2 \text{O}_3 \rightarrow 3 \text{O}_2 \] (1.6)

The largest ozone losses occur in the lower stratosphere, at altitudes between 10 and 20 km. The springtime ozone column over Antarctica decreased from about 320 Dobson Units (DU) before 1980 to less than 150 DU at present [Uchino et al., 1999; WMO, 2003]. Nowadays, the abundance of stratospheric chlorine is at its peak and is expected to decrease since the

---

*The column abundance of ozone is usually expressed in Dobson Units (DU). One DU corresponds to the height (in 10^{-3} cm) the column ozone would have if all the gas were at standard pressure and temperature. One DU is equivalent to a column of 2.687 \times 10^{16} molecules cm^{-2}.*
production of chlorofluorocarbons was drastically reduced and regulated by the Montreal Protocol (1987), and the subsequent amendments [WMO, 2003].

Because the Arctic does not get as cold as the Antarctic and the Arctic vortex is not as persistent, the ozone destruction in the Arctic has not been as large as in Antarctica. However, in cold Arctic winters losses up to 35% have been measured, as a result of the same mechanisms [Müller et al., 1997; Rex et al., 1997]. Ozone observations show a negative trend in the Arctic ozone abundance in spring since the late 1980s [Newman et al., 1997; WMO, 2003].

A different low-ozone phenomenon is the ozone mini-holes that occur regularly throughout the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres [James, 1998; Newman et al., 1988]. In contrast to the Antarctic ozone-hole, mini-holes are relatively short-lived events, mainly caused by dynamics in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The most important mechanisms are the uplifting of the tropopause in tropospheric anti-cyclones, and the advection of ozone-poor air into the mini-hole region [McKenna et al., 1989; Vaughan and Timmis, 1998; Teitelbaum et al., 2001]. On average, the ozone abundance is reduced by about 10% in mini-holes. However, on some occasions the ozone amount above the Northern Hemisphere has been reduced by more than 30%, and the ozone value drops below 200 DU [Weber et al., 2002]. Ozone mini-holes occur most frequent in the Northern Hemisphere at the end of the Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks, during the winter months December-March. The number of mini-hole events has increased since the begin of the 1980s and may account for up to a third of observed ozone trend in the mid-latitude winter and spring [Reid et al., 2000].

Ozone depletion in the stratosphere results in enhanced levels of solar UV radiation at the Earth’s surface. UV radiation has the potential to damage DNA in living cells, damages animal and human skin, increases the likelihood of especially skin cancer, damages eye cornea, effects the immune system and reduces plant growth. Most relevant to living organisms is the radiation in the UV-B (280-315 nm) and UV-A (315-400 nm) ranges. The biological effect of the solar radiation is generally expressed in terms of the UV-dose, taking into account the wavelength dependence of the sensitivity of a particular biological system to UV radiation, e.g. erythema induction (sunburn) [McKinlay and Diffey, 1987]. The Antarctic ozone hole resulted in strong increases in the UV-dose in the polar region of the Southern Hemisphere in October and November. A positive trend in the UV-dose is also found at the Northern mid-latitudes in winter and spring [WMO, 2003].

1.3 Observations of ozone from the ground

Measurements of the atmospheric gases form the basis of our knowledge of the atmosphere. The first regular measurements of surface ozone were already performed in the 19th century in Vienna, using potassium iodide papers (Schönbein method, see Lauscher [1984]), and in Montsouris, near Paris, by chemical analysis of collected air (method of Houzeau and Levy). Soon after the optical properties of ozone were discovered at the end of the 19th century, UV measurements were used to determine the total ozone column above the ground. This indirect spectroscopic method uses the fact that ozone absorbs solar radiation differently at specific
wavelengths: the ozone absorption is very strong below 310 nm (Hartley band) and rapidly decreases at higher wavelengths in the Huggins band (310-350 nm), with little ozone absorption at 350 nm (Figure 1.2). By measuring the UV radiation at different wavelengths on the ground, information about the ozone abundance between the surface and the top of the atmosphere can be deduced.

_Dobson_ [1930, 1968] developed a UV-spectrophotometer to measure ozone by its absorption features. The Dobson spectrometer measures direct or scattered sunlight at several wavelength pairs in the Huggins band, about 20 nm apart, at which the ozone absorption differs markedly. By using more than one pair of wavelengths, the ozone absorption can be separated from other effects, such as scattering by air molecules and aerosols, and the total ozone column above the instrument can be determined. The Dobson instrument forms the basis for the current global network of ground based measurement stations and has been in use since the 1930s. The Brewer spectrophotometer is based on the same principle as the Dobson instrument, and has been in use for 25 years. It also uses differential absorption in the
UV, and measures five narrow wavelength bands between 306 and 320 nm [Brewer, 1973]. The sensitivity of the Brewer instrument is better, which means that measurements can be made with lower sun. There are now more than 200 Brewer and Dobson instruments installed at different locations all over the world.

The most common method to measure the vertical distribution of ozone in the atmosphere (the ozone profile) is with a lightweight ozone measuring instrument carried aloft a small balloon. This ozonesonde is an electrochemical device that contains electrodes in a Potassium Iodine (KI) solution [Komhyr, 1967]. When ambient air is pumped through the cell, the ozone reacts with the KI solution and causes an electric current in the cell and provides a measure of the ozone concentration. Since the 1960s, two types of ozonesondes, the Brewer-Mast sonde and the electrochemical concentration cell (ECC), are used to measure the ozone profile in the atmosphere at over 100 stations in the world, usually one’s a week. The Brewer-Mast and ECC sondes measure the ozone profile with a vertical resolution of 50-100 m, and usually reach altitudes of ~30 km. Measurements of the ozone profile can also be made from the ground by means of a differential absorption lidar using laser light, or by a microwave spectrometer. Lidar measurements have a vertical resolution of 1-2 km, and can reach altitudes around 50 km [e.g. McDermid et al., 1990], while microwave measurements go to altitudes of ~80 km, with a resolution of 5-10 km [e.g. Parrish et al., 1992].

Ground-based instruments provide accurate information about the ozone column or profile at a particular place. Although the number of measurements stations is quite large, the spatial coverage is still limited, especially in the developing countries in the (sub)tropics and the Southern Hemisphere, and over the oceans.

1.4 Satellite observations of ozone

Ozone measurements from satellites are essential to obtain a global coverage. Satellite instruments use a passive spectroscopic method to detect ozone. They measure the solar radiation scattered by the atmosphere and the Earth’s surface, or the thermal infrared (IR) radiation emitted by the Earth’s atmosphere in a nadir-viewing mode. Other satellite instruments measure the radiation from the Sun or a star that has travelled through the atmosphere in a limb-viewing mode. Regular global satellite measurements started at the end of the 1970s with the launch of the NIMBUS-7 satellite, carrying the Solar Backscatter Ultra-Violet (SBUV), Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS), and Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) [Krueger et al., 1980; Miller, 1989]. The TOMS instrument determines the ozone column by comparing the radiation scattered back from the atmosphere with the incident solar radiation at six wavelengths between 309 and 380 nm, at which the ozone absorption differs [Klenk et al., 1982; McPeters et al., 1998]. TOMS provides a global picture of the ozone distribution in one day and subsequent versions on different satellites are maintaining a (nearly) continuous dataset of ozone columns from 1978 until today. TOMS was the first instrument that provided a picture of the huge geographical extent of the Antarctic ozone hole [Farman et al., 1985], and is invaluable for the determination of long-term trends in ozone [e.g. Stolarski et al., 1991].
The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME), launched on the ERS-2 satellite in April 1995, measures the Earth’s radiance spectrum contiguously as a function of wavelength. GOME is a nadir-viewing spectrometer and measures the radiance from 240 to 790 nm, i.e. from the Hartley-UV band to near infrared wavelengths, with a spectral resolution of 0.2 to 0.4 nm [Burrows et al., 1999a] (Figure 1.2). Although the emphasis of GOME is on ozone, the contiguous spectral measurements provide the possibility to derive abundances of other important trace gases, such as nitrogen dioxide (NO$_2$), formaldehyde (HCHO), sulphur dioxide (SO$_2$), bromine oxide (BrO), and the chlorine specie OClO [e.g. Richter and Burrows, 2002; Wagner and Platt, 1998; Eisinger and Burrows, 1998]. Like ozone, these gases have specific absorption features in the UV. However, the concentrations of these trace gases in the atmosphere are much smaller than that of ozone, and measurements at many wavelengths are needed to detect their spectral signatures.

A retrieval process to determine the abundance of ozone (and other trace gases) that makes use of the contiguous spectral measurements of GOME is the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) method [Platt, 1994]. This method has been in use for more than 25 years to measure abundances of ozone, NO$_2$, formaldehyde and other trace gases from the ground [e.g. Noxon, 1975; Platt et al., 1979], but the launch of GOME made it possible to use the DOAS method from space. The DOAS retrieval technique for GOME is described in the next section.
1.5 The DOAS retrieval method

The GOME instrument measures the radiance backscattered from the atmosphere and reflected by the Earth’s surface in the nadir direction, with a maximum viewing angle of 32° w.r.t. nadir (Figure 1.3). To a first approximation, the scattering and ozone absorption processes are separated for this solar and viewing geometry. Most of scattering occurs in the lower part of the atmosphere (0-7 km), because this layer contains about 80% of the air molecules of the atmosphere. Since about 90% of the ozone is located in the stratosphere, most ozone absorption takes place above this scattering layer.

The Earthshine radiance \( I(\lambda) \) measured by GOME contains spectral features of the absorption by ozone (and other trace gases). The relative depth of these absorption bands is related to the abundance of ozone in the atmosphere. To isolate the atmospheric signal, the reflectivity \( R(\lambda) \) is calculated by dividing the measured Earthshine radiance by the extraterrestrial solar spectrum (which is regularly measured by GOME):

\[
R(\lambda) = \frac{I(\lambda)}{\mu_0 F_0(\lambda)} \tag{1.7}
\]

where \( \mu_0 \) is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, and \( \pi F_0(\lambda) \) is the solar irradiance perpendicular to the solar beam (Figure 1.2). The variation of the absorption by ozone with wavelength is given by the absorption cross-section \( \sigma(\lambda) \), which is a molecular property of ozone (Figure 1.4). The spectral features of the ozone cross-sections in the wavelength region

![Figure 1.4 Ozone absorption cross-sections in the Huggins band for three atmospheric temperatures. The data are from Burrows et al. (1999b).](image-url)
325-337 nm are most useful for DOAS retrieval of ozone [Diebel et al., 1995]. In the simple case of Figure 1.3, with the absorption layer on top of the scattering layer, the reflectivity can be expressed in terms of the Lambert-Beer law:

\[ R(\lambda) = R_0(\lambda) e^{-\sigma(\lambda)N_s} \]  

(1.8)

where \( R_0(\lambda) \) is the reflectivity of the atmosphere in the absence of ozone. \( R_0(\lambda) \) varies smoothly as a function of wavelength, due to scattering by air molecules, reflectance by the surface and aerosol scattering and absorption. \( N_s \) is referred to as the ozone slant column density, which is the number of ozone molecules along the light path through the atmosphere (per unit area). In the basic DOAS method, the ozone slant column is determined by fitting the logarithm of the GOME reflectivity spectrum to the ozone absorption cross sections, using linear regression. The smoothly varying \( R_0(\lambda) \) is filtered out with a low-order polynomial in wavelength.

Figure 1.5 shows an example of a DOAS fit in the wavelength region 325-337 nm. The difference between the measured and fitted spectra in Figure 1.5 is mainly due to the effect of inelastic Raman scattering, which is called Ring effect [Grainger and Ring, 1962]. Inelastic Raman scattering causes a filling-in of solar Fraunhofer lines in the Earthshine spectrum and a filling-in of ozone absorption features. For an accurate retrieval of the ozone slant column, inelastic Raman scattering needs to be accounted for in the DOAS fit. Another complication in the DOAS fit is the dependence of the ozone cross-section on the atmospheric temperature (see Figure 1.4). One way to deal with this is to determine an effective (representative) temperature for the ozone cross-section, using temperature data from Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models.

A main advantage of DOAS fitting is that knowledge about the surface reflection, aerosol and cloud properties is not required. Another advantage of the DOAS method is that it is insensitive to (non-additive) radiometric calibration errors of the measured GOME spectra, as long as they vary only slowly over the fitting window.

To determine the vertical ozone column \( N_v \), the ozone slant column is dividing by the so-called air mass factor \( M \):

\[ N_v = \frac{N_s}{M} \]  

(1.9)

In the simply case of Figure 1.3, the air mass factor is given by the ratio of the light path length through the absorbing layer, \( L \), and the thickness of the absorbing layer, \( H \), and is called the geometrical air mass factor:

\[ M_{geo} = \frac{L}{H} = \frac{1}{\mu_0} + \frac{1}{\mu} \]  

(1.10)

where \( \mu \) is the cosine of the GOME viewing zenith angle.

The assumption of a separated absorption and scattering layer (Figure 1.3), and the use of a geometrical air mass factor, result in reasonably accurate ozone columns for small solar- and
viewing zenith angles. However, in the real atmosphere, the ozone molecules and the scattering particles are mixed, and the real air mass factor differs from the geometrical air mass factor, especially for larger solar zenith angles. Therefore, radiative transfer theory is used to calculate the air mass factor for different model atmospheres. A common method is to calculate the ratio $\frac{R}{R_0}$ with a radiative transfer model, for a wavelength that is representative for the DOAS fitting window [Burrows et al., 1999a]. The air mass factor can then be derived using Eq. (1.8):

$$M = \frac{-\ln \left( \frac{R}{R_0} \right)}{\sigma \cdot N_v} \quad (1.11)$$

where the vertical ozone column $N_v$ is now known from the model atmosphere, and it is assumed that the air mass factor does not depend on the wavelength and the ozone column. Usually the air mass factors are not computed on-line for each measured GOME spectrum, but a look-up table approach is used. The air mass factors are pre-calculated with a radiative transfer model for various model atmospheres, surface albedos and different solar and

**Figure 1.5** DOAS method applied to a GOME reflectivity measurement of 16 June 1996, for the wavelength region 325-337 nm. The measured slant optical thickness $\tau(\lambda) = -\ln \left\{ R(\lambda) \right\}$ is plotted, together with the fitted slant column $N_s (=891$ DU), multiplied by the ozone absorption cross-section $\sigma(\lambda)$. In this DOAS fit example, no correction was made for inelastic Raman scattering, resulting in differences between the measured and fitted spectra, especially around 336 nm.
viewing geometries, and are stored in a look-up table. In this thesis, the Doubling-Adding-KNMI (DAK) radiative transfer model [De Haan et al., 1987] has been used to calculate the air mass factor look-up table.

The DOAS retrieval is more complicated in the presence of clouds, since GOME can only detect ozone above the clouds. The amount of ozone below the cloud is called the ghost vertical column, and is derived from an ozone profile climatology. Clouds are treated as elevated bright reflecting surfaces, and the cloud-fraction and cloud-top pressure are needed to determine the ghost vertical column and the air mass factor. The cloud-fraction and cloud-top pressure are retrieved with the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Cloud Observables (FRESCO) algorithm, using the GOME reflectivities at a few wavelengths in the oxygen absorption A-band (758-766 nm) [Koelemeijer et al., 2001, 2002].

Since on-line radiative transfer calculations are not needed, the DOAS fitting is a very fast retrieval method. With the DOAS method, it is possible to retrieve ozone columns from GOME spectra in near real-time, i.e. within 3 hours after sensing. Near real-time ozone data are important for various applications, such as the assimilation of ozone in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models [Stoffelen and Eskes, 1999; Struthers et al., 2002], for monitoring the status of the ozone layer, and improving surface UV radiation forecasts [WMO, 2003].

As already mentioned, satellite ozone data is invaluable for the determination of long-term trends in ozone [e.g. WMO, 2003]. Although trend studies do usually not require near real-time data availability, they do require accurate ozone columns. For the ozone trend studies of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the satellite instruments should be able to detect a change of 1% in the ozone column over a period of 10 years [WMO, 2003]. The accuracy and calibration of the instruments is of particular importance when ozone data from two (or more) different instruments are merged, in order to construct a continuous time record. For example, GOME ozone columns can be used to bridge the 1995-1996 gap in the long time record of TOMS total ozone.

1.6 Ozone in the tropical troposphere

The tropics encompass approximately the geographical area between the tropic of Cancer and the tropic of Capricorn (~ 23°N - 23°S). The tropical atmosphere covers about 60% of the Earth’s atmosphere by volume. Probably the most characteristic meteorological feature of the tropics is the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). The ITCZ is a zonally oriented band of deep convective clouds that migrates between the winter and summer solstice with the sun. The convective systems in the ITCZ are caused by convergence of air near the surface by the trade winds, in combination with a strong heating of the surface.

Ozone in the tropical troposphere plays various important roles. The intense UV radiation and high humidity in the tropics stimulate the formation of the hydroxyl radical (OH) by the photolysis of ozone (at wavelengths shorter than 315 nm):

\[ \text{O}_3 + h\nu \rightarrow \text{O}^{(1)D} + \text{O}_2 \]  
\[ \text{O}^{(1)D} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2 \text{OH} \]
OH is the most important oxidant in the troposphere because it reacts with virtually all trace gases, such as CO, CH₄ and other hydrocarbons. Since OH limits the residence time of many atmospheric pollutants, it is sometimes called the ‘cleaning agent’ of the atmosphere.

The tropopause, which separates the troposphere from the stratosphere, is higher (~17 km) and colder in the tropics, than at mid- and high latitudes. Since the radiative forcing by ozone is directly proportional to the temperature contrast between the radiation absorbed and the radiation emitted, ozone is most efficient as a greenhouse gas in the cold tropical upper troposphere [Lacis et al., 1990; IPCC, 2001].

The tropics are also characterized by large emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOₓ), carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons, both from natural and anthropogenic sources. Ozone that is formed over regions where large amounts of these ozone precursors are emitted, can be transported over great distances and affects areas far from the source [e.g. Thompson et al., 2001]. The chemical production of ozone can be illustrated by the sunlight driven reaction cycle of NOₓ and CO. First, CO is oxidized by the OH radical, leading to the formation of the peroxo radical HO₂:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{OH} + \text{CO} & \rightarrow \text{H} + \text{CO}_2 & (1.14) \\
\text{H} + \text{O}_2 + M & \rightarrow \text{HO}_2 + M & (1.15)
\end{align*}
\]

where M is either an oxygen or nitrogen molecule. In the presence of NOₓ, the peroxo radicals react with NO leading to the formation of NO₂:

\[
\text{HO}_2 + \text{NO} \rightarrow \text{OH} + \text{NO}_2 & (1.16)
\]

And ozone is formed after the photolysis of NO₂:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NO}_2 + h\nu & \rightarrow \text{NO} + \text{O}(^{3}\text{P}) & (1.17) \\
\text{O}(^{3}\text{P}) + \text{O}_2 + M & \rightarrow \text{O}_3 + M & (1.18)
\end{align*}
\]

The ozone production becomes apparent by calculating the net result of reactions (1.14) – (1.18):

\[
\text{CO} + 2\text{O}_2 + h\nu \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{O}_3 & (1.19)
\]

The CO molecule in this reaction cycle can be substituted by other ozone precursors, such as methane (CH₄) and formaldehyde (HCHO).

Natural emissions of non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) from tropical forest and savannas are very large, but rather uncertain. Estimates of the magnitude of the biogenic NMHC emissions indicate that over half of the total NMHC emissions are from natural sources [Guenther et al., 1995]. Large amounts of NOₓ are produced by lightning: between 2 and 20 Tg N yr⁻¹ globally, of which more than 70% in the tropics [e.g. Price et al., 1997; Huntrieser et al., 1998]. NOₓ is also released by natural savannah burning and by the tropical soil. However, the most important source of ozone precursors are the anthropogenic emissions by biomass burnings [Hao et al., 1990; Crutzen and Andreae, 1990]. Approximately 500
million hectares of land are burned globally every year. Large amounts of ozone precursors, such as CO, NO\textsubscript{x}, CH\textsubscript{4} and other hydrocarbons are released over Africa and South America during the so-called biomass burnings seasons. Most burnings during these dry periods occur for shifting cultivation, deforestation and clearing of agricultural waste. Recent emission estimates indicate that the amount of carbon released to the atmosphere is 3–4 Pg C yr\textsuperscript{-1} \cite{Hao and Liu, 1994; Van der Werf et al., 2003]. The biomass burning seasons are usually well defined, with large-scale fires over southern Africa and South America in September and October and over northern Africa in December and January. However, there is also considerable inter-annual variability in the magnitude and location of the fires. For example, in 1997, tropical rainforests were burned in Indonesia and Brazil due to the extreme El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) conditions \cite{Siegenthaler et al., 2001}. This resulted in ozone plumes that extended as far as India \cite{Thompson et al., 2001].

Observations of tropical tropospheric ozone are carried out by several ozonesonde sites, mainly in Southern Tropics. Since the start of the Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozone Sounding (SHADOZ) program in 1998, the number of tropical ozonesonde sites has increased considerably, with 11 sites on the Southern Hemisphere, and one site, Paramaribo, on the Northern Hemisphere \cite{Thompson et al., 2003a; Fortuin et al., 2003; Peters et al., 2002b}. The SHADOZ sites fill an important gap in the global monitoring network, and provide valuable information about the variability in tropical tropospheric ozone \cite{Thompson et al., 2003b}.

\textbf{Figure 1.6} Tropospheric ozone distribution in the southern Tropics (0°-20°S) for September – November, determined from ozonesonde observations in 1998-2000. The ozone concentration is given in parts per billion (ppb). Clearly visible are the enhanced ozone concentrations over the Atlantic and the low values over the Pacific. Reproduced from Thompson et al. \cite{2003b}.
Satellite observations offer the possibility to measure the distribution of tropospheric ozone over large areas and to study its large-scale temporal and spatial variability. The first satellite pictures of the tropospheric ozone column in the tropics were produced by Fishman et al. [1990], and clearly showed enhanced ozone concentrations over the South Atlantic near the coast of Africa during the biomass burning season. Fishman et al. developed the concept of deriving a tropospheric ozone column with a residual method, by subtracting a stratospheric ozone column, measured by SAGE, from the total ozone column, measured by TOMS. More recent satellite studies used specific characteristics of the tropical atmosphere to distinguish tropospheric from stratospheric ozone [e.g. Hudson and Thompson, 1998; Ziemke et al., 1998]. In the tropics, the tropospheric ozone column generally shows a maximum over the Atlantic Ocean and a minimum over the Pacific (Figure 1.6), while the stratospheric ozone column is nearly invariant with longitude [Thompson et al., 2003a,b]. This ‘zonal wave one pattern’ in the tropical tropospheric ozone can be attributed to a complex interaction of biomass burning, lightning NOx emissions and large-scale transport, [e.g. Krishnamurti et al., 1993, 1996; Thompson et al., 1996; Chatfield et al., 1998; Edwards et al., 2003].

In this thesis, the convective-cloud-differential (CCD) is used to determine the tropical tropospheric ozone column (TTOC) from satellite observations [Ziemke et al., 1998; Ziemke and Chandra, 1999]. The CCD method uses total ozone measurements over highly reflecting, high-altitude clouds in the ITCZ to obtain an above-cloud stratospheric ozone amount. In certain regions, such as the tropical western Pacific, these bright clouds are mostly associated with strong convection and cloud tops in the upper troposphere. The TTOC is derived at cloud-free pixels by subtracting the stratospheric ozone amount from the total ozone column, assuming a zonally invariant stratospheric column.

1.7 Global chemistry transport models

Numerical models are useful tools to study the distribution of ozone and other trace gases in the tropics. Models can provide information about dynamical and chemical processes in the tropical atmosphere that cannot be easily measured. On the other hand, by comparing observed and modelled ozone fields, deficiencies in the model are recognized and shortcomings in the knowledge of atmospheric processes can be identified. Especially the comparison between satellite measurements and models can be useful, since the spatial scales of the satellite and model ozone fields are often comparable [e.g. Peters et al., 2002a]. In a numerical model, all relevant atmospheric processes, the emissions and removal of trace gases and the chemical transformations in the atmosphere need to be integrated. Two types of models are commonly used: three-dimensional global chemistry models (CTMs) and global circulation models with chemistry (GCMs). Global circulation models solve the basic equations of motion, conservation of mass, and conservation of energy. Although GCMs are the most comprehensive, and are, for instance, able to calculate the climate effects of future greenhouse gas increases [e.g. Sigmond et al., 2003], the high complexity and demand for computer resources reduce the flexibility.
Global chemistry models use prescribed meteorological fields, which reduces the required computer resources and increases the flexibility. CTMs give a good description of the observed state of the atmosphere, because they can use analysed meteorology of NWP models. In this thesis, the three-dimensional global chemistry model TM3 (Tracer Model version 3) is used to interpret the observed variability in the measured TTOC [Lelieveld and Dentener, 2000 and references therein; Van Velthoven and Kelder, 1996]. TM3 has a horizontal resolution of 2.5°x2.5°, with 31 vertical layers and uses meteorological fields from the ECMWF operational weather model. The model has been employed in many atmospheric studies [e.g. Prather et al., 2001; Jeukens et al., 1999; Dentener et al., 2003].

1.8 Thesis outline

The first topic of this thesis is the near real-time retrieval of total ozone columns from Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) observations. This theme was instigated by the growing demand for global ozone observations and ozone forecasts from satellite instruments. For example, satellite ozone data are invaluable for monitoring the status of the ozone layer, e.g. during the development of the yearly Antarctic ozone hole, for ozone trend studies and for improving regional and global forecast of surface UV radiation. For some application, such as the assimilation of satellite ozone observations in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models, the data can only be used if they are available in near real-time.

The important role of the tropical atmosphere and the new possibilities of GOME have initiated the second topic of this thesis: the variability in tropical tropospheric ozone. With the GOME instrument, it is possible to improve the existing convective-cloud-differential (CCD) method to derive a tropical tropospheric ozone column from satellite observations. Analysis of the GOME–TTOCs, with the aid of the TM3 model, helps to understand the tropical ozone distribution and the processes responsible for the variability in tropical tropospheric ozone.

In this thesis, the following questions are addressed:

1. Can ozone columns be retrieved from GOME observations in near real-time, with the required quality for use in Numerical Weather Prediction models?

2. How well do the GOME ozone columns agree with ground-based observations, and can the accuracy of the GOME ozone columns be improved further?

3. What is the influence of low stratospheric temperature on observations of ozone mini-holes from the ground and from space?

4. Can the existing retrieval methods of tropospheric ozone columns in the tropics be improved with GOME observations?

5. How to interpret the observed variability of ozone in the tropical troposphere?
In Chapter 2, the first two questions are addressed by presenting a Fast Delivery system for the retrieval of near real-time ozone columns from GOME data. With the DOAS retrieval technique, it is possible to have the ozone data available within 3 hours after the GOME observation. The quality of the near real-time satellite ozone data has been established by a pseudo-global validation with ground-based measurements. This chapter has been published in the *International Journal of Remote Sensing*, Vol. 24, in 2003 [Valks et al., 2003a].

The third question is addressed in Chapter 3. An ozone mini-hole with total ozone values less than 200 DU passed over north-western Europe on November 30, and December 1, 1999. The total ozone values were measured from the ground, with a Brewer Spectrophotometer at De Bilt and an ozonesonde, and from space with the GOME instrument. In this chapter, the ground-based and GOME measurements are described and the accuracy of the measurements are discussed. Since the recorded stratospheric temperatures were very low during this low-ozone event, the sensitivity of the retrieved ozone amount to the atmospheric temperature is of particular importance. This chapter has been published in *Geophysical Research Letters*, Vol. 27, in 2000 [Allaart et al., 2000]. The author contributed to the analysis of the GOME observations.

The last two questions are addressed in Chapter 4, where the variability in tropical tropospheric ozone has been analysed using GOME observations and the TM3 chemistry transport model. The CCD method to derive tropical tropospheric ozone columns (TTOC) from TOMS data [Ziemke et al., 1998; Ziemke and Chandra, 1999], has been improved by using GOME ozone columns and GOME cloud measurements. Monthly mean values of the tropospheric ozone columns below 200 hPa have been determined on a 2.5° latitude by 2.5° longitude grid between 20°N and 20°S. The GOME-TTOCs have been validated with ozonesonde measurements from the SHADOZ network, also including the site Paramaribo (6°N, 55°W) in the northern tropics. The GOME-TTOCs and the TM3 model have been used to untangle the intriguing relation of the South Atlantic TTOC maximum to biomass burning emissions, lightning NOx emissions and large scale transport. The variability of the TTOC in the northern tropics has been examined as well. This chapter has been published in *Journal of Geophysical Research*, Vol. 108, in 2003 [Valks et al., 2003b].

Chapter 5 focuses on the second question. The validation of the Fast Delivery (FD) ozone columns, as described in Chapter 2, has raised some issues for further improvements of the DOAS total ozone algorithm. The most important issue is the solar zenith angle and latitudinal dependence of the FD ozone columns. Therefore, an improved GOME total ozone algorithm called TOGOMI (Total Ozone algorithm for Gome using the OMI algorithm), has been developed. The new algorithm is based on the total ozone algorithm developed for the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), to be launched on EOS-Aura in 2004 [Veefkind and de Haan, 2002; De Haan, 2003]. The main improvements of the new algorithm are: (1) a new DOAS fit-equation that accounts for inelastic scattering, (2) the use of an empirical DOAS method to account for the wavelength dependence of the air mass factor, and (3) the use of a slant column dependent air mass factor to account for atmospheric variability. In this Chapter, the improved DOAS algorithm is described, and the TOGOMI ozone columns are compared with the Fast Delivery ozone columns and with ground-based measurements. This chapter will be submitted for publication in a scientific journal.

Chapter 6 presents the main conclusions of this thesis and an outlook to further research.
Chapter 2

A Fast Delivery System for the retrieval of near-real time ozone columns from GOME data *

Abstract

A Fast Delivery (FD) system has been developed to provide GOME total ozone columns within 3 hours after observation. This meets the growing demand for near-real time ozone products for applications as the assimilation of ozone in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models, monitoring the status of the ozone layer and improving surface UV radiation forecasts. The FD system uses only a small part of the raw GOME data that are available in near-real time. The FD level 0-to-1 and level 1-to-2 processors are based on algorithms as used within the off-line ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor (GDP). However, several changes in the algorithms have been made to improve the retrieval of the ozone columns: (1) the use of effective ozone absorption cross-sections based on ECMWF temperature forecast in the ozone slant column fit, (2) the use of the DAK radiative transfer model and the Fortuin and Kelder ozone climatology for the air mass factor calculations and (3) the use of the FRESCO cloud algorithm. The accuracy of the FD ozone columns has been determined by a pseudo-global validation study involving ground-based total ozone observations from about 15 NDSC sites. There is a reasonable general agreement with the ground-based measurements (within 5% for low- and mid-latitudes, within –10 to +5% for high latitudes) and the level of quality meets the requirements for near-real time applications.

2.1 Introduction

There is a growing demand for global ozone measurements from satellite instruments for various purposes. For example, an interesting recent application is the assimilation of satellite ozone observations in Numerical Weather Prediction models. This is expected to give a better description of the stratospheric dynamics, the temperatures and the radiation and heating in the NWP model [Stoffelen and Eskes, 1999; Hölm, 2000 pers. comm.]. Satellite ozone data are also used for monitoring the status of the ozone layer (e.g. during the development of the yearly Antarctic ozone hole), and to improve – in combination with data assimilation - the regional and global forecasts of surface UV radiation (the derivation of surface UV from satellite measurements is described in Ziemke et al. [2000] and references therein). Another application is the use of satellite ozone data for planning and support of ground-based atmospheric (chemistry) experiments during measurement campaigns. Recent examples are the THESEO and SOLVE campaigns that took place in the 1999-2000 winter in the Arctic [Newman et al., 2002]. For this kind of applications, satellite ozone observations are especially useful when they are available in near-real time (NRT), i.e. within 3 hours after observation. However, the usability of NRT satellite ozone data depends on the accuracy of the data and the accuracy requirements of the particular application. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the quality of NRT satellite ozone data by a validation with other (independent) ozone measurements.

In this paper, a Fast Delivery system is described which retrieves ozone columns in near-real time from radiation measurements by the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) onboard the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Second European Remote Sensing (ERS-2) satellite. Because of the near-real time constraint, the FD system uses only a small part of the raw GOME data that are available in near-real time. Several aspects of the FD system are described. In the first part of the paper, an overview is given of the GOME instrument, the data transfer from the satellite to the FD system, and the operational processing of the raw GOME data. Since the near-real time constraint is an important facet of the FD system, the various time delays in the processing chain are explained as well. The second part of the paper focuses on the total ozone retrieval algorithm and the validation of the FD ozone columns. The retrieval algorithm consists of a conversion of the raw GOME data into calibrated reflectance spectra (level 0-to-1 processing) and the calculation of total ozone columns from the calibrated spectra (level 1-to-2 processing). To establish the quality of the ozone columns, the FD ozone columns have been validated with ground-based measurements. The results of this pseudo-global validation are described and the accuracy of the FD ozone columns is assessed. The paper ends with our concluding remarks.
2.2 The Fast Delivery system

2.2.1 GOME instrument

The GOME instrument is a passive four-channel spectrometer that measures the direct solar irradiance and the solar radiance reflected by the Earth’s atmosphere and surface in the UV/VIS spectral range (240 to 790 nm). GOME scans the Earth’s surface in the nadir direction (across-track scan angle 32º) with a spatial resolution of 40 x 320 km² and a global coverage within 3 days. Total ozone columns are retrieved from the ratio of the Earthshine and Sunshine spectra, utilising the characteristic ozone spectral absorption features in a part of the Huggins ozone absorption band (325 to 335 nm) [ESA, 1995; Burrows et al., 1999a].

2.2.2 Data transport

The raw GOME science data, containing the readouts of the detector array for every 1.5 seconds GOME measurement, is stored on-board on tape recorders. During periods of ground station visibility, typically once every orbit (100 minutes), the recorded data is downlinked to one of the four ESA ground stations. The main ground station at Kiruna in Sweden receives the data from 10 out of 14 orbits; the data from the other four orbits are transmitted to the ground stations Gatineau, Prince Albert (both in Canada) and Maspalomas (Spain). At the ground stations, the raw GOME science data, the orbit information and the instrument housekeeping data are extracted in so-called EGOC products. Each EGOC product contains the data for one (1.5 seconds) GOME measurement (8484 bytes). Over a 24-hour period, about 57,600 EGOC products are generated, giving a total daily data volume of 488 Mbytes. The EGOCs are put on tapes and sent to the ESA Processing and Archiving Facility (D-PAF) at DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, for further processing.

This process of data collection at the ground-stations, physical transport of tapes and processing of the raw data to ozone column values at D-PAF takes several days. To be able to retrieve ozone columns in near-real-time, the so-called Extracted GOME Instrument Header (EGOI) data are used. EGOS are created at the ESA ground-stations from the downlinked satellite data in a similar way as EGOCs and contain orbit information, instrument housekeeping data and samples of the raw science data. These samples contain parts of the readouts of the detector arrays in the spectral range 272 to 777 nm for every GOME measurement. About 15% (1284 bytes) of the total amount of raw data is put in an EGOI. Normally three to four EGOI files are generated for each orbit and about 1300 GOME measurements are grouped in one EGOI file. After creation at the ground stations, the EGOI files are sent to ESA's data exploitation centre (ESRIN) in Frascati, Italy, via direct ground link. At ESRIN they are mainly used for instrument monitoring purposes. The EGOI files are also transferred to the FD system at KNMI (by Internet/FTP), where they are used for the retrieval of the total ozone columns.
Figure 2.1 The Fast Delivery system performs the following three functions: acquisition, processing, distribution and monitoring (see text). The input and output for these functions and their place in the system are shown in the flow chart.

2.2.3 Operational Environment

The FD system performs the following three main functions: data acquisition, data processing and data distribution. The input and output for these functions and their place in the system are shown in Figure 2.1. The acquisition function takes care of the (Internet/FTP) transport of EGOI files from ESA/ESRIN to the processing environment at KNMI. The processing function consists of a level 0-1 processor, a level 1-2 processor and a level 2-4 processor. The EGOI files and auxiliary data (stored within the processing environment) are input for the level 0-1 processor. The output of the level 0-1 processor (calibrated reflectance) is input for the level 1-2 processor (together with auxiliary data). The output of the level 1-2 processor are level 2 data files containing geo-locations, observation times and ozone vertical columns with uncertainties. The level 0-1 and 1-2 processors are described in more detail in the next section. In the level 2-to-4 processing, the ozone columns are assimilated in a three-dimensional tracer transport model and a (level 4) global ozone field is calculated [Jeuken et al., 1999; Eskes et al., 2001]. The performance of the data acquisition and processing functions is checked by a monitoring function. At the end, the distribution function takes care of the distribution of the level 2 and 4 data to the end-users (by Internet/FTP) and to the Fast Delivery Internet/WWW site, where they are made available for the general public.
Figure 2.2 Raw GOME data is downlinked to the ESA ground stations once every orbit, resulting in a time delay between the GOME observation and the reception at the ground station of 100 minutes at maximum. The collection of the raw data at the ground-stations, the creation of the EGOI files and the transfer of these files to KNMI, via ESRIN, takes about 75 min. The processing of the EGOI data to level 2 ozone columns and the distribution of the level 2 data to the end-users only takes a few minutes.

2.2.4 Time delays

The near-real time constraint is an important aspect of the FD system, which means that the period between the actual GOME measurement and the delivery of the total ozone columns to the end-users must be less than 3 hours. The time delays in the data transport and processing chain is visualised in Figure 2.2. Since the raw GOME data are downlinked to the ESA ground stations once every orbit, the time delay between the GOME observation and the reception at the ground station can be 100 minutes at maximum. The collection of the raw data at the ground-stations, the creation of the EGOI files and the transfer of these files to KNMI, via ESRIN, takes about 75 min. The processing of the EGOI data to the level-2 ozone data and the distribution of the level 2 data to the end-users takes only a few minutes. Generally more than 93% of the ozone columns are available and distributed to the end-users within 3 hours after observation. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the retrieved ozone columns for a single day (30 November 1999).
Figure 2.3 Fast Delivery total ozone columns for 30 November, 1999. Clearly visible are the very low ozone values above Europe and the remainder of the Antarctic ozone hole.

2.3 Total ozone retrieval algorithm

The retrieval of total ozone columns from the raw GOME data is done in two steps. In the level 0-to-1 processing, the readouts of the detector array are converted to calibrated reflectance spectra and in the level 1-to-2 processing the total ozone columns are retrieved from the calibrated spectra. The level 0-to-1 and level 1-to-2 processors used in the Fast Delivery system are based on the off-line ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor (GDP), operated by the D-PAF at DLR [Spurr et al., 2002; Aberle et al., 2002]. However, there are several important differences between the FD and off-line GDP processors. In this section, an overview of the FD level 0-1 and level 1-2 processors is given and the main differences between the FD and off-line level 1-2 processors are explained.

2.3.1 Level 0-1 processor

The level 0-to-1 processing consists of two parts: a radiometric calibration and a wavelength calibration. In the radiometric calibration, the raw detector signals are corrected for leakage current, straylight, Peltier noise and the pixel-to-pixel variability. In addition, a polarisation correction is carried out because the optics of the instrument are sensitive to the polarisation of the Earthshine radiation [Schutgens and Stammes, 2002]. Finally, a wavelength calibration is performed on the Earthshine and Sunshine spectra by using a high-resolution reference solar spectrum [Caspar and Chance, 1997], and the reflectance spectra (ratio of the Earthshine and Sunshine spectra) are calculated. A more detailed description of the FD level 0-1 processor and the differences with the off-line GDP processor can be found in Pîters et al. [2001].
2.3.2 Level 1-2 processor

The first step in the retrieval of the total ozone column from the calibrated reflectance spectra is the calculation of the ozone slant column density. This is the total amount of ozone per cm$^2$ along the average optical path through the atmosphere and is determined by the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) method \cite{Platt,1994}. The DOAS algorithm used in the FD processor consists of a least squares fitting of the ozone absorption cross-section, a Ring spectrum and a third order polynomial, to the ratio of the measured Earthshine and Sunshine spectra:

$$\tau(\lambda) = N_s \cdot \sigma_{\text{O}_3}(\lambda) + c_{\text{ring}} \cdot \sigma_{\text{ring}}(\lambda) + P_3(\lambda)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $\tau(\lambda)$ denotes the slant optical thickness: $\tau(\lambda) = -\ln[I_s(\lambda)/I_s(\lambda)]$, with $I_s(\lambda)$ the Earthshine spectrum and $I_s(\lambda)$ the Sunshine spectrum. The wavelength $\lambda$ ranges from 325 to 335 nm, where $\tau(\lambda)$ shows characteristic ozone absorption features of the Huggins band. $N_s$ is the slant column density and $\sigma_{\text{O}_3}(\lambda)$ is the ozone absorption cross-section. To account for the Ring effect (the filling-in of solar Fraunhofer lines in the earthshine spectrum), a theoretical Ring spectrum $\sigma_{\text{ring}}(\lambda)$, convolved with the GOME slit function, is included in the fit \cite{Chance,Spurr,1997}. $P_3(\lambda)$ is a third order polynomial that is subtracted from the slant optical thickness to remove the slowly varying spectral structures resulting from Rayleigh and aerosol scattering and reflections at the ground surface.

The use of accurate ozone absorption cross-sections and the handling of the temperature dependence of the ozone cross-sections in the DOAS algorithm are very important for an accurate determination of the ozone slant column density. In the FD processor, the GOME Flight-Model (FM) ozone absorption cross-sections are used, which were measured prior to launch with the GOME spectrometer \cite{Burrows,1999b}. To account for the temperature dependence, an effective ozone absorption cross-section is calculated daily, using the 24-hour temperature forecast from the ECMWF model:

$$\sigma_{\text{O}_3,\text{eff}}(\lambda) = \frac{\int \rho(z) \cdot \sigma_{\text{O}_3}(T(z),\lambda) \cdot dz}{\int \rho(z) \cdot dz} \hspace{1cm} (2.2)$$

where $\rho(z)$ is the ozone concentration at altitude $z$, here determined from an ozone profile climatology from Fortuin and Kelder \cite{1998}, and $\int \rho(z) \cdot dz$ is the corresponding vertical ozone column. $T(z)$ is the ECMWF temperature at altitude $z$ (the new ECMWF model provides temperatures for 60 vertical levels with equally-distributed levels in the middle stratosphere with 1.5 km spacing, as described by Untch and Simmons \cite{1998}), and $\sigma_{\text{O}_3}(T(z),\lambda)$ is the temperature dependent ozone absorption cross-section. The resulting effective cross-section $\sigma_{\text{O}_3,\text{eff}}(\lambda)$ is used in Eq. (2.1) to calculate the ozone slant column density. To account for spectral calibration errors in the GOME-FM ozone absorption cross-
sections, a wavelength shift is applied on the cross-sections. The value of the wavelength shift is allowed to vary in the fitting. Information on the quality of the fit is derived from the variance in the ozone slant column density. The estimated uncertainty in the ozone slant column density mostly falls within the 1% to 2.5% range.

In order to determine the ozone column accurately, the cloud fraction and cloud top pressure need to be determined. Furthermore, GOME can only measure the ozone column above the cloud top. To provide the end-users a total ozone column in the presence of clouds, a climatological ozone column below the cloud top (the so-called ghost vertical column) is added to the retrieved ozone column. In the FD processor, the cloud fraction and cloud top pressure are retrieved with the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Cloud Observables (FRESCO) algorithm [Koelemeijer et al., 2001], using the reflectivities in a part of the oxygen absorption A-band (758-766 nm).

To convert the ozone slant column density into a vertical ozone column, the air mass factor is needed. Air mass factors are calculated with a radiative transfer model and contain the scattering and absorption processes that define the average optical path of photons in the atmosphere. For the FD processor, the air mass factors have been calculated with a pseudo-spherical version of the Doubling Adding model DAK [De Haan et al., 1987]. A look-up table has been generated for different viewing scenarios (solar and satellite viewing angles), surface heights and albedos, and ozone- and temperature profiles. The dependence of the air mass factor on the ozone profile is of particular importance (as presented in the last section of this paper). For the air mass factor calculations in the FD processor, ozone profiles from the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] climatology are used. This climatology includes monthly ozone profiles for 10º latitude bands, determined from ground-based and satellite ozone profile measurements. The air mass factor is obtained by interpolation of the look-up table, with the solar and viewing angles taken from the level-1 data and the surface parameters from a monthly climatology. For the interpolation between the climatological ozone profiles, the latitude and time corresponding to the GOME measurement are used.

An additional complication is that in the DOAS spectral fitting window (325-335 nm), the air mass factor is wavelength dependent [Marquard et al., 2000]. In the standard DOAS retrieval method, as used in the FD processor, the wavelength dependence is neglected and only one air mass factor is used. By calculating the air mass factor at 325 nm, where the ozone absorption is largest, the error due to this approximation is minimised [Burrows et al., 1999a].

In the last step, the vertical ozone column is calculated. For cloud-free situations, the vertical ozone column \( N_v \) can simply be calculated by dividing the slant column density by the appropriate air mass factor (\( N_v = N_s / M \)). However, in the presence of clouds, two air mass factors are needed: one down to the ground surface (\( M_{\text{clear}} \)) and one down to the cloud top (\( M_{\text{cloudy}} \)). The latter is obtained from the air mass factor look-up table, using the determined cloud top height and a cloud albedo of 0.8, which corresponds to a highly reflecting cloud [Koelemeijer et al., 2001]. The vertical ozone column is then given by:

\[
N_v = \frac{N_s + f \cdot N_g \cdot M_{\text{cloudy}}}{M}
\]  

(2.3)
where the total air mass factor $M$ is given by: $M = f \cdot M_{\text{cloudy}} + (1 - f) M_{\text{clear}}$. The ghost vertical column $N_g$ is determined by integrating the appropriate climatological Fortuin and Kelder [1998] ozone profile from the surface to the cloud top pressure. The cloud fraction $f$ and the cloud top pressure have been determined with the FRESCO cloud algorithm.

### 2.3.3 FD versus off-line GDP ozone columns

As already noted, the level 1-to-2 algorithms of the current FD processor (version 3) and off-line ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor (version 2.7) are quite similar: both processors use the DOAS retrieval method. However, there are several important differences between the two processors. The main modifications applied in the FD level 1-2 processor are: (1) the use of an effective ozone absorption cross-section based on ECMWF temperature forecasts in the slant column fit, (2) the use of a pseudo-spherical version of the DAK radiative transfer model and the use of the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] ozone climatology for the air mass factor calculations and (3) the use of the FRESCO cloud algorithm. Due to these modifications, the FD and GDP ozone columns differ considerably. As illustrated in Figure 2.4, differences range from less than 1% to more than 10%, depending on location, cloud cover condition, solar zenith angle and season. It is therefore necessary to establish the quality of the FD ozone columns by validation with ground-based ozone measurements. The results of this validation are described in the next section.

![Ozone column: FD vs GDP](image)

**Figure 2.4** Relative difference between the FD (version 3) and off-line GDP (version 2.7) ozone columns for three GOME orbits of 16 August 1998.
Figure 2.5 Locations of the ground-based measurement sites used for the validation of the FD ozone columns. This pseudo-global validation relies on comparisons with correlative ground-based measurements from about 15 zenith-sky UV-visible spectrometers affiliated with the NDSC and from associated Dobson and Brewer spectrophotometers. As an example, the assimilated global ozone field for 30 November 1999 is plotted as well.

2.4 Ground-based validation

Relying on the use of independent sources of information, validation is the process through which uncertainties and scientific usability of a data product are assessed. Furthermore, the development of any satellite data product is an iterative process in which validation plays the crucial role as a diagnostic tool. In the case of the FD ozone columns, the accuracy and geophysical consistency have been investigated through comparisons with well-controlled and documented ground-based correlative measurements, associated with the international Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC, see Lambert et al. [1999]) and, where needed, from other sources such as the Norwegian ozone monitoring network [Hansen et al., 1999] and the World Ozone and UV Radiation Data Centre (WOUDC, see WMO [1995]). Similar ground-based comparisons have been performed for the off-line ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor (version 2.7) and for the Earth Probe Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (EP/TOMS) version 7 [Lambert et al., 1999, 2000, and reference therein].

A detailed description of the complete validation effort falls beyond the scope of this paper. This section aims at outlining the major validation results for the FD processor, involving correlative total ozone data collected from about 15 zenith-sky UV-visible spectrometers affiliated with the NDSC and from associated Dobson and Brewer spectrophotometers, operating at stations highlighted in Figure 2.5. At each site, coincident FD and ground-based ozone columns have been compared for the years 1998 and 1999, and several parameters have been investigated, such as the dependence on the latitude, the season, the solar zenith angle of the GOME measurement, the ozone column, and the cloud fraction. The comparison method relies on the complementarity between the UV-visible and UV
measurement techniques used at the various ground sites, in terms of air mass and of uncertainties [Lambert et al., 1999]. UV and UV-visible ground-based data agree within a few percent, the discrepancies being attributed to well known effects such as the temperature dependence of the UV absorption cross-sections and the atmospheric profile shape dependence of the zenith-sky air mass factor [Van Roozendael et al., 1998].

Some of the ground-based validation results are illustrated in Figure 2.6, where the yearly mean relative differences between the three satellite ozone processors (GOME/FD, off-line GOME GDP, and EP/TOMS) and correlative ground-based total ozone are depicted as a function of latitude. Main features of the FD ozone columns in relation to the other satellite ozone data, as revealed from Figure 2.6, are as follows:

- The comparisons performed with independent ground-based techniques yield consistent results within the accuracy limit of the ground-based sensors, that is, a few percent. Apparent differences between nearly collocated ground-based instruments can be attributed to the aforementioned effects (temperature dependence of the UV absorption cross-sections and the atmospheric profile shape dependence of the zenith-sky air mass factor) which are not yet taken into account in the ground-based data as available from NDSC and WOUDC databases.

**Figure 2.6** Yearly mean relative differences between satellite ozone columns ((a) GOME/FD version 3, (b) off-line GOME/GDP version 2.7 and (c) EP/TOMS V7) and ground-based total ozone as a function of latitude. The ground-based instruments are denoted by: S=SAOZ, U=other UV-visible, d=Dobson, b=Brewer. The 2.5% and 5% difference levels are indicated.
At mid-latitudes, the yearly mean agreement between GOME (both FD and off-line GDP) and the ground generally falls within ±5%. FD reports slightly lower values than GDP. This underestimation increases with the latitude.

At high latitudes, the yearly mean agreement between GOME and the ground varies within the 0 to -10% range for FD and within the +6 to -7% range for GDP. FD reports systematically lower ozone values than GDP. More pronounced than in the middle latitudes, this underestimation can reach 5% beyond the polar circles.

The overall agreement between EP/TOMS and the ground is similar to that reported previously [Lambert et al., 1999, 2000]. In particular, it is interesting to note that the already reported bias between Northern and Southern EP/TOMS data from mid-1996 to mid-1998 persists through 1998 and 1999.

At the tropics, the three satellite ozone processors overestimate the ground-based values by about 5% on a yearly average. The agreement is better around the Equator.

Except near the poles, the year-to-year variation of the differences is weak, within a few percent.

Further ground-based validation concludes to the following main features of the FD ozone columns (not shown in Figure 2.6):

- Qualitatively, the three satellite ozone processors studied here and the ground-based networks capture the ozone field and its short-term variations similarly.
- After removal of the average difference as a function of time, the dispersion (1σ) of satellite data with respect to ground-based observations is similar for the three satellite processors. It varies from ±2-3% in the tropics and in summertime mid-latitudes, to 5% in wintertime mid-latitudes, and up to ±10% at high latitudes in winter and also at low sun elevation. This behaviour correlates with that of the natural variability of atmospheric ozone.
- The uncertainty in the ozone column in the presence of clouds is 0.9 to 1.5% higher than for a cloud free situation. This is mainly due to the large uncertainty in the (climatological) ghost column.
- At middle and high latitudes, GOME processors (both FD and GDP) are affected by fictitious seasonal variations in the ozone columns of a few percent. Such seasonal variations are significantly reduced with EP/TOMS. The FD-induced seasonal signatures are smaller than those introduced by the off-line GDP. This is likely due to the use in the FD processor of (1) a monthly varying ozone profile database [Fortuin and Kelder, 1998] relying on real measurements rather than on modelling results, and (2) the use of effective ozone absorption cross-sections based on ECMWF temperature forecasts.
- In the (sub)-tropics, the aforementioned 5% overestimation of ground-based values by the three satellite ozone processors exhibits a small seasonal variation of a few percent.
- At high latitudes, a solar zenith angle (SZA) dependent difference appears. The monthly mean agreement varies within the -10% to +5% range for the FD ozone columns and the -10% to +10% range for the GDP ozone columns.
- In polar summer, the SZA dependence generates an additional bias between GDP data of ascending and descending orbits. This bias is reduced with the FD processor, and hardly existing with EP-TOMS.
• The FD processor has a tendency to underestimate winter ozone values at high latitudes. It is worth noting that the amplitude of this underestimation is comparable to the already reported bias between Northern and Southern EP/TOMS data [Lambert et al., 2000].

2.5 Concluding remarks

The Fast Delivery system described in this paper, retrieves total ozone columns in near-real time (i.e. within 3 hours after observation) from radiation measurements by the GOME satellite instrument. The FD ozone columns are used in an increasing number of applications such as assimilation of satellite ozone data in Numerical Weather Prediction models, for monitoring the status of the ozone layer, and to improve the forecast of surface UV radiation.

The FD processor is based on the off-line ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor: both processors use the DOAS retrieval method. However, the FD processor uses only a small part of the raw GOME data that is available in near-real time, and several changes in the level 0-to-1 and level 1-to-2 algorithms have been made to improve the retrieval of the ozone columns. The main modifications in the level 1-to-2 processor are: (1) the use of an effective ozone absorption cross-section based on ECMWF temperature forecasts in the slant column fit, (2) the use of the DAK radiative transfer model and the Fortuin and Kelder ozone climatology for the air mass factor calculations, and (3) the use of the FRESCO cloud algorithm.

The quality of the FD ozone columns has been establish by a pseudo-global validation with correlative ground-based measurements from about 15 sites, associated with the international NDSC network. From this validation, it can be concluded that the FD processor gives a consistent picture of the ozone field. The near-real time ozone columns are in reasonable agreement with the ground-based measurements (within 5% for low- and mid-latitudes, within –10 to +5% for high latitudes) and capture temporal and spatial structures of the ozone field similarly. The level of quality meets the requirements for the discussed near-real time applications [Stoffelen and Eskes, 1999; Hólm, 2000 pers. comm.] and is comparable to that of the off-line GOME Data Processor or the EP/TOMS ozone sensor. Nevertheless, validation has raised some issues for future improvements in the FD processor. An important issue is the SZA/latitudinal dependence of the ozone columns, which is attributed to two effects: the current treatment of the atmospheric profile shape effect in the air mass factors, and the partial unsuitability of the particular spectral analysis when the atmosphere becomes optically thick [Marquard et al., 2000]. In the current version of the FD system, the air mass factors are determined from a static climatology of monthly ozone profiles, which may differ significantly from the actual, highly variable ozone profiles. This deterministic approach cannot allow for atmospheric variability and can increases the error in the retrieved ozone column by about 5-10%, especially for high solar zenith angles where the sensitivity to the ozone profile shape is the highest. This error may be reduced to a few percent by adopting an iterative approach based on an ozone profile climatology with higher degree of freedom, e.g. classified by latitude/column [Wellemeyer et al., 1997; Spurr, 1999] or by latitude / season / tropopause height [De Mazière et al., 1999].
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Chapter 3

Ozone mini-hole observed over Europe, influence of low stratospheric temperature on observations*

Abstract

A region of extreme low ozone values passed over North-western Europe during November 30, and December 1, 1999. The total ozone values were measured from the ground, with a Brewer Spectrophotometer, and from space with the GOME and TOMS satellite instruments. The ozone sonde measurement and the retrieved GOME ozone profile have shown that the main reduction in the ozone column occurred between the ozone maximum (22 km) and the tropopause. The low temperatures found in the stratosphere during this event have significant consequences for the ozone retrieval algorithm, both for satellite retrievals and for the Brewer measurements.

3.1 Introduction

Ozone mini-holes occur regularly throughout the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres [James, 1998]. These are relatively short-lived phenomena that are caused by horizontal and vertical advection in the middle atmosphere [McKenna et al., 1989; Fiedler et al., 1993; Vaughan and Timmis, 1998], this in sharp contrast to the Antarctic ozone-hole that is caused by chemical destruction of ozone. The reported increase in the number of mini-hole events may account for up to a third of the published ozone trend during spring [Reid et al., 2000].

On rare occasions the column integrated amount of ozone (“total ozone”) above the Northern Hemisphere drops below 180 DU. Three such events can be identified in the “Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer” (TOMS) [McPeters et al., 1998] instrument’s total ozone database (1978-2000).

The ozone mini-hole of November 30, and December 1, 1999 passed over the station De Bilt, allowing accurate ground-based measurements. Here we will present these observations, the results from a balloon-borne ozone sonde, the total ozone measurements and the ozone profile deduced from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) satellite instrument.

As the ozone absorption cross-section in part of the ultra-violet is temperature dependent, and the recorded stratospheric temperatures were very low during this event, we have put some emphasis on the sensitivity of the retrieved ozone amounts to temperature.

3.2 Ground-based observations

Observations

The low ozone values were measured with the Brewer spectrophotometer #100 operated by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) in De Bilt, The Netherlands (“Brewer”) at 52.1° North, 5.13° East. Regular observations at this site have started in 1994. The Brewer measures the extinction of ultraviolet sunlight, from which the total ozone value is computed. The Brewer performs ozone measurements on a regular basis (a few times per hour). Here we will only discuss the “Direct Sun” observations, as they are the most accurate. Direct Sun measurements are made in groups of five consecutive measurements. In Table 3.1 average values and Root-Mean-Square differences are listed. The solar zenith angle (SZA) is also indicated.

The weather conditions during the observations were not optimal. On November 30, there was an unbroken layer of high (7 km) stratus cloud that became too thick to allow Direct Sun observations in the second half of the day. During both days there were some scattered cumulus and/or stratocumulus clouds.
Table 3.1 Brewer total ozone measurements at De Bilt (52.1°N, 5.1°E) on 30 November and 1 December 1999. The total ozone value corrected for the effects of low stratospheric temperature is also listed.

### 30 November 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>SZA (degree)</th>
<th>Brewer Ozone (DU)</th>
<th>Corrected (DU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:49</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>205.4±1.9</td>
<td>209.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:57</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>205.6±0.4</td>
<td>209.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:51</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>198.4±1.4</td>
<td>202.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:44</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>197.8±1.3</td>
<td>201.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:54</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>197.7±2.3</td>
<td>201.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily average:</td>
<td>202.5</td>
<td>206.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1 December 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>SZA (degree)</th>
<th>Brewer Ozone (DU)</th>
<th>Corrected (DU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:46</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>206.2±2.0</td>
<td>210.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:54</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>206.2±0.7</td>
<td>210.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:16</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>208.2±1.2</td>
<td>212.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:27</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>207.8±0.9</td>
<td>212.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>207.8±0.8</td>
<td>212.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:41</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>209.4±0.5</td>
<td>213.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:52</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>211.0±0.7</td>
<td>215.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:03</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>209.2±0.7</td>
<td>213.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:16</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>209.6±1.0</td>
<td>213.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:24</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>209.4±0.6</td>
<td>213.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:34</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>209.0±1.7</td>
<td>213.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:46</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>209.7±1.0</td>
<td>214.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily average:</td>
<td>208.6</td>
<td>212.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accuracy of the measurements

The Brewer instrument is properly maintained, and has been regularly compared to a travelling standard, most recently in July 1999. During this and previous calibrations only small (~1%) systematic errors were found. Stability checks with an internal standard lamp give no indication of a deterioration of the instrument since then.
Typical errors of this instrument are on the order of 2% [Wauben and Kuik, 1998]. In general, errors increase with the Solar Zenith Angle (SZA). Measurements with SZA larger than 80° give unreliable ozone readings.

Special attention should be given to the temperature dependence of the ozone cross-section. The standard Brewer ozone retrieval software does not use actual stratospheric temperatures, nor a seasonal temperature climatology. Only one temperature value, -46.3°C, is assumed and is present implicitly in one of the calibration coefficients.

Within reasonable approximation the Brewer temperature dependence can be expressed as [Van Roozendael et al., 1998]:

$$DU_{corr} = \frac{DU}{1 + \alpha(T - T_0)}$$

where $DU_{corr}$ is the corrected total ozone value, $DU$ is the output from the standard Brewer ozone retrieval software, $T_0 = -46.3°C$ and $\alpha = 0.0013/°C$. The actual temperature can be measured with an ozone sonde.

**Ozone sonde measurement**

On December 1, at 12:00 UT, an ozone sonde was launched from De Bilt. The observed temperature and ozone profiles are shown in Figure 3.1. The tropopause was found at 11.5 km altitude (210 hPa), with a temperature of -57°C. Immediately above the tropopause the temperature dropped further to a minimum value of -80.4°C at 22.9 km (31.6 hPa). Such low temperatures are only rarely observed over De Bilt. The ozone sensor failed at 21 km (41 hPa), but by comparing this profile with the normal profile for this time of year, it is clear that the main difference lies in the lower ozone mixing ratios between the tropopause and the ozone maximum.

To simplify the discussion on the temperature sensitivity of optical instruments, we constructed the “ozone temperature” of the atmosphere, $T^*$, defined as:

$$T^* = \frac{\int T \cdot \rho_{o3} \cdot dz}{\int \rho_{o3} \cdot dz}$$

As both $T$ and $\rho_{o3}$ are measured with the ozone sonde, $T^*$ can be computed for each ozone sonde in our archive. $T^*$ is around -46°C in summer, and typically between -55° and -65° in winter. On first of December 1999, a value of -62°C was computed. This was caused by a combination of a very cold stratosphere, and a relatively warm troposphere. We conclude that the values shown in Table 3.1 should be increased by 2.1% to give the correct total ozone values.
3.3 Satellite observations

The unusual low ozone values over North-western Europe were also measured by the GOME satellite instrument. GOME is a passive imaging spectrometer on-board the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Second European Remote Sensing (ERS-2) satellite and measures the solar irradiance and the earth-shine radiance in the UV/VIS spectral range 240-790 nm [Burrows et al., 1999a]. GOME scans the earth surface in the nadir direction (across-track scan angle ±32°) with a ground pixel of 40 x 320 km², resulting in a global coverage within 3 days. Total ozone data are retrieved from the ratio of the earth-shine and sunshine spectra utilising the characteristic ozone spectral absorption features in a part of the Huggins band (325-335 nm). The retrieval algorithm used in this study [Valks et al., 2003a] is an improved version of that used in ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor v. 2.7 [Spurr et al., 2002]. Figure 3.2 shows the retrieved GOME total ozone values for November 30, and December 1, 1999. Clearly visible are the very low ozone values found over the North Atlantic ocean and North-western Europe.
GOME total ozone maps for 30 November and 1 December 1999. Values as low as 185 DU are seen over Europe.

GOME temperature dependence

The effect of the very low temperatures in the stratosphere, coinciding with the low ozone values over Europe, on the retrieval of GOME total ozone values have been analysed as well. In the GOME retrieval algorithms, usually climatological temperature profiles are used to determine the ozone temperature $T^*$ and the resulting ozone cross-sections [Burrows et al., 1999b]. This results in an error in the retrieved total ozone values if the actual temperature profile deviates from the climatological temperature profile. To minimise this error, we use 24h forecast temperature profiles from the 50-level ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) model [Untch and Simmons, 1998] in the latest version of our GOME retrieval algorithm. From these temperature profiles, daily global ozone temperature fields and corresponding ozone cross-sections are calculated. For the ozone mini-hole area over Europe, the ozone temperatures calculated with the ECMWF temperature profiles are about 10°C lower than the ozone temperatures calculated with climatological temperature profiles. In Table 3.2, we show that the use of ECMWF ozone temperatures in the retrieval algorithm causes a significant decrease in total ozone to 185 DU (-4.1%). For comparison, the TOMS total ozone value for this location is also shown.
Table 3.2  Total ozone values for the GOME ground pixel above Denmark (pixel centre: 56.6°N, 13.4°E) for 30 November 1999. The two GOME values are retrieved with a climatological ozone temperature ($T^*$) and with an ozone temperature derived from 24h temperature forecast of the 50-level ECMWF model. For comparison, the TOMS total ozone value for this location is also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Ozone temperature</th>
<th>Total ozone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOME</td>
<td>climatological</td>
<td>193 DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOME</td>
<td>ECMWF</td>
<td>185 DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMS</td>
<td></td>
<td>175 DU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is interesting to note that GOME's sensitivity to $T^*$ is larger and of opposite sign compared to that of the Brewer instrument. This is caused mainly by the difference in wavelength bands used (325-335 nm, 310-320 nm respectively). The temperature dependence of the ozone absorption increases with wavelength in this region of the UV.

Retrieved ozone profile from GOME observations

On 1 December 11.17 UT, GOME observed the region with low ozone over De Bilt. The steep rise of ozone absorption in the wavelength range from 340 to 260 nm, offers the possibility of inferring height-resolved information on the ozone concentration [Munro et al., 1998, Chance et al., 1997; Hoogen et al., 1999; Van der A et al., 2002]. Part of this spectrum has been used for the column retrieval as mentioned before. The observed radiances with the lowest wavelengths, necessary for profile retrieval, are acquired with longer observation times. Therefore, the retrieved ozone profile is an average for a ground pixel of 960 by 100 km$^2$ (This is 7.5 times the size of the ground pixel for total ozone retrieval.) The ground pixel considered is located over parts of the Netherlands, England and Scotland (pixel centre: 51.03° N, 1.17° W). The ozone profile retrieval is performed with the optimal estimation method [Rodgers, 1990], where the information of the observation is combined with a priori information. This method is used on a linearisation of the forward model utilising an iterative process to account for the non-linearity. For each iteration step the forward model is linearised by a weighting function, which is the derivative of the radiances to the ozone concentration at a number of altitudes. For the forward calculation the radiative transfer model MODTRAN 3.7 [Berk et al., 1989] is used. For each iteration, an optimal estimate profile is calculated from the profile of the former iteration step, the weighting function and the measured radiances. As a priori ozone profile the ozone sonde measurement, extended with climatological values [Fortuin and Kelder, 1998] in the upper stratosphere, has been used. The retrieved profile is shown in Figure 3.1, where the profile from GOME complements the missing profile information of the sonde in the upper stratosphere. The deviations in the troposphere are explained by the difference in co-location and the lower
accuracy of the retrieved profile in the troposphere. Due to the low solar zenith angle (73.3°) at the time of the measurement, the accuracy is lower than usual. The accuracy in the troposphere is about 50%, while the accuracy in the stratosphere is better than 15%.

3.4 Conclusions

Total ozone values well below 200 DU were recorded over Western Europe during November 30, and December 1, 1999. The main reduction in the ozone occurred between the tropopause and the ozone maximum (22 km).

The absorption cross-section of ozone in the ultra-violet is temperature dependent. As the stratosphere was very cold, the standard ozone retrieval software for the Brewer spectrophotometer produces total ozone values which are 4.2 DU or 2.1% too low. The GOME instrument has the opposite sensitivity to the atmospheric temperature. If the ECMWF temperatures are used instead of the climatological ones, the GOME retrieved total ozone values are lower by 8 DU or 4%.

In using the Brewer network for calibration or validation of other ozone measuring systems (e.g. satellite instruments) it is essential to take into account the sensitivity of both instruments to the stratospheric temperature.
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Chapter 4

Variability in tropical tropospheric ozone: Analysis with GOME observations and a global model*

Abstract

Tropical tropospheric ozone columns (TTOCs) have been determined with a convective-cloud-differential (CCD) method, using ozone column and cloud measurements from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) instrument. GOME cloud top pressures, derived with the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band (FRESCO) method, indicate that most convective cloud top levels are between 300 and 500 hPa, and do not extend to the tropical tropopause. The new GOME-CCD method takes this tropical transition layer below the tropopause into account, and uses above-cloud and clear-sky ozone column measurements to derive a monthly-mean TTOC below 200 hPa. Validation of the GOME-TTOCs with 7 Southern Hemisphere ADditional OZonesondes (SHADOZ) sites shows good agreement, with an RMS difference of about 5 DU. In the northern tropics, the GOME-TTOC compares most of the time well with in-situ measurements at Paramaribo (6°N,55°W) and Abidjan (5°N,4°W). Analysis of the GOME-TTOCs for 2000 and 2001, with the aid of the chemistry-transport model TM3, illustrates that the variability in the TTOC depends on a complex interaction of several processes, including biomass burning, lightning, and large-scale transport. The much larger extent of the South-Atlantic TTOC maximum in September-October 2001 compared to September-October 2000, can be attributed to differences in large-scale transport. An exceptional situation in the northern tropics occurred during the biomass burning season December 2001-January 2002, when there were almost no fires over northern Africa. This resulted in strongly reduced TTOCs over the Atlantic between the equator and 10°N.

4.1 Introduction

Ozone in the tropical troposphere plays various important roles. It is the primary source of hydroxyl radicals, which act as detergents of the troposphere, initiating almost all oxidation processes in the tropics. Near the surface, excessive amounts of ozone are toxic to ecosystems, animals and man. Upper tropospheric ozone acts as a greenhouse gas by absorbing long-wave terrestrial radiation.

Compared to ground-based measurements of tropospheric ozone, which give accurate data for limited time and space, observations from space platforms offer the possibility to measure the distribution of tropospheric ozone over large areas and to study its large-scale temporal and spatial variability. This is of great importance, since ozone that is formed over regions where large amounts of ozone precursors are emitted, can be transported over great distances and affects areas far from the source.

Fishman and co-workers [Fishman et al., 1990] developed the concept of deriving a tropospheric ozone column with a residual method, by using total ozone measurements from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) and subtracting a stratospheric ozone column derived from Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) measurements. One of the main findings of this tropospheric ozone residual (TOR) technique was the occurrence of enhanced ozone concentrations over the South Atlantic near the coast of Africa during the biomass burning season. As the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in June 1991 prevented the use of SAGE data to quantify the amount of ozone in the stratosphere, later studies used Solar Backscattered Ultraviolet (SBUV) data [Fishman et al., 1996] and data from the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) microwave limb sounder (MLS) and halogen occultation experiment (HALOE) [Ziemke et al., 1998]. A limitation of the residual technique is that stratospheric ozone measurements from the independent sensor may be uncertain in the lower stratosphere, giving large uncertainties in the tropospheric column amounts [Fishman and Balok, 1999]. Therefore, two new methods have been developed to distinguish tropospheric from stratospheric ozone. Both methods use TOMS data and are limited to the tropical latitudes.

With the modified-residual (MR) method [Kim et al., 1996; Hudson and Thompson, 1998; Thompson and Hudson, 1999], tropical tropospheric ozone columns (TTOCs) are derived by combining TOMS total ozone with ground-based ozonesonde measurements across the tropical South Atlantic. The residual technique is based on the assumption that in the tropics, the stratospheric ozone column is nearly invariant with longitude; therefore the variations in the total ozone column can largely be attributed to variations in the tropospheric ozone column. The convective-cloud-differential (CCD) method [Ziemke et al., 1998; Ziemke and Chandra, 1999] uses TOMS total ozone measurements over bright, high-altitude clouds in the tropical western Pacific to obtain an above-cloud stratospheric ozone amount. In this region, bright clouds are often associated with strong convective outflows and cloud tops in the upper troposphere. The TTOC is derived at cloud-free pixels by subtracting the stratospheric ozone amount from TOMS total ozone, assuming again a zonally invariant stratospheric column. Because cloud height information is not measured by TOMS, the primary assumption in the CCD method is that the high-reflectivity clouds often have cloud tops at the tropopause. However, as noted in the aforementioned papers, a difficulty with the
CCD method is that most convective cloud tops do not extend up to the tropical tropopause (which lies around 100 hPa), but to the bottom of a so-called tropical transition layer, several kilometres below the tropopause [Highwood and Hoskins, 1998; Folkins et al., 1999].

In this paper, an improved CCD method for the tropics is presented that uses total ozone and cloud measurements from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) instrument. GOME, aboard the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Second European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-2), is the first of a new generation of UV/VIS/NIR remote sensing instruments, that improves the capabilities to observe ozone and other important species such as NO$_2$, SO$_2$, HCHO and BrO in the troposphere. Several papers have been published with first scientific results on tropospheric NO$_2$ [Leue et al., 1999; Richter and Burrows, 2002; Velders et al., 2001], BrO [Wagner and Platt, 1998; Richter et al., 1998; Van Roozendael et al., 2002a] and SO$_2$ [Eisinger and Burrows, 1998]. Studies on GOME tropospheric ozone and NO$_2$ in the tropics have focussed on the derivation of excess vertical columns stemming from pollution, by subtracting vertical columns of ozone and NO$_2$ from a clean air region (e.g. the Pacific) [Burrows et al., 1999a]. Here, we use GOME measurements of cloud fraction and cloud top pressure to improve the original CCD method. The GOME instrument is able to determine these cloud properties by using measurements in the near-infrared wavelength region. By combining the cloud information with GOME ozone column measurements, monthly-mean values of the tropospheric ozone columns below 200 hPa have been determined. The GOME-TTOCs have been calculated on a 2.5° latitude by 5° longitude grid between 20°N and 20°S. The whole GOME period from July 1995 to the end of 2001 is covered. We validate the GOME-TTOCs with ozonesonde measurements from the SHADOZ (Southern Hemisphere ADditional OZonesondes) network [Thompson et al., 2003a], also including the site Paramaribo (6°N,55°W) in the northern tropics.

The validated GOME-TTOCs for the years 2000 and 2001, and the chemistry-transport model TM3, are used to untangle the intriguing relation of the South-Atlantic TTOC maximum to biomass burning emissions, lightning NO$_x$ emissions, and large-scale transport [Krishnamurti et al., 1993, 1996; Thompson et al., 1996; Chatfield et al.; 1998, Jacob et al., 1996; Pickering et al., 1996; Martin et al., 2002a]. We examine the variability of the TTOC in the northern tropics as well, and focus on the northern-Atlantic region during the unusual biomass burning season December 2001-January 2002.

In Section 4.2, an overview of the GOME instrument is given and the GOME total ozone and cloud algorithms are described. Section 4.3 focuses on the GOME-CCD method and the uncertainties in the retrieved tropospheric ozone columns. In Section 4.4, the TM3 chemistry-transport model is described and possible causes for the variations in the TTOC are examined for the years 2000 and 2001. The paper ends with conclusions and a future outlook.

### 4.2 GOME measurements

The GOME instrument is a passive four-channel spectrometer and measures the direct solar irradiance and the solar radiance reflected by the Earth atmosphere and surface in the UV/VIS/NIR spectral range 240 to 790 nm. GOME scans the Earth surface in the nadir direction (across-track scan angle 32°) with a spatial resolution of 40x320 km$^2$ and a global
The measurements that are needed to derive a TTOC with the GOME-CCD method are: total ozone column, cloud fraction and cloud top pressure. The first step in the retrieval of these GOME products is the conversion of the raw GOME data into calibrated reflectance spectra (level 0-to-1 processing). The level 0-1 processor used for this study is based on the algorithm used by the off-line ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor (GDP) [Aberle et al., 2002]. However, several changes in the algorithms have been made to improve the level-1 quality, mainly with respect to the wavelength calibration and degradation correction [Schutgens and Stammes, 2002; Van der A et al., 2002; Van Geffen and Van Oss, 2003]. In the second step (level 1-to-2 processing), the cloud properties and total ozone columns are retrieved from the calibrated reflectance spectra, as described below.

### 4.2.1 FRESCO cloud algorithm

The cloud fraction and cloud top pressure are derived using the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band (FRESCO) method [Koelemeijer et al., 2001, 2002]. The retrieval is based on a non-linear least squares fitting of the reflectivity spectrum measured by
GOME to a simulated spectrum in the range 758-766 nm, and solving for cloud fraction and cloud top pressure. The cloud fraction is derived assuming a cloud albedo of 0.8, corresponding to an optically thick cloud, and this should therefore be regarded as an effective cloud fraction. Our cloud albedo choice has been optimised for ozone air mass factor calculations in the UV and does not significantly influence retrieved cloud top pressures over the oceans, but gives rise to a small positive pressure bias with thin clouds over land [Koelemeijer et al., 2002].

The above-cited studies about FRESCO were focussed on mid-latitude cloud systems as well as global cloud systems on a monthly-averaged basis. Here, we focus on deep-convective clouds in the tropics. Figure 4.1 shows maps of frequency of occurrence of deep-convective

**Figure 4.2** Histograms of (left) FRESCO and ISCCP-D2 cloud top pressures and (right) temporal standard deviations for the area 12.5°S-12.5°N/70°E-170°W. Results are shown for (top) January and (bottom) July. The cloud top pressure measurements have been spatially averaged on a 2.5° by 2.5° grid, and then the number of grid cells has been counted as a function of cloud top pressure/standard deviation for 20/10 hPa bins. The FRESCO data is from 1995 (July) and 1997 (January); the ISCCP-D2 data are averaged over the period 1984-1993.
clouds as derived from FRESCO, for January (top) and July (bottom). To obtain the figure, we classified clouds as deep convective if their tops are above the 400 hPa level and their effective cloud fraction exceeds 0.6. The patterns in Figure 4.1 show the structure of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and the seasonal migration of the ITCZ. The eastern part of the tropical Indian ocean and western part of the tropical Pacific have the highest frequency of deep-convective clouds. Particularly apparent are the large latitudinal shifts over South America, Africa and the South-Asian subcontinent. These patterns agree well with the monthly-averaged ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) D2 data [Rossow et al., 1993; Rossow and Schiffer, 1999] and the HRC (High Reflectivity Cloud) dataset, constructed from daily visible and infrared satellite mosaics [Waliser and Gautier, 1993; Garcia, 1985].

The left panels of Figure 4.2 show the frequency distributions of cloud top pressures over the tropical Indian ocean and western Pacific as derived by FRESCO for January (top left) and July (bottom left). For comparison, the frequency distributions of the ISCCP-D2 cloud top pressures are shown as well. The right panels show the corresponding standard deviations. The FRESCO derived cloud top pressures histograms were shifted upwards by -42 hPa (January) and -67 hPa (July) to give the same mean as the ISCCP-D2 data. This bias in FRESCO cloud top pressures is consistent with the previous FRESCO studies [Koelemeijer et al., 2001, 2002] and is due to neglecting the absorption by oxygen within and below the cloud. No shift was applied to the FRESCO standard deviation histograms. Figure 4.2 indicates that the monthly-mean pressures of tropical convective cloud tops are between 300 and 500 hPa in the highly convective areas over the Indian ocean and western Pacific. These cloud tops are several hundred hPa below the tropopause, which lies around 100 hPa in the tropics. This is in agreement with other studies that suggest that most convective cloud tops do not extend up to the tropopause, but to the bottom of the tropical transition layer [Highwood and Hoskins, 1998; Folkins et al., 1999], several kilometres below the tropopause. Figure 4.2 shows that although the standard deviation histograms of ISCCP have a larger skewness than those of FRESCO, the standard deviations have similar magnitudes. We conclude that tropical cloud top pressures derived from FRESCO in this region are biased by about 50 hPa on average, and show standard deviations comparable to ISCCP-D2. For the GOME-CCD method, we have corrected the FRESCO cloud top pressure for this bias.

4.2.2 GOME total ozone

GOME total ozone columns are retrieved from the ratio of the Earthshine and Sunshine spectra, utilizing the characteristic ozone spectral absorption features in a part of the Huggins ozone absorption band (325-335 nm). The total ozone algorithm used for this study is based on the algorithm used in the GDP level 1-2 processor [Spurr et al., 2002], but changes in the algorithm have been made to improve the retrieval of the ozone columns [Valks et al., 2003a].

The first step in the total ozone algorithm is the calculation of the ozone slant column density. This is the total amount of ozone per cm\(^2\) along the average optical path through the atmosphere, and is determined by the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) method [Platt, 1994]. The DOAS algorithm consists of a least-squares fitting of the ozone absorption cross-section, a Ring spectrum and a third-order polynomial. The Ring spectrum
accounts for the Ring effect (the filling-in of solar Fraunhofer lines in the Earthshine spectrum), and the polynomial removes the slowly varying spectral structures resulting from Rayleigh and aerosol scattering and reflections at the ground surface. To account for the temperature dependence of the ozone absorption cross-sections, an effective ozone absorption cross-section is calculated daily, using temperature profiles from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model.

To convert the ozone slant column density into a vertical ozone column, the so-called air mass factor is needed. The air mass factors have been calculated with a pseudo-spherical version of the Doubling Adding model DAK [Stammes, 2000 and references therein], which describes the scattering and absorption processes that affects the average optical path of photons in the atmosphere. The air mass factor depends on the viewing scenario (solar and satellite viewing angle), surface height and albedo (derived from the Herman and Celarier [1997] and Koelemeijer et al., [2003] databases), cloud properties, and the ozone and temperature profiles. In the air mass factor calculations, absorption inside and below clouds is not accounted for. However, the resulting error in the retrieved ozone column is minimized by making the same approximation in the cloud top pressure retrieval with the FRESCO algorithm, such that the absorption by ozone is normalized to that of oxygen. The effect of aerosols has also not explicitly been taken into account, but if significant aerosol scattering occur in clear-sky conditions, the aerosol layer will be detected as a thin cloud layer and as such be taken into account.

The dependence of the air mass factor on the ozone profile is of particular importance. Here, a priori ozone profiles from the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] climatology have been used. This climatology includes monthly ozone profiles for 10º latitude bands, determined from ground-based ozone profile measurements. For cloud-free situations, the vertical ozone column $N_v$ can simply be calculated by dividing the slant column density $s_N$ by the appropriate clear-sky air mass factor ($M_{clear}$). However, in the presence of clouds, two air mass factors are needed: one down to the ground surface ($M_{clear}$) and one down to the cloud top ($M_{cloudy}$). The vertical ozone column is then given by:

$$N_v = \frac{s_N + w \cdot N_g \cdot M_{cloudy}}{M}$$

(4.1)

where the total air mass factor $M = w \cdot M_{cloudy} + (1-w)M_{clear}$. The weighting factor $w$ is the fraction of the photons that originates from the cloudy part of the pixel ($w = f \cdot I_{cloudy} / I$) [Martin et al., 2002b]. The cloud fraction $f$ and the cloud top pressure have been determined with the FRESCO cloud algorithm, as described above. In the total ozone algorithm, the amount of ozone below the cloud top is called the ghost vertical column ($N_{g, top}$), which cannot be detected by GOME and is derived from an ozone profile climatology. For the GOME-CCD method, this ghost column correction is not included, because the ozone column above the cloud top ($N_{cloud-top}$) is used:

$$N_{cloud-top} = \frac{N_g}{M_{cloudy}}$$

(4.2)
4.3 Tropical tropospheric ozone from GOME

4.3.1 GOME-CCD method

Figure 4.3 shows a schematic illustration of the GOME-CCD technique for the tropics. Cloudy GOME measurements with cloud fraction \( f \geq 0.8 \) and cloud top pressure \( p_c \leq 350 \) hPa, which are used to determine the above-cloud ozone column, are shown on the left. Cloud-free GOME measurements (cloud fraction \( \leq 0.1 \)) are shown on the right. The result is a tropical tropospheric ozone column below 200 hPa.

The number of cloudy GOME pixels with \( f \geq 0.8 \) and \( p_c \leq 350 \) hPa varies between 150-
400 per month for each (2.5 degree) latitude band. Although this number is only about 1% of all the GOME measurements, it is sufficiently large to provide an adequate statistical mean for the ozone column above 200 hPa. Because of the seasonal migration of the ITCZ, the region of tropical air shows a seasonal displacement as well. Periodically, sub-tropical air is present in the outer latitude bands (20-15°N or 15-20°S), resulting in a small number of deep-convective cloud tops and an increased zonal variation in the derived ozone column above 200 hPa. In those cases, the northern or southern boundary for the GOME-CCD analysis is limited to lower latitudes.

In the second step, cloud-free GOME measurements \((f \leq 0.1)\) are used to determine the total ozone column, as shown on the right of Figure 4.3. In the case of cloud-free pixels, GOME is able to detect both ozone in the stratosphere and in the troposphere. About half of the total number of GOME measurements in the tropics are cloud-free. In the case of cloud-free measurements, an efficiency correction is made for the reduced sensitivity of GOME for ozone in the lower troposphere. A description of the GOME efficiency correction is given in the Appendix (Section 4.6). The retrieval efficiency of GOME for the TTOC below 200 hPa is usually higher than 90 percent. After the efficiency correction, the total ozone columns are monthly averaged on a 2.5 by 5 degree grid. In a last step, the ozone column above 200 hPa is subtracted from the gridded total ozone values, resulting in the monthly-averaged TTOC below 200 hPa.

4.3.2 Zonal variations in the ozone column above 200 hPa

The assumption made in the GOME-CCD method is that the ozone column above 200 hPa is independent of longitude in the tropics. In previous tropical tropospheric ozone studies [Thompson and Hudson, 1999; Ziemke and Chandra, 1999 and references therein], the assumption of a zonally invariant stratospheric ozone column (above ~100 hPa) has been examined. In these studies ozone data from the HALOE and MLS satellite instruments have been used to analyse the tropical stratospheric ozone column. They indicate that although the stratospheric ozone column is relatively invariant, the zonal variability is still of the order of 5-10 DU. HALOE stratospheric ozone columns show a zonal variability of about 5 DU. However, the interpretation of HALOE data is hampered by the relatively large error in the HALOE mixing ratio in the lower stratosphere (for example 18% at 40 hPa and 30% at 100 hPa), resulting in an error of 5-9 DU in the stratospheric column measurements from HALOE. Comparisons of the stratospheric ozone column derived with the MR method with integrated MLS ozone from 1 to 100 mbar, show differences of up to 15 DU. However, MLS ozone below the 46 hPa level is neither very precise, resulting in an error in the stratospheric column that may exceed 10 DU.

The ozone column above 200 hPa contains both stratospheric ozone and ozone in the tropical transition layer below the tropopause. Because of the errors in the HALOE and MLS ozone data below 100 hPa, it is even more problematic to use the data of these satellites to analyse the assumption of a zonally invariant ozone column above 200 hPa, as used in the GOME-CCD method. Therefore, in this study comparisons have been made with 0-200 hPa ozone columns based on ozonesonde data from the SHADOZ network. Sonde measurements between the surface and the 200 hPa level were integrated and subtracted from GOME total
ozone measurements to derive the ozone column above 200 hPa. The ozone column above 200 hPa is not derived directly from the sondes because of potential inaccuracies from extrapolating ozone above the sonde burst altitude [Thompson et al., 2003a]. Figure 4.4a shows a comparison for the ozonesonde site American Samoa (14°S, 171°W). The monthly-mean 0-200 hPa ozone column based on sonde measurements is plotted against the monthly-mean 0-200 hPa ozone column derived with the GOME-CCD method for the latitude band 12.5-15°S. The agreement is generally good with an RMS difference of 4.4 DU, although the variability in the sonde measurements is larger than variability in the zonally averaged GOME-CCD values. The comparison for Nairobi (1°S, 37°E), in the latitude band 0-2.5°S is shown in Figure 4.4b, here there is a bias of 3.2 DU (underestimation by the 0-200 hPa ozone column derived with the GOME-CCD method) and a RMS difference of 4.7 DU. Comparisons for the other 6 equatorial SHADOZ sites show a comparable agreement: the biases are within the +/- 3 DU range and the RMS differences at the sonde sites lie between 4 and 7 DU. This shows that the assumption that the monthly-mean ozone column above 200 hPa (including both ozone in the stratosphere and the tropical transition layer) is invariant with longitude has sufficient validity to derive a TTOC that contains information about the tropospheric ozone variability.

4.3.3 The tropical tropospheric ozone column below 200 hPa

With the GOME-CCD method, monthly-averaged ozone columns below 200 hPa have been calculated on a 2.5 by 5 degree grid for the tropical region (usually between 20°N and 20°S) from July 1995 (to present). The images and data are available on the Internet at http://www.temis.nl/.

We have assessed the accuracy of the GOME-CCD method by comparing the TTOCs with tropical ozonesonde measurements from the SHADOZ network [Thompson et al., 2003a]. Measurements have been used from 7 sites: American Samoa (14°S, 171°W), San Cristóbal (1°S, 90°W), Natal (5°S, 35°W), Ascension (8°S, 14°W), Nairobi (1°S, 37°E), Malindi (3°S, 40°E), and Watukosek (8°S, 113°E), and from one site in the northern tropics: Paramaribo (6°N, 55°W). For most sites, ozonesonde measurements are available throughout the period July 1998 – December 2001. For the comparison, the ozonesonde profiles have been integrated from the ground to the 200 hPa pressure level and then the monthly mean and standard deviation were calculated. At most stations, there were between 3 to 5 ozonesonde measurements each month. A detailed description of the tropospheric ozone variability for these stations is given in Thompson et al. [2003b].

Figure 4.4 (opposite) Ozone columns above 200 hPa for American Samoa and Nairobi for the period July 1998 to December 2001. Ozonesonde measurements between the surface and the 200 hPa level are integrated and subtracted from GOME total ozone measurements (asterisks). The diamonds denote the ozone column above 200 hPa derived with the GOME-CCD method for the latitude band (top) 12.5-15°S and (bottom) 0-2.5°S. The bias and RMS difference between the two datasets are shown as well.
Figure 4.5a shows the comparison for the Brazilian station Natal for the period July 1998 – December 2001. There is good agreement between the GOME-TTOC values and sonde measurements, with an RMS difference of only 4.2 DU (correlation coefficient is 0.77). There is a strong yearly increase in tropospheric ozone during the biomass burning season, starting in June/July and ending in October/November. The comparison for American Samoa is shown in Figure 4.5b. Above Samoa over the Pacific Ocean, the tropospheric ozone columns are usually very low, with values of less than 20 DU, due to deep convection of ozone poor air. The slight increase in the TTOC between September and November is ozone rich air transported from African biomass burning areas [Thompson et al., 2003b].

Figure 4.5c shows the comparison for the northern tropical station, Paramaribo. Here, the seasonal variation in the tropospheric ozone column is explained by the migration of the ITCZ over Paramaribo, twice a year, between December-February and April-August [Peters et al., 2002b]. In both wet seasons, the tropospheric ozone columns are fairly low, due to convection of humid and ozone poor air. The increase in the tropospheric ozone values during the long dry season (August-December) is present in both the GOME-TTOCs and the sonde measurements. Note that the GOME-CCD method captures this seasonal variation better than the TOMS-TTOC products [Peters et al., 2002b].

Table 4.1 lists the monthly and yearly-averaged GOME-TTOCs at the 8 ozonesonde locations, and the RMS difference between the GOME and sonde TTOCs. For all sites, the RMS difference is between 4 and 6 DU, in accordance with the estimated uncertainty in the monthly-mean ozone column above 200 hPa (see Section 4.3.2).

Although the number of tropical ozonesonde sites has increased considerably with the SHADOZ network, the coverage in the tropics is still limited, especially on the Northern Hemisphere. The temporal and geographical variability of the tropospheric ozone column is large and there is usually only one sonde measurement each week. The uncertainty in the monthly-averaged TTOC from sondes can therefore be quite large, as can be seen from the occasionally large 1σ intervals in Figure 4.5. A complication for the interpretation of the TTOC with ozonesondes, is the fact that GOME has a relatively large GOME ground pixel (40 x 320 km²), while the ozonesondes are point measurements. The use of chemistry-transport models to support the interpretation of the TTOC is most obvious, since the spatial scales of the satellite and model ozone fields are comparable. For example, the GEOS-CHEM and TM3 models have recently been used in TOMS-TTOC interpretation studies [Martin et al., 2002a; Peters et al., 2002a]. Here, we use the TM3 model to interpret observed variability in the GOME-TTOC.

Figure 4.5 (opposite) Tropospheric ozone columns (below 200 hPa) for Natal, American Samoa and Paramaribo for the period July 1998 – December 2001. The asterisks denote the integrated ozonesonde measurements with 1σ error bars (if there was only one sonde measurements in a particular month, the error bar is omitted). The diamonds denote the TTOCs derived with the GOME-CCD method. For Natal, the TTOCs calculated with TM3 chemistry transport model (squares) are also shown for the years 2000 and 2001 (see Section 4.4.2).
Table 4.1 Monthly and yearly averaged GOME-TTOC at eight SHADOZ ozonesonde sites, based on three year of GOME data (1999-2001). All values are in DU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ozonesonde site</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samoa (14°S, 171°W)</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Cristóbal (1°S, 90°W)</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramaribo (6°N, 55°W)</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natal (5°S, 35°W)</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Isl. (8°S, 14°W)</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nairobi (1°S, 37°E)</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malindi (3°S, 40°E)</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watukosek (8°S, 113°E)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aThe last column denotes the RMS difference between the collocated GOME-TTOC and the TTOC calculated from the ozonesonde measurements.

4.4 TTOC variability examined with the GOME-CCD method and the TM3 model

There are pronounced differences between the GOME-TTOC distributions in 2000 and 2001, both in the southern- and northern tropics. Therefore, we focus on the TTOC distributions in these years, and use the TM3 chemistry-transport model to interpret the differences.

4.4.1 The TM3 chemistry-transport model

TM3 (Tracer Model version 3) is a widely used global off-line chemistry-transport model. Recent model validation studies, in particular of the global 3-D distributions of tropospheric ozone and methane are documented in Peters et al. [2002a], Dentener et al. [2003], Prather et al. [2001] and Lelieveld and Dentener [2000].

In this study, TM3 is applied at its presently highest horizontal resolution of 2.5°x2.5°, with 31 vertical layers. The model uses meteorological fields from the ECMWF operational weather model for the years 2000-2001. These fields include global distributions for horizontal wind, surface pressure, temperature, humidity, liquid water content, ice water content, cloud cover, large scale and convective precipitation, and boundary layer parameters. Stratospheric boundary conditions for ozone are applied by relaxation of stratospheric ozone at levels above 50 hPa towards TOMS zonal monthly-mean ozone columns. The vertical distribution of ozone above 50 hPa is taken from the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] climatology. Lelieveld and Dentener [2000] showed that this technique resulted in realistic values for atmospheric ozone columns. The calculated net ozone flux from the stratosphere is about 600 Tg using ECMWF operational meteorological data for the year 2000.

The model includes full HOx-NOx-SOx-CO-CH4-NMHC chemistry, as described by Houweling et al. [1998]. In total 38 gaseous constituents are considered, of which 23 tracers are transported, and 110 gas phase reactions. Photolysis rates are calculated based on the
parameterisation by Landgraf and Crutzen [1998], accounting for overhead ozone column, cloud scattering, and surface reflection following Krol and van Weele [1997]. The yearly anthropogenic emissions of NOx, CO and NMHC are taken from the historical emission database developed by Van Aardenne et al. [2001], which is based on the Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) inventory [Olivier et al., 1996]. The emissions for 2000-2001 are obtained by extrapolation of the 1990 emissions using statistics from Marland et al. [2000], similar to what has been done for the year 2000 runs in the OxComp model intercomparison, organised in preparation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Third Assessment Report [Prather et al., 2001]. Isoprene emissions (~400 Tg(C)/yr, including monoterpenes) are daylight dependent and based on Guenther et al. [1995]. Agricultural and natural soil NOx emissions (~5.5 Tg(N)/yr) are monthly varied and based on Yienger and Levy [1995]. For the temporal distribution of the biomass emissions, the model relies on the Hao and Liu [1994] fire calendar, which contains monthly fractions of annual amounts of biomass burned on a 5°x5° resolution. Important to note is that the biomass emissions data do not resolve inter-annual variability. The yearly totals remain the same (~7 Tg(N)/yr), while the emissions maximize in August and September (0.77 and 0.61 Tg(N), respectively). The NOx production resulting from lightning discharges is coupled to the convective precipitation in the model [Meijer et al., 2001]. The total NOx emission from lightning in the model is about 5 Tg(N)/yr, but varies slightly from to year to year, due to the coupling to convective precipitation (in the tropics the interannual variation in the total lightning emission is about 5%).

4.4.2 Southern Tropics

Figure 4.6 shows the observed monthly-averaged TTOC for October 2000 and October 2001, derived with the GOME-CCD method. In the month October, the zonal wave-one pattern in the southern tropics is very pronounced, showing a maximum in tropospheric ozone over the Atlantic Ocean and a minimum over the Pacific Ocean. In 2001, maximum GOME-TTOC values of 40-45 DU are found over a large area over Africa and the southern Atlantic, while minimum values of 10 DU or less are found over the Pacific. Several studies have suggested that the South-Atlantic TTOC maximum can be attributed to a complex interaction of biomass burning, lightning and large-scale transport [Krishnamurti et al., 1993, 1996; Thompson et al., 1996; Chatfield et al., 1998, Jacob et al., 1996; Pickering et al., 1996, Martin et al., 2002a]. The large-scale ozone increases over the southern Atlantic occur primarily in the middle and upper tropical troposphere. An interesting phenomenon is the difference between the South-Atlantic TTOC maximum in 2000 and 2001 (Figure 4.6). In 2000, the maximum in TTOC over the southern Atlantic was much less pronounced than in 2001, with maximum GOME-TTOC values of 30-40 DU.

To find out if there are any differences between the biomass burning emissions in 2000 and 2001, monthly global fire maps from the ATSR (Along-Trace Scanning Radiometer) satellite instrument have been examined [Arino et al., 2001]. These global fire maps are available from the ATSR World Fire Atlas at http://shark1.esrin.esa.int/iona/FIRE/AF/ATSR/. Surprisingly, the ATSR fire maps show that the African and South American fires in the
period August-October are less widespread in 2001 than in 2000. This indicates that other processes such as transport and lightning must play a major role in the development of the South-Atlantic TTOC maximum.

The modelled TTOC for October 2001 (Figure 4.7) shows a similar general pattern as the GOME-TTOC, but there are distinct differences in the absolute values. The modelled maximum values over the southern Atlantic are 7-12 DU smaller than the GOME observations. A gradient is present in the modelled TTOC between Africa and South America, while there is a broader maximum in the GOME observations. In contrast, the minimum TTOC values over the Pacific agree quite well. The TTOC model results for Natal (Figure 4.5a) show that the seasonal variation of the modelled TTOC over the southern Atlantic is similar to that of the GOME and ozonesonde observations. However, the TTOC values in the TM3 model are lower in most months. A widespread underestimation of the TTOC in the TM3 model over the tropical Atlantic was also found by Peters et al. [2002a]. They concluded
that systematic improvements in the model can be achieved with a better representation of biomass burning emissions (e.g. including inter-annual variability), but that it is unlikely that this is the only factor responsible for the observed differences.

In the month September, the (modelled) ozone production over the southern Atlantic is largest and the ozone plume is formed. The observed difference between the TTOCs in September 2001 and September 2000 is shown in Figure 4.8 (top panel), together with the modelled difference (lower panel). In 2001, the GOME-TTOCs are higher over eastern Africa and the western Indian Ocean, and over the tropical Atlantic between the equator and 10°S, as compared to 2000. The largest differences in the TTOC are found over eastern Africa and the western Indian Ocean, where the GOME-TTOCs are 10-15 DU higher in September 2001. The pattern of the modelled differences is similar to that of the GOME-TTOC, with the largest differences over eastern Africa and western Indian Ocean. The maximum differences (7-9 DU) over this region are smaller than in the GOME-TTOC observations.

The effect of lightning emissions and large-scale transport on the TTOC distributions in September 2000 and September 2001 has been studied with the TM3 model. Figure 4.9a shows the difference between the TM3 base run and a run in which the lightning emissions during September were switched-off. Hence, this figure illustrates the geographical pattern of the lightning perturbation to the TTOC in September 2001. The largest lightning perturbations are found over the tropical Atlantic and the south-east Pacific. The lightning perturbation figures are quite similar for other months, with maximum enhancements over the same tropical regions. The magnitude of the lightning perturbations is comparable to that of the biomass burning perturbations (Figure 4.9b shows the difference between the TM3 base run and a run in which all biomass burning emissions (NOx, SO2, CO, CH4, NMHCs and NH3) were switched off during September), however, the biomass burning perturbations are more concentrated over the continents near the source regions.

Since the NOx emission from lightning varies slightly from year to year in the model, we have also compared the lightning perturbations in September 2000 and 2001. The lightning perturbations to the TTOC is slightly larger in September 2001 over eastern tropical Africa.

Figure 4.7 Tropical tropospheric ozone columns (below 200 hPa) calculated with the TM3 model for October 2001.
and South America (1-2 DU), but this can not explain the much larger differences observed in the TTOC, as shown in Figure 4.8.

The ECMWF wind fields used in the TM3 model indicate that the difference between the TTOC distributions in September 2000 and September 2001 can be explained by differences in transport in the middle troposphere (500-300 hPa). Both in 2000 and 2001, there are no ENSO (El Niño–Southern Oscillation) influences on the large-scale circulation, and a normal Walker (east-west) circulation is present in the tropical atmosphere. However, in September 2001 there is a stronger south-north transport of ozone rich air over eastern Africa (south of the ITCZ), and the Walker circulation is more pronounced than in September 2000. This
resulted in subsidence over the southern tropical Atlantic and the western Indian ocean. These conditions are favourable for high TTOC values over these regions, and can at least partly explain the observed differences between the South-Atlantic TTOC maximum in September-October 2000 and September-October 2001. That the differences in the GOME-TTOCs are more pronounced than in the modelled TTOCs can have various causes. Potential differences arise from the uncertainty in the lightning NO$_x$ production in the model, the calculated stratosphere-troposphere exchange in the sub-tropics and subsequent transport to the tropics, and the spatial distribution and magnitude of the biomass emissions, as discussed by Peters et al. [2002a].
Chapter 4

4.4.3 Northern Tropics

The second analysis focuses on sub-Saharan northern Africa and the northern tropical Atlantic. The TTOC over these regions are influenced by large-scale biomass burnings over Africa during the northern biomass season in December-February. These fires are very apparent in the ATSR World Fire Atlas. Aircraft measurements from the MOZAIC program \cite{Marenco1998} and studies with global tropospheric chemistry models \cite{Martin2002a, Peters2002a} found enhanced ozone concentrations over these regions during the biomass burning season. In the northern tropics, the increases in ozone concentrations during the biomass burning season occur mainly in the lower troposphere, while the largest increases over the southern Atlantic occur in the middle troposphere. This is confirmed by the TM3 model results (not shown). The low altitude of the ozone variability hampers UV satellite measurements (e.g. from GOME and TOMS) to detect this variability to its full extent (see Appendix in Section 4.6).

The TTOCs derived with the TOMS-CCD and MR methods do not show a clear enhancement in tropospheric ozone during the northern biomass burning season \cite{Thompson2000, Martin2002a}. Although the TOMS-CCD data have been improved by Martin et al. with an efficiency correction for ozone changes in the lower troposphere, the seasonal cycle of the TTOC values for northern Africa still do not compare well with MOZAIC aircraft measurements. This can be seen from Figure 7 in Martin et al. \cite{2002a} for

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4_10}
\caption{Seasonal variation in the tropospheric ozone column (below 200 hPa) for Abidjan. The diamonds denote MOZAIC aircraft measurements with error bars (standard deviation). The asterisks denote the TTOCs derived with the GOME-CCD method and the squares are the TM3 model results. The GOME and TM3 data are from 2000-2001; the MOZAIC data are from 1997-2000.}
\end{figure}
the African site Abidjan (5°N,4°W). A similar comparison of the MOZAIC observations for Abidjan with the GOME-TTOCs and the TM3 model is shown in Figure 4.10. The overall agreement of the GOME-TTOCs with the MOZAIC observations is quite satisfactory and notably better than the TTOCs from the TOMS-CCD method. The GOME-TTOCs do not overestimate tropospheric ozone over northern Africa between June and October. However, there is a TTOC maximum between December-February in the MOZAIC observations, which is not captured by the GOME-CCD method. Note that the seasonal variation is much smaller than over the southern Atlantic (e.g. compared to Natal in Figure 4.5a). Furthermore, the uncertainty in the GOME-TTOCs is about 5 DU, which is relatively large compared to the observed seasonal variation in the MOZAIC measurements.

An interesting and exceptional situation in the northern tropics occurred during the biomass burning season December 2001-January 2002. In both months, there were almost no fires over northern Africa. This is an unusual phenomenon that has not occurred during the last decade (derived from AVHRR and ATSR World Fire Atlas data). The absence of biomass burnings has a large effect on the TTOC as can be seen in Figure 4.11, which shows the GOME-TTOCs for December 2001. The TTOCs over the Atlantic between the equator and 10°N are small, with values of 20 DU or less. The easterly trade winds in the lower troposphere (apparent in the ECMWF wind fields for this month) transport the air from sub-Saharan northern Africa over the Atlantic. Since this air was relatively clean of ozone

Figure 4.11 Tropospheric ozone columns (below 200 hPa) derived with the GOME-CCD method for December 2001. (The coverage of the TTOC field is limited to 20°S-10°N because there were only a small number of above-cloud GOME measurements north of 10°N).
precursors in December 2001, the TTOCs are further reduced to about 20 DU by the chemical destruction over the ocean. Under normal conditions, the TTOC values over this region would be between 25-30 DU, as can also be seen from the average TTOCs for Abidjan (Figure 4.10).

4.5 Conclusions and future outlook

We have developed a convective-cloud-differential (CCD) method based on Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) ozone column and cloud measurements. The cloud fractions and cloud top pressures derived with the GOME-FRESCO algorithm, indicate that most tropical convective cloud tops are between 300 and 500 hPa, and do not extend up to the tropopause. The GOME-CCD method takes this tropical transition layer below the tropopause into account, and uses the FRESCO cloud top pressures and GOME ozone column measurements to derive a tropical tropospheric ozone column (TTOC) below 200 hPa. Comparisons with ozonesonde measurements from the SHADOZ network show that the assumption of the GOME-CCD method of a zonally invariant ozone column above 200 hPa, including both ozone in the stratosphere and the transition layer, has good validity in the tropics.

Monthly-averaged TTOCs (below 200 hPa) have been calculated for the period July 1995-December 2001 on a 2.5° latitude by 5° degree longitude grid. Validation of the GOME-TTOCs with 7 SHADOZ ozonesonde sites show good agreement, with an RMS difference of about 5 DU. In the northern tropics, comparisons have been made with ozonesonde measurements at Paramaribo (6°N,55°W) and with MOZAIC aircraft observations at Abidjan (5°N,4°W). At these sites, the GOME-TTOCs also compare favourably with in-situ measurements. The GOME-TTOCs do not show the occasionally strong deviations seen in the TOMS-TTOC products. The seasonal variation at the northern tropical site Paramaribo is captured reasonably well.

For the GOME and TOMS instruments, the low sensitivity for ozone changes in the lower most troposphere forms a fundamental limitation in detecting lower tropospheric ozone from space. This is especially of importance for the northern tropics, where the increases in ozone concentrations during the biomass burning season occur mainly in the lower troposphere.

Analysis of the GOME-TTOCs for the years 2000 and 2001, with the aid of the chemistry-transport model TM3, illustrates that the variability in the TTOC depends on a complex interaction of several processes, including biomass burning, lightning, and large-scale transport. It is intriguing that the extent of the African and South American fires was less widespread during the biomass burning period in September-October 2001 compared to the same period in 2000, while the TTOC maximum over the southern Atlantic was much more pronounced in 2001. TM3 model results show that this can be explained by the difference in transport between the two years: in September 2001 there was a stronger south-north transport of ozone rich air over eastern Africa (south of the ITCZ) and the Walker circulation was more pronounced than in September 2000, resulting in high TTOC values over the southern Atlantic and eastern Africa.

An exceptional situation in the northern tropics occurred during the biomass burning
season December 2001-January 2002, when there were almost no fires over northern Africa. This resulted in strongly reduced TTOCs over the Atlantic between the equator and 10°N.

The analyses presented in this paper demonstrate the strength of the cloud-differential method to determine the tropical tropospheric ozone column. When the cloud-differential method is extended with a cloud slicing method, it is possible to retrieve ozone information for different tropospheric layers [Ziemke et al., 2001]. Because of the large ground pixel of GOME (40x320 km²), the number of cloudy and clear sky measurements is generally too small to apply such a cloud slicing method. However, upcoming satellite instruments will greatly enhance the possibilities to retrieve information about the tropospheric ozone profile. The SCIAMACHY instrument, launched on ENVISAT in 2002, will provide collocated ozone and cloud data with a ground-pixel of 60x30 km² between 50°S and 50°N [Bovensmann et al., 1999]. With SCIAMACHY, it is possible to continue and improve the present TTOC time series from the GOME and TOMS instruments. Furthermore, the small pixel size in the (sub)tropics and mid-latitudes allows the retrieval of tropospheric profile information with the cloud slicing method. Tropospheric ozone data derived with cloud-differentials techniques can also be used for comparisons with the more complex tropospheric residual methods, in which ozone columns measurements are combined with ozone profile measurements (e.g. from limb soundings). In the near future, we expect that the combination of satellite TTOC measurements with chemistry transport models like TM3 through data-assimilation techniques, may further improve our knowledge of the tropospheric ozone distribution.

4.6 Appendix: GOME retrieval efficiency

The ability of GOME and other nadir-looking UV spectrometers (e.g. TOMS), to detect ozone changes in the atmosphere depends on the height where the ozone concentration is changed, the surface albedo, the presence of clouds and aerosols, the viewing geometry and the wavelengths used in the retrieval algorithm. For the GOME ozone retrieval wavelengths, 325-335 nm, most of the radiance seen by the satellite instrument is scattered from the middle and lower troposphere or reflected from the Earth surface. The sensitivity of GOME for ozone changes in the tropical stratosphere and upper troposphere (above about 6 km) is therefore close to 100 percent. For the lower and middle troposphere the situation is different. For low surface albedos (< 0.1, e.g. vegetation and oceans), part of the radiance measured by GOME has not passed through the lower troposphere, and therefore the sensitivity for ozone changes in the lower part of the troposphere decreases to 30 percent or less near the ground. Over highly reflecting surfaces, such as clouds, the radiance reflected from this surface will dominate the scattered radiance, and the sensitivity for ozone changes above the reflecting surface will be close to 100 percent, or even a little bit higher due to multiple scattering.

In the GOME retrieval algorithm, the reduced sensitivity in the lower and middle troposphere for cloud-free situations is taken into account by the air mass factor. However, a systematic error is introduced in the retrieved ozone column, if the actual ozone profile in the atmosphere deviates from the \textit{a priori} ozone profile (Fortuin and Kelder [1998] climatology) used in the air mass factor calculations. In that case, an additional correction for the reduced sensitivity needs to be made, which depends primarily on the surface albedo and the
difference between the actual ozone profile and the a priori ozone profiles used in the retrieval algorithm. How the sensitivity correction is applied for the GOME-CCD method is described below.

GOME sensitivity profiles in the 325-335 nm wavelength region have been calculated with the radiative transfer model DAK [Stammes, 2000 and references therein]. Figure 4.12 shows the sensitivity profile for two low surface albedos (0.01 and 0.1) for a typical low-latitude situation (solar zenith angle = 20º). The shape of the GOME sensitivity profile is similar to that of the TOMS instrument [Hudson et al., 1995]. However, the sensitivity is slightly better due to use of the wavelength window 325-335 nm for the ozone column retrieval, which includes larger wavelengths than the main TOMS retrieval wavelength (317.5 nm). Figure 4.12 shows that the sensitivity for ozone changes in the lower and middle troposphere clearly depends on the surface albedo. Surface albedos as low as 0.01 are found over land surfaces (e.g. vegetation), while albedos of 0.1 can occur over the tropical oceans.

An exact correction for the reduced sensitivity in the lower troposphere requires information on the actual ozone profile in the troposphere. Although the GOME-CCD method does not provide ozone profile information, the estimate of the tropospheric ozone column can still be improved by using an efficiency factor $\epsilon$:

$$TTOC_{\text{improved}} - TTOC_{\text{a-priori}} = \epsilon (TTOC_{\text{GOME}} - TTOC_{\text{a-priori}})$$

(4.3)
A look-up table of efficiency factors have been calculated using the GOME sensitivity profiles (Figure 4.12) and ozonesonde measurements from the SHADOZ network [Thompson et al., 2003a], which serve as ‘true’ reference ozone profiles. The appropriate efficiency factor to be used in Eq. (4.3) is determined as a function on the surface albedo (derived from the Herman and Celarier [1997] and Koelmeijer et al. [2003] databases) and the difference between the retrieved GOME tropospheric ozone column and the \textit{a priori} tropospheric ozone column (TTOC$^{GOME}$ - TTOC$_{a\text{-priori}}$).

The retrieval efficiency for GOME tropospheric ozone columns below 200 hPa is generally higher than 90 percent. This relatively high efficiency is primarily due to the fact that in the GOME total ozone algorithm, \textit{a priori} profiles from the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] ozone climatology are used. This climatology is based on actual ground-based and satellite ozone measurements and contains zonal mean ozone profiles for 10° latitude bands for each month of the year.
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Chapter 5

Improved GOME total ozone columns: an empirical DOAS method that accounts for Raman scattering

Abstract

An improved total ozone algorithm for the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) instrument has been developed, which uses the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) retrieval method. The new algorithm, TOGOMI, is based on the total ozone algorithm developed for the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), to be launched on EOS-Aura in 2004. The main improvements of the TOGOMI algorithm are: (1) a new DOAS fit-equation that properly accounts for inelastic Raman scattering, (2) the use of an empirical DOAS method to account for the wavelength dependence of the air mass factor, and (3) the use of a slant column dependent air mass factor to account for atmospheric variability. In addition, the new algorithm offers the possibility to use a 5 nm wide spectral fit window centred around 334.1 nm, to reduce the sensitivity to the ozone profile and atmospheric temperature. The new DOAS fit-equation results in 3-10% larger ozone slant columns compared to the slant columns retrieved with the common DOAS fit-equation. The largest differences are found for large solar zenith angles at high latitudes, due to the increase in Raman scattered light. The empirical air mass factor approach used in the TOGOMI algorithm, reduces the errors involved in the DOAS method when the atmosphere becomes optically thick at high solar zenith angles. The uncertainty in the air mass factor due to the natural ozone profile variability, is reduced by using a slant column dependent air mass factor, based on the ozone profile climatology from Logan, Labow & McPeters. A preliminary validation of the improved ozone columns with ground-based Brewer and Dobson measurements shows a very good agreement. The differences with the ground-based measurements are generally within 1-2%, and there are no seasonal dependent differences.
5.1 Introduction

For the ozone mini-hole and tropical tropospheric ozone studies described in Chapters 3 and 4, the GOME Fast Delivery (FD) ozone columns have been used. The FD total ozone algorithm is based on the ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor (GDP) version 2.7 [Spurr et al., 2002], and uses the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) retrieval method [Platt, 1994]. As described in Chapter 2, several changes in the algorithm have been made to improve the retrieval of the ozone columns: (1) the use of an effective ozone absorption cross-section based on ECMWF temperature forecasts in the slant column fit, (2) the use of the DAK radiative transfer model and the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] ozone climatology for the air mass factor calculations, and (3) the use of the FRESCO cloud algorithm [Koelemeijer et al., 2001, 2002].

The pseudo-global validation of the FD ozone columns with ground-based measurements described in Section 2.4, shows that there is a reasonable agreement between the near-real time ozone columns and the ground-based measurements (within 5% for low- and mid-latitudes, within –10 to +5% for high latitudes). The level of quality is comparable to that of the GDP v2.7 or the EP-TOMS ozone sensor. Nevertheless, the validations of the FD and GDP v2.7 ozone columns have raised some issues for further improvements of the GOME-DOAS total ozone algorithm. An important issue is the solar zenith angle and latitudinal dependence of the ozone columns, which is mainly attributed to two effects: the treatment of the atmospheric profile shape effect in the air mass factors, and the partial unsuitability of the DOAS method when the atmosphere becomes optically thick [Marquard et al., 2000].

In the FD and GDP v2.7 algorithms, the air mass factors are determined from a static climatology of (monthly) ozone profiles, which may differ significantly from the actual, highly variable ozone profiles. This deterministic approach cannot allow for atmospheric variability and can increases the error in the retrieved ozone column by about 5-10% at high solar zenith angles, where the sensitivity to the ozone profile shape is the highest. To reduce this error, an iterative approach has been implemented in the new GDP v3 algorithm [Spurr, 1999; Spurr et al., 2002], using the TOMS v7 ozone profile climatology, classified by latitude and ozone column [McPeters et al., 1998]. A validation of the GDP v3 ozone columns with ground-based measurements shows that this iterative approach resulted in significantly improved ozone columns, but that a solar zenith angle and seasonal dependent error persists [Lambert and Zehner, 2002].

To resolve the remaining limitations of the GDP v3 and FD algorithms, the improved GOME total ozone algorithm TOGOMI (Total Ozone algorithm for Gome using the OMI algorithm) has been developed. The new algorithm is based on the total ozone algorithm developed for the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), to be launched on EOS-Aura in 2004 [Veefkind and De Haan, 2002; De Haan, 2003]. The main improvements of this algorithm are: (1) a new DOAS fit-equation that accounts for inelastic Raman scattering, (2) the use of an empirical DOAS method to account for the wavelength dependence of the air mass factor, and (3) the use of a slant column dependent air mass factor to account for atmospheric variability. In addition, the new algorithm offers the possibility to use a smaller (5 nm) spectral fit window at longer wavelengths to reduce the sensitivity to the ozone profile and
atmospheric temperature. Improvements in the total ozone columns are also achieved by improving the calibration of the measured Earthshine and solar spectra.

In this Chapter, the new TOGOMI algorithm is described and the retrieved slant- and vertical columns are analysed. First, the improvements of the measured GOME (ir)radiance spectra are discussed in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, the new DOAS fit-equation that accounts for inelastic scattering is described, and the fitted slant columns are analysed. Section 5.4 focuses on the ozone cross-sections, the atmospheric temperature dependence of the cross-sections and the spectral fit-window choice. The calculation of the empirical air mass factors is described in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6, the cloud correction and the vertical ozone column calculations are discussed. Section 5.7 contains comparisons with the FD and GDP ozone columns, and with ground-based measurements. The chapter ends with concluding remarks.

5.2 Improvement of the GOME (ir)radiance spectra

5.2.1 The GomeCal package

The TOGOMI algorithm uses the GOME Earthshine and solar spectra as produced by the GDP level 0-to-1 algorithm [Aberle et al., 2002], but with several improvements. A wavelength re-calibration, an improved polarisation correction and a radiometric correction is applied to the GDP spectra, using the software package GomeCal [Van Geffen, 2002]. Of particular importance is the wavelength calibration of the GOME (ir)radiance spectra. Errors in the wavelength calibration can be a major source of error in DOAS retrievals (e.g. [Aliwell et al., 2002] and [Van Roozendael et al., 2002b]). The standard wavelength calibration of the GDP uses spectral lines of an onboard PrCr/Ne hollow cathode lamp to correct for shifts in the wavelengths associated with the detector pixels, with respect to a pre-flight calibration (e.g. caused by temperature effects). This method is not accurate enough for DOAS algorithms. A new calibration method, developed by Van Geffen and Van Oss [2003], uses as reference spectrum a high-resolution solar spectrum, with irradiance values given at 0.01 nm intervals. This method provides a calibration accuracy of 0.001 nm or better above 290 nm, corresponding to about 1/100 th of a detector pixel for the DOAS wavelength region 325-340 nm.

The GDP applies a polarisation correction to the Earth radiance spectra, based on a theoretical value at 300 nm, an assumed shape of the fractional polarization as a function of wavelength in the 300-350 nm range, and polarisation measurements in 100 nm wide windows around 350, 500 and 700 nm. This correction, however, is shown to lead to errors in the reflectance up to 10%, in particular in the UV range [Schutgens and Stammes, 2002]. GomeCal contains an improved polarisation correction developed by Schutgens and Stammes [2002] that is based on a parameterisation of the UV Earthshine polarisation between 290 and 330 nm, as function of solar zenith angle, viewing geometry, scene albedo and total ozone column.

Furthermore, it has been shown that the GOME instrument degrades, notably since 1998. This degradation is time and wavelength dependent, and the measured Earthshine radiances degrade differently from the solar irradiance spectra. In the GDP, the degradation of the
reflectance is not corrected for. Moreover, the interference of the Peltier cooler conduct signals on the detector signals causes an offset in the radiance (in the GOME instrument, Peltier elements are used for cooling the detector). For these reasons, a radiometric correction procedure was made by Van der A et al. [2002], consisting of three parts that can be applied independently in addition to the corrections of the GDP extractor: a radiometric calibration, a correction for the degradation of the instrument, and a correction to remove residual effects of the interference of the Peltier cooler signals.

5.2.2 Reduced effective spectral resolution

The DOAS ozone retrieval in the Huggins band (310-350 nm) is complicated by the undersampling of GOME and the uncertainty in the GOME slit function for this wavelength region. The spectral resolution is determined by the width and shape of the GOME slit. For the ozone fit-window range 325-340 nm, the slit is usually described as a Gauss-function with a FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) of 0.16 nm. Because the sampling distance in this wavelength region is about 0.12 nm, the GOME (ir)radiance spectra do not satisfy the Nyguist theorem and are undersampled. An additional complication is that for the 325-340 nm wavelength range, the GOME slit is asymmetric and that the FWHM varies between 0.16 and 0.21 nm [Van Roozendael et al., 2002b]. The undersampling of GOME and the uncertainty in the slit function can be resolved by convolving the GOME (ir)radiance spectra with a wider slit-function, thereby reducing the effective spectral resolution. In case of DOAS ozone retrieval in the Huggins band, a slit function with a FWHM up to 0.6 nm can be used, without much loss of information [Burrows et al., 2003]. An advantage of this procedure is that the effective slit function is known very accurately, as it is determined by the convolution with the wider slit-function. In the TOGOMI algorithm, the GOME (ir)radiance spectra are convolved with a flat-top Gaussian with a FWHM of 0.45 nm. This slit-function resembles the slit of the OMI instrument [Dirksen and Dobber, 2002]. The convolution with the OMI slit function has the additional advantage that these GOME spectra with reduced spectral resolution, can be used as ‘simulated’ OMI spectra.

5.3 DOAS slant column fit

5.3.1 Common DOAS fit-equation

As described in the Introduction of this thesis (Section 1.5), the first step in the retrieval of the total ozone column from the (re)calibrated GOME spectra is the calculation of the ozone slant column density. The commonly used DOAS fit-equation to calculate the ozone slant column is:

$$\frac{I_{\text{meas}}(\lambda)}{F_0^{\text{meas}}(\lambda)} = P(\lambda) \exp[-N_s \sigma(\lambda)] + c_R \frac{I_{\text{Ring}}(\lambda)}{F_0^{\text{meas}}(\lambda)}$$

(5.1)
where $I^{\text{meas}}(\lambda)$ and $F^{\text{meas}}_0(\lambda)$ are the measured radiance and irradiance, $I_{\text{Ring}}(\lambda)$ a so-called Ring spectrum (described in the next section), $\sigma(\lambda)$ the ozone absorption cross-section, $P(\lambda)$ a low-order polynomial (e.g. two- or third-order), $c_r$ a Ring-effect scale factor, and $N_s$ the fitted ozone slant column density. The DOAS fit Eq. (2.1) as used in the FD algorithm is a linearized version of Eq. (5.1). By taking the logarithm of $I^{\text{meas}} / F^{\text{meas}}_0$ as the measurement, and by treating the Ring spectrum as a pseudo-absorption spectrum, the DOAS fit-equation becomes linear (ignoring higher order terms), and a simple least-squares solution for $N_s$ can be found [Spurr et al., 2002]. The ozone slant columns resulting from the (non-linear) DOAS fit Eq. (5.1) and the linear fit-equation used in the FD algorithm are very similar (within about 1%), if a differential Ring spectrum is used in Eq. (5.1). (Differential means that a low-order polynomial is fitted to the spectrum and then subtracted from the spectrum, so that the differential spectral fine structure remains.)

### 5.3.2 Accounting for Raman scattering

As explained in Section 1.5, the DOAS fit-equation describes the ozone absorption along the scattered light paths through the atmosphere reaching the GOME instrument, according to the Lambert-Beer attenuation law. A Ring spectrum is included in Eq. (5.1) to take into account that about 4% of all scattering events on air molecules is scattered inelastically. Nearly all of this inelastically scattered light is due to rotational Raman scattering on N$_2$ and O$_2$ molecules. Inelastic scattering on an air molecule results in a shift of the scattered photon wavelength with regard to the incoming photon wavelength. This associated energy shift equals the change in rotational energy of the scattering molecule. For incident light with a wavelength of 330 nm, shifts up to 2 nm occur. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1, where the Raman lines of N$_2$ and O$_2$ are plotted for the individual transitions, as a function of wavelength.

The most pronounced consequence of inelastic scattering is that the Fraunhofer lines in the Earthshine spectrum are shallower compared to the lines in the solar spectrum. The inclusion of a Ring spectrum $I_{\text{Ring}}(\lambda)$ into the DOAS fit-equation should take this filling in of solar Fraunhofer lines into account. The Ring spectrum, introduced in Eq. (5.1), is given by:

$$I_{\text{Ring}}(\lambda) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\sigma_k(\lambda - \Delta \lambda_k)}{\sigma_0(\lambda)} F_0(\lambda - \Delta \lambda_k)$$

(5.2)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident light, $\Delta \lambda_k$ is the wavelength shift due to rotational Raman scattering, $\sigma_k(\lambda)$ is the Raman scattering cross-section for transition $k$, and $K = N_{N_2} + N_{O_2}$ is the total number of transitions that are taken into account. The elastic scattering component ($\Delta \lambda_k = 0$) is described by $\sigma_0(\lambda)$, the scattering cross-section of the Cabannes line [Young, 1980]. Ring spectra for the ozone fitting wavelength region have been calculated by Chance and Spurr [1997] and De Haan [2003]. Figure 5.2 shows the Ring spectrum and the ratio $I_{\text{Ring}}(\lambda) / F_0(\lambda)$ on the OMI spectral resolution. The Ring spectrum, being a scrambled solar spectrum, is rather smooth. The division by the solar spectrum
generates most of the spectral structure, as can be seen in the ratio $I_{\text{ring}}(\lambda)/F_0(\lambda)$. In DOAS Eq. (5.1) usually a differential version of $I_{\text{ring}}(\lambda)/F_0(\lambda)$ is used, together with a scale factor $c_R$. The inclusion of this Ring term into the DOAS equation results in strongly reduced fit-residuals and up to 10% higher ozone slant columns [De Haan, 2003; Van Roozendael et al., 2002b].

The commonly used DOAS fit-equations (5.1) and (2.1) do not take into account that inelastic scattered light is also absorbed by ozone, just like elastic scattered light. This results in the filling-in of the ozone absorption features. An important assumption in the DOAS fit-equations (5.1) and (2.1) is that scattering does not change the spectral fine structures of the light. However, as explained above, inelastic scattering scrambles (a part of) the spectral fine structures. De Haan [2003] has developed a DOAS equation that properly accounts for inelastic Raman scattering, including the filling-in of the ozone absorption features. This improved DOAS equation includes an ozone absorption cross-section $\Delta \sigma_{\text{inel}}(\lambda)$ for inelastic scattering:

$$\frac{I_{\text{mea}}(\lambda)}{F_{\text{mea}}(\lambda)} = P_{\text{el}}(\lambda) \left( \exp[-N_s \sigma(\lambda)] + \frac{P_{\text{inel}}(\lambda)}{P_{\text{el}}(\lambda)} \frac{I_{\text{ring}}(\lambda)}{F_0(\lambda)} \exp[-N_s \Delta \sigma_{\text{inel}}(\lambda)] \right)$$

(5.3)

**Figure 5.1** Schematic of the relative contribution of the individual Raman lines of $N_2$ and $O_2$ to single scattered light, as a function of wavelength. The incident wavelength is 330 nm. The Cabannes line at 330 nm (elastic scattering) contributes about 96% to single scattered light, while the 200 Raman lines contribute about 4%.
where $\sigma(\lambda)$ is the common ozone absorption cross-section for elastic scattering (as used in Eq. (5.1)). Eq. (5.3) is based on two important assumptions: it is sufficient to consider only single inelastically scattered light, and the air mass factor for elastic and inelastic scattering is the same (see Section 5.5). The relative amount of twice or more inelastically scattered light is less than 0.1% [De Haan, 2003]. Therefore, the first assumption is justified. Because of the conservation of spectral fine structures upon (multiple) elastic scattering events, Eq. (5.3) can be applied to light that undergoes inelastic Raman scattering and zero, one, or more elastic scattering events. Multiple elastic scattering by aerosols, and the elastically reflecting surface contributes only to the smoothly varying polynomial $P_{el}(\lambda)$. The new DOAS equation uses a low-order polynomial $P_{inel}(\lambda)$, instead of a constant scale factor in front of the Ring spectrum, representing the change in the amount of Raman scattering over the fit-window.

The cross-section for inelastic scattering can be expressed in terms of a not-scrambled cross-section $\sigma_{ns}(\lambda)$ and a scrambled cross-section $\sigma_i(\lambda)$:

$$\Delta\sigma_{inel}(\lambda) = \frac{\mu_0\sigma_{ns}(\lambda) + \mu\sigma_i(\lambda)}{\mu + \mu_0}$$

(5.4)
where $\mu$ is the cosine of the viewing zenith angle and $\mu_0$ the cosine of the solar zenith angle. Eq. 5.4 is based on a plane-parallel GOME viewing geometry, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. The scrambled cross-section $\sigma_s(\lambda)$ affects the light travelling from the sun to the scattering layer, while the not-scrambled cross-section $\sigma_n(\lambda)$ affects the light scattered back to the GOME instrument. For GOME measurements with very high solar zenith angles (SZA > 80°), the calculation of $\Delta \sigma_{n_{\text{el}}}(\lambda)$ should be based on a curved atmosphere, as explained in De Haan [2003]. However, GOME measurements for these extreme geometries are not used in this study. In Eq. (5.4), the not-scrambled cross-section equals the cross-section for elastic scattering ($\sigma_n = \sigma$). The scrambled cross-section is calculated by scrambling the cross-section and weighting with the scrambled solar spectrum:

$$\sigma_s(\lambda) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \sigma_k(\lambda - \Delta \lambda_k) F_{\text{sc}}(\lambda - \Delta \lambda_k) \sigma(\lambda - \Delta \lambda_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \sigma_k(\lambda - \Delta \lambda_k) F_{\text{sc}}(\lambda - \Delta \lambda_k)}$$

(5.5)

Eq. (5.5) is derived assuming weak (or moderate) absorption, for strong absorption the scrambled cross-section also depends on the ozone column density and solar zenith angle.

### 5.3.3 Instrumental slit function

In the previous section, the spectral resolution of the GOME instrument was not taken into account. As described in Section 5.2.2., the effective spectral resolution of the GOME (ir)radiance spectra used in the DOAS slant column fit is about 0.45 nm. However, the incident solar irradiance varies strongly on a wavelength scale of a few hundreds of a nm in the Huggins band. The ozone absorption cross-sections also vary significantly over the wavelength range of the effective slit function (see Figure 1.4). Hence, the averaging that takes place over the wavelength range of the effective slit function should be taken into account in the DOAS fit. This effect, attributed to the spectral structures of the solar irradiance, is also known as the solar $I_0$-effect.

A technique to correct for the solar $I_0$-effect has been proposed by Johnston (see Aliwell et al. [2002]), by using an effective cross-section in the DOAS fit-equation. The effective cross-section for elastic scattered light is given by:

$$\sigma^{\text{eff}}(\lambda, N_s) = -\frac{1}{N_s} \ln \left( \frac{\int_{\lambda_{\text{min}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}} S(\lambda, \lambda') F_0(\lambda') \exp[-N_s \sigma(\lambda')] d\lambda'}{\int_{\lambda_{\text{min}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}} S(\lambda, \lambda') F_0(\lambda') d\lambda'} \right)$$

(5.6)

where $S(\lambda, \lambda')$ is the effective slit function, with $\int_{\lambda_{\text{min}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}} S(\lambda, \lambda') d\lambda' = 1$. The effective cross-section depends slightly on the ozone slant column, for which a climatological value is used in the TOGOMI algorithm. The use of an effective ozone cross-section has a small impact on
the slant column (< 0.5%), retrieved with the GDP and FD algorithms [Van Roozendael et al., 2002b]. However, when the effective spectral resolution of the GOME (ir)radiance spectra is reduced, as is done in the TOGOMI algorithm, the impact on the retrieved slant column becomes more important.

For the inelastic part of the radiance, a similar correction for the effective slit function can be made. Instead of the Ring spectrum defined in Eq. (5.2), an effective Ring spectrum is used:

$$I_{\text{ring}}^{\text{eff}}(\lambda) = \int_{\lambda_{\text{min}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}} S(\lambda, \lambda') \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\sigma_s(\lambda' - \Delta\lambda_k)}{\sigma_s(\lambda')} F_0(\lambda' - \Delta\lambda_k) \ d\lambda'$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

An effective cross-section for inelastic scattering $\Delta\sigma_{\text{inel}}^{\text{eff}}(\lambda)$ has been derived by De Haan [2003]. In the assumption for weak absorption, Eq (5.4) can be still applied to calculate $\Delta\sigma_{\text{inel}}^{\text{eff}}(\lambda)$ by using an effective not-scrambled cross-section and an effective scrambled cross-section. The effective not-scrambled cross-section is calculated by weighting the ozone cross-section with the effective Ring spectrum:

Figure 5.3 Effective ozone cross-sections for elastic scattered light ($\sigma^{\text{eff}}$) and inelastic scattered light ($\sigma_{\text{inel}}^{\text{eff}}$ and $\sigma_s^{\text{eff}}$), calculated from the Bass and Paur [1985] cross-section data for an absorption temperature of 220 K. The OMI slit function was used (FWHM of 0.45 nm). Note that $\sigma^{\text{eff}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{inel}}^{\text{eff}}$ are almost identical.
The effective scrambled cross-section is calculated by scrambling the ozone cross-sections and weighting with the effective Ring spectrum:

\[
\sigma_{\text{eff}}(\lambda) = \frac{\int_{\lambda_{\text{min}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}} S(\lambda, \lambda') \sigma(\lambda') \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sigma_k(\lambda' - \Delta \lambda_k) F_0(\lambda' - \Delta \lambda_k) \, d\lambda'}{\int_{\lambda_{\text{min}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}} S(\lambda, \lambda') \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sigma_k(\lambda' - \Delta \lambda_k) F_0(\lambda' - \Delta \lambda_k) \, d\lambda'}
\]  

(5.8)

Thus the new DOAS equation (5.3) can still be applied, using the effective cross-section for elastic scattered light \(\sigma_{\text{eff}}(\lambda)\), the effective Ring spectrum \(I_{\text{ring}}^\text{eff}(\lambda)\), and the effective cross-section for inelastic scattering \(\Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}}(\lambda)\).

Figure 5.3 shows the effective cross-section for elastic scattered light (Eq. (5.6)), and the effective not-scrambled and scrambled cross-sections (Eq. (5.8) and (5.9)) for the ozone DOAS wavelength 325-337 nm. Figure 5.3 shows that \(\sigma_{\text{eff}}(\lambda)\) and \(\sigma_{\text{ns}}(\lambda)\) are very similar, but there are small differences due to the slit-function correction. The scrambling by rotational Raman scattering removes a large part of the spectral fine structure of the ozone absorption in this wavelength region, therefore the scrambled cross-section \(\sigma_{\text{sc}}(\lambda)\) shows only weak spectral features. Note that the spectral structures of the ozone cross-sections differ substantially from the Ring spectrum ratio \(I_{\text{ring}}(\lambda)/F_0(\lambda)\) shown in Figure 5.2, which is a necessity for a stable DOAS fit.

For each GOME measurement, first the effective cross-section for inelastic scattering \(\Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}}(\lambda)\) is calculated, since \(\Delta \sigma_{\text{ns}}(\lambda)\) depends on the viewing geometry (Eq. (5.4)). Thereafter, the non-linear DOAS Eq. (5.3) is solved for \(N_x\) with the Levenberg-Marquardt method.

### 5.3.4 GOME fit results

As mentioned before, a prerequisite for proper use of the new DOAS Eq. (5.3) is that the elastic and inelastic components of the measured reflectance can be determined separately. That the spectral features of the elastic and inelastic part differ considerably is illustrated in Figure 5.4. In this figure, the reflectance \(I_{\text{meas}}(\lambda)/F_0(\lambda)\), the elastic component of \(I/F_0\) (first term of Eq. (5.3)), and the inelastic component (second term of Eq. (5.3)) are plotted for an arbitrary GOME measurement with a solar zenith angle of 60°. Figure 5.4 shows that the ozone absorption features (see Figure 5.3) are prominent for the elastic scattered part but not for the inelastic part, which is dominated by Ring-spectrum structures. The different spectral
features of the elastic and inelastic part (correlation coefficient < 0.35) make it possible to determine them separately. GOME measurements with other viewing geometries show similar differences between the elastic and inelastic part of $I/F_0$, and therefore the improved DOAS Eq. (5.3) can be generally applied.

For the GOME measurement of Figure 5.4, the fraction inelastic scattered light is about 8%, averaged over the wavelength region 325-337 nm. This number is higher than the 4% for a single scattering and is due to multiple scattering. The fraction depends mainly on the wavelength, solar zenith angle and albedo [De Haan, 2003]. Figure 5.5 shows the relative amount of inelastic scattered light for a GOME orbit (#28118) on 5 September 2000. This orbit runs from the Arctic, over Central Europe and Africa, to the Southern Atlantic and Antarctica. Figure 5.5 shows that the relative amount of inelastic scattered light increases from about 6% at low latitude (small solar zenith angles) to 10-13% at high latitudes. The highest values are found over snow/ice in the Antarctic. The relative amount of inelastic scattered light derived from the GOME measurements, and its dependence on albedo and solar zenith angle as shown in Figure 5.5, compare well with the theoretical values calculated by De Haan [2003]. He estimated the relative contribution of inelastic scattered light from theoretical calculations for a solar zenith angle of 45°, and obtained values of 7.5 and 10% for dark ($A_v = 0.05$) and bright ($A_v = 0.8$) surfaces, respectively.

Figure 5.4 Reflectance $I/F_0$ for a single GOME measurement with a solar zenith angle of 60° (centre pixel). The inelastic and elastic components of $I/F_0$ are plotted as well (the inelastic component is multiplied by 8 to reveal its spectral features). The OMI slit function was used (FWHM of 0.45 nm). On average, the fraction inelastic scattered light is about 8% for this GOME measurement.
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The ozone slant columns retrieved with the improved DOAS fit-equation (5.3) have been compared with the slant columns retrieved with the traditional DOAS equation (5.1), using a differential $I_{Ring}(\lambda)/I_0(\lambda)$. Figure 5.6 shows the difference between the ozone slant columns for GOME orbit #28118 on 5 September 2000, using the fit-window 325-335 nm. The improved DOAS equation results in higher slant columns and the difference increases with increasing solar zenith angle. At low latitudes, the improved slant columns are about 3% higher than the slant columns retrieved with the traditional DOAS equation, and the difference increases to 8-10% for high latitudes. For GOME orbits in other months, the slant column differences are comparable, with a similar solar zenith angle dependence. Figure 5.6 also includes slant column differences calculated from synthetic GOME spectra, using the same DOAS equations (5.1) and (5.3) [De Haan, 2003]. These simulated values have been calculated for solar zenith angles of 45°, 60° and 75°, for a surface albedo of 0.05. The measured slant column differences compare very well with the simulated values, as can be seen in Figure 5.6. The DOAS fit also provide an estimate of the precision of the retrieved slant column. With the improved DOAS fit-equation (5.3), a small relative slant column error of 0.3-0.6% is found. Note, however, that this estimated slant column error does not (fully) include the error due to the uncertainty in the ozone cross-section, as described in the next section.

Figure 5.5 Relative amount of inelastic scattered light (in %) for the GOME measurements of orbit #28118 on 5 September 2000, as a function of latitude. The values are averages for the wavelength region 325-335 nm.
The accuracy of the retrieved ozone slant columns depends largely on the accuracy and suitability of the ozone cross-section data sets used in the DOAS fit equation. The ozone absorption cross-section varies with wavelength $\lambda$, with temperature $T$ and with total pressure $p$. In the Huggins band (310-350 nm), the temperature dependence is particularly strong, and this results in increasing differential ozone cross-sections with decreasing temperatures (see Figure 1.4). In order to determine the cross-sections, laboratory measurements have been performed by several groups. An extensive review of the available laboratory measurements of ozone absorption cross-sections, to be used in retrievals algorithms for satellite instruments like GOME, has been performed by Orphal [2002]. In the TOGOMI algorithm, two well-established data sets of temperature dependent ozone cross-sections for GOME retrieval in the Huggins band can be used: the GOME Flight Model (FM98) data [Burrows et al., 1999b] and the Bass and Paur [1985] (B&P) data.

The B&P cross-sections have been measured at high spectral resolution (better than 0.025 nm) at 6 different temperatures (203, 218, 228, 243, 273 and 298 K). For the use in the TOGOMI algorithm, the spectral resolution of the B&P cross-sections has been reduced to the OMI resolution (see Section 5.2.2). The FM98 cross-sections have been measured at 5 different temperatures (202, 221, 241, 273 and 293 K) during the pre-flight calibration of
GOME, using the GOME flight model. The spectral resolution of the FM98 cross-sections has also been reduced to the OMI resolution.

Since the DOAS fit is very sensitive to spectral shift errors (see Section 5.2.1), the wavelength calibration of the laboratory cross-section is of particular importance. Both the B&P and the FM98 cross-sections need to be shifted to higher wavelengths in the Huggins band. For the TOGOMI algorithm, the recommendations from Chance [Private Comm.] and Van Roozendael et al. [2002b] have been followed, i.e. a shift of +0.015 nm for the B&P cross-sections, and +0.017 nm for the FM98 cross-sections.

After the wavelength correction of the B&P and FM98 cross-sections, there remain significant differences between the two cross-sections. For the most important temperatures for GOME-DOAS retrievals, 221 and 243 K, differences of several percent between the two data-sets are found in the Huggins band (e.g. see Figures 7-23 and 7-31 in Orphal [2002]). The B&P cross-sections are close to the average value of all available laboratory data at all temperatures, but the B&P cross-sections inhibit the strongest noise [Orphal, 2002; Van Roozendael et al., 2002b]. Both the B&P and FM98 cross-sections show only small baseline drifts (wavelength dependent systematic errors) concerning the magnitude of the cross-sections.

The use of B&P or FM98 cross-sections in DOAS Eq. (5.3) results in systematic differences in the retrieved ozone slant columns, due to the differences between the B&P and FM98 cross-sections. The effect on the retrieved ozone slant column depends also on the DOAS fitting window, as discussed in the following sections on the GOME and OMI fit-windows. The use of different cross-section data sets (e.g. B&P and FM98) can also be a source of a bias between the GOME ozone columns and the ozone values retrieved with other instruments. However, to quantify this bias falls beyond the scope of this work. The GOME-DOAS retrieval uses differential cross-sections for 5 to 10 nm wavelength regions between 325 and 337 nm, while other instruments use different retrieval algorithms in different wavelength regions. For example, the Brewer ground-based instrument uses B&P cross-sections at four wavelengths outside the DOAS fitting windows: 310, 313, 316 and 320 nm. This results in a sensitivity for the ozone cross-section temperature, that is very different for the GOME and Brewer retrieval algorithms. As discussed in Chapter 3, the sensitivity of the GOME-DOAS algorithm to the atmospheric temperature is larger, and of opposite sign compared to that of the Brewer instrument.

5.4.2 The 325-335 nm GOME fit-window

In both GDP v2.7 and v3 [Spurr et al., 2002], as well as in the FD algorithm described in Chapter 2, the DOAS fit-window is 325-335 nm. This fit-window choice is based on the TRACEGAS study [Diebel et al., 1995]. The main reasons for choosing this window are the strong spectral features of ozone, and due to the width of 10 nm, it contains three main differential absorption structures (see Figure 5.3). This results in a high signal-to-noise ratio. The very strong Ring structure around 336 nm (see Figure 5.2) falls outside this fit-window, which is an advantage in case the Ring spectrum \( I_{\text{Ring}}(\lambda) \) is not accurately known.
Furthermore, the absorption by interfering species like NO₂, SO₂, BrO, OCIO and HCHO is very small in this fit-window, compared to the ozone absorption.

The main disadvantages of the 325-335 nm fit-window are the strong ozone absorption at the smaller wavelengths, as a result of which the atmosphere can become optically thick, and the large temperature dependence of the ozone absorption cross-sections [e.g. see Van Roozendael et al., 2002b; Marquard et al., 2000; Burrows et al., 1999a]. The first issue is further discussed in Section 5.5, which deals with the empirical air mass factor calculations; in this section the effect of the temperature dependent ozone cross-sections on the retrieved slant column is analysed.

If the cross-section temperatures used in the DOAS fit deviates from the actual atmospheric temperatures, this results in an error in the retrieved ozone slant column. It can easily be shown that for the 325-335 nm fit-window, a 10 K overestimation of the temperature results in about 3% larger ozone slant columns. A useful method to deal with this temperature dependence is to (pre)calculate an effective absorption temperature:

\[
T_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\int_0^\infty A(z) n(z) T(z) \, dz}{\int_0^\infty A(z) n(z) \, dz}
\] (5.10)

where \(z\) is the altitude, \(A(z)\) is the GOME sensitivity profile for the fit-window (see the Appendix of Chapter 4), \(n(z)\) the ozone number density, and \(T(z)\) the atmospheric temperature. For the TOGOMI algorithm, effective temperatures are calculated using daily temperature analyses from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model [Untch and Simmons, 1998] and the ozone profile climatology from Logan, Labow & McPeters as used in the TOMS v8 total ozone algorithm [see Bhartia and Wellemeyer, 2002]. An effective ozone cross-section is calculated using the effective temperature and then applied in the DOAS fit. This method to deal with the ozone temperature dependence is very similar to the one used in the FD algorithm, as described in Section 2.3.2.

Another method is to allow the cross-sections to adjust themselves to the measured ozone absorption features. In this case, the ozone slant column and the effective absorption temperature are simultaneously retrieved by including the derivative of the cross-section with respect to the temperature in the DOAS fit. The fit-equation (5.3) then becomes (assuming weak absorption):

\[
\frac{I_{\text{meas}}(\lambda)}{F_{\text{0}}(\lambda)} = P_0(\lambda) \left\{ \exp \left[ -N_s \left( \sigma_{\text{eff}}(T_0, \lambda) + (T - T_0) \frac{d \sigma_{\text{eff}}(T_0, \lambda)}{dT} \bigg|_{T=T_0} \right) \right] + \right. \\
\left. \frac{P_{\text{inel}}(\lambda)}{P_0(\lambda)} \frac{I_{\text{ring}}(\lambda)}{F_{0,\text{meas}}(\lambda)} \exp \left[ -N_s \left( \Delta \sigma_{\text{meas}}(T_0, \lambda) + (T - T_0) \frac{d \Delta \sigma_{\text{meas}}(T_0, \lambda)}{dT} \bigg|_{T=T_0} \right) \right] \right\} 
\] (5.11)
where $T_0$ is a fixed (or climatological) reference temperature and $T$ the effective absorption temperature to be fitted. Figure 5.7 shows the fitted absorption temperatures for the GOME measurements of orbit #28992 on 5 November 2000, together with the (pre)calculated ECMWF effective temperatures. The fitted absorption temperature follows the latitudinal structures of the ECMWF temperature well, which demonstrates that the temperature fit method is sensitive to actual variations of the atmospheric temperature. However, the fitted temperatures systematically overestimate the ECMWF temperatures by up to 10 K. Taking into account the sensitivity of the retrieved slant column for the cross-section temperature in the 325-335 nm fit-window (3% / 10 K), the inferred temperature bias directly translate into a 3% systematic overestimation of the slant column, if DOAS fit Eq. (5.11) is used. This systematic overestimation of the fitted temperature in the 325-335 nm fit-window occurs in all months.

The temperature fit method is also used in the GDP v3, using the common DOAS temperature fit method (based on Eq. (5.1), without accounting for Raman scattering [Spurr et al., 2002]). With the common DOAS temperature fit method, a similar systematic overestimation of the fitted temperature is found [Van Roozendael et al. 2002b]. It is likely that the relatively large uncertainty of the ozone cross-section data sets is a main reason for the systematic overestimation of the fitted temperature for the 325-335 nm fit-window. In addition, the partial correlation between the differential structures of $\sigma(\lambda)$ and

\[ \text{Figure 5.7 Effective absorption temperatures (in °C) fitted with DOAS fit-equation (5.11) and pre-calculated using ECMWF temperature analyses. The temperatures for the GOME measurement of orbit #28992 on 5 November 2000 are shown, as a function of latitude. The temperatures have been retrieved for the GOME and OMI fit-windows, using the FM98 ozone cross-sections.} \]
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\(d\sigma(\lambda)/dT\) in the 325-335 nm wavelength region also plays a role [De Haan, 2003; see also next section]. To confirm that the uncertainty in the ozone cross-sections has a large effect on the fitted temperature, DOAS fit Eq. (5.11) has been applied on simulated GOME (ir)radiances calculated with a radiative transfer model (using the method described in Section 5.5.1). In this simulation, the ozone cross-section data set used in the radiative transfer model to calculate the GOME radiances was the same as used in the DOAS fit. Therefore, the uncertainty in the ozone cross-sections had no influence on the retrieved temperature and ozone slant column. This resulted in a good agreement between the fitted absorption temperature and the effective temperature calculated with Eq. (5.10), without a systematic overestimation (not shown). Because of this problem involved with fitted absorption temperatures, the (pre)calculated ECMWF effective temperatures are used in the TOGOMI algorithm, and the DOAS temperature fit Eq. (5.11) is not applied for the 325-335 nm fit-window.

Another important issue mentioned in the previous section is the systematic differences in the retrieved ozone slant columns when the B&P or FM98 cross-sections are used in DOAS Eq. (5.3). For the 325-335 nm fit window, the slant columns retrieved with the B&P cross-sections are about 3% higher than the slant columns retrieved with the FM98 cross-sections. These results are consistent with the analyses of Van Roozendael et al. [2002b].

Finally, it is important to note that the issues related to the ozone cross-sections, as described above, can only be resolved when more accurate cross-sections data sets become available.

### 5.4.3 The 331.6-336.6 nm OMI fit-window

For the OMI total ozone algorithm, a small 5 nm wide fit-window, centered around 334.1 nm will be used [Veefkind and de Haan, 2002]. The main reason for this fit-window choice is the very small sensitivity of the retrieved slant column for the cross-section temperature. The correlation between the differential structures of \(\sigma(\lambda)\) and \(d\sigma(\lambda)/dT\) is minimized for this fit-window, resulting in a temperature sensitivity that is at least five times smaller (0.5% / 10 K) than for the 325-335 nm fit-window. This small sensitivity has the important advantage that a fixed temperature (e.g. 220 K) can be used for the ozone cross-sections, and that it is not necessary to (pre)calculated (ECMWF) effective temperatures. It is also possible to fit an effective temperature using DOAS Eq. (5.11), as is illustrated in Figure 5.7 for the GOME orbit on 5 November 2000. Figure 5.7 shows that the small correlation between \(\sigma(\lambda)\) and \(d\sigma(\lambda)/dT\) for the OMI fit-window reduces the temperature bias, compared to the bias found for the 325-335 nm fit-window. Note that because of the small temperature sensitivity of the OMI fit-window, differences between the actual absorption temperature and the fitted temperature do not lead to significant errors in the slant column.

An additional advantage of the OMI fit-window is that it is located at longer wavelengths (\(\lambda > 330\) nm). The absence of the strong ozone absorption at 325 nm reduces the optical thickness compared to that of the GOME fit window, and thereby reduces the sensitivity of the DOAS algorithm to the ozone profile. This issue is further discussed in Section 5.5 on the air mass factor calculations.
The main disadvantage of the 5 nm wide OMI fit-window is that the spectral features of ozone are smaller, and that it only includes two main differential absorption structures, resulting in a lower signal-to-noise ratio than the 325-335 fit-window. It also contains the very strong Ring structure around 336 nm (see Figure 5.2). The lower signal-to-noise ratio results in larger random errors in the slant columns of 1-2%, compared to the slant columns retrieved with the 325-335 nm fit-window (not shown). This increased random error for the OMI fit-window is also visible in the fitted absorption temperatures (Figure 5.7), and in the vertical ozone columns (Figure 5.10, described in Section 5.7.1).

Just as for the GOME fit-window, the use of B&P or FM98 cross-sections results in systematic differences in the retrieved ozone slant columns. For the OMI fit-window, the slant columns retrieved with the B&P cross-sections are about 4% higher than the slant columns retrieved with the FM98 cross-sections if DOAS Eq. (5.3) is used. Finally, it should be noted that for both the GOME and OMI fit-windows the fitting residuals are smaller when the FM98 cross-sections are used, resulting in an estimated 20-30% smaller slant column error.

5.5 Air Mass Factor calculations

5.5.1 Empirical Air Mass Factor

As explained in the Introduction of this thesis (Section 1.5), the Air Mass Factor (AMF) is used to convert the slant column density into a vertical column density. The air mass factor \( M \) resembles the effective atmospheric path length and can be defined as the ratio of the slant column density \( sN \), and the vertical column density \( vN \):

\[
M = \frac{sN}{vN}
\]  

(5.12)

This definition of the air mass factor is based on the traditional DOAS fit-equation (5.1), which only takes into account ozone absorption by elastically scattered light. If one fully accounts for Raman scattering, two air mass factors, \( M_{el} \) and \( M_{inel} \), corresponding to atmospheric paths for elastically and inelastically scattered light, need to be considered. A fair approximation for ozone absorption is the assumption that the air mass factor for elastic and inelastic scattering is the same (\( M_{inel} = M_{el} = M \)). Based on this assumption, DOAS fit Eq. (5.3) and the cross-section for inelastic scattering \( \Delta\sigma_{inel} \) (Eq. (5.4)) have been derived, and the single AMF defined in Eq. (5.12) can be used [De Haan, 2003]. The air mass factor depends on the sun-satellite geometry and on the state of the atmosphere, i.e. on the ozone profile, on cloud and aerosol properties, on surface reflectivity properties etc. Because the retrieved slant column \( sN \) depends on the spectral fit-window, there is also a different air mass factor for each fit-window.

For the TOGOMI algorithm, the air mass factors have been calculated using the so-called empirical approach [Marquard et al., 2000; Veefkind and De Haan, 2002]. Using radiative transfer calculations for a model atmosphere and a GOME simulator, synthetic (ir)radiance
spectra are created and a DOAS fit is performed on these synthetic spectra. As the vertical column density \( N_v \) is known from the model specification, the air mass factor \( M \) can then directly be derived from the fitted slant column density. With this approach, the correct air mass factor is obtained if the atmospheric model used to calculate the synthetic spectrum corresponds to the real atmosphere. The GOME simulator is used to produce synthetic GOME spectra from the reflectivities calculated with a radiative transfer model. In this way, the synthetic spectra resemble best the measured GOME spectra used in DOAS fit Eq (5.3). The advantage of the empirical DOAS method is that the same procedure is used for the measured (ir)radiance spectra and for the synthetic spectra, leading to cancellation of errors. For example, a problem with the 325-335 nm fit window is the strong ozone absorption at the shorter wavelengths. This results in an error in the vertical ozone column at higher solar zenith angles, because the atmosphere becomes optically thick and the DOAS approximation breaks down. With the empirical DOAS method, this error is reduced considerably.

The radiative transfer model used for the simulations of spectra is the Doubling-Adding-KNMI (DAK) model, which solves the radiation transport equation using the full Stokes vector, i.e. accounting for polarization [De Haan et al., 1987; Stamnes et al., 1989; Stamnes, 2000]. Commonly used scalar models, like DISORT and GOMETRAN [Stamnes et al., 1988; Rozanov et al., 1997], compute top-of-atmosphere reflectances that may deviate up to 10% [Mischenko et al., 1994; Lacis et al., 1998]. Single scattering properties of aerosol particles and PSCs are calculated with a Mie scattering code [De Rooij and Van der Stap, 1984] that generates coefficients for the expansion in generalized spherical functions, making efficient calculations for polarized light possible. Only elastic scattering is included in the model, and Cabannes scattering is used instead of Rayleigh scattering for the scattering properties of the molecules [De Haan, 2003]. The DAK version used in this study is based on a plane-parallel atmosphere, therefore only GOME measurements with solar zenith angles \( \leq 75^\circ \) are considered here. For the DOAS fit on the synthetic GOME spectra only the first term of Eq (5.3), for elastically scattered light, is used. This results in an air mass factor for elastic scattering, while the air mass factor for inelastic scattering is assumed to be the same, as described above. Besides ozone, absorption by NO\(_2\) SO\(_2\), and BrO are accounted for in the radiative transfer calculations. Clouds are represented by Lambertian surfaces situated at the cloud top level with an albedo of 0.8, as recommended by Koelemeijer and Stammes [1999].

5.5.2 Slant column dependent Air Mass Factor

The dependence of the air mass factor on the ozone profile is of particular importance. The ozone profiles in the atmosphere vary strongly, resulting in changes of several percent in the actual air mass factor. A slant column dependent AMF and an ozone climatology are used to reduce the uncertainty in the air mass factor due to the ozone profile variability. To derive a relation between the slant column density and the air mass factor, a set of ozone profiles is used that cover the natural variability of the ozone profile for a given location and time of year. For each of these profiles, the air mass factor is calculated for a set of sun/satellite geometries and surface properties. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.8. The top panel shows a set of ozone profiles that are representative for 55°N for December. These profiles
are taken from the ozone profile climatology from Logan, Labow & McPeters as used in the TOMS V8 total ozone algorithm [see Bhartia and Wellemeyer, 2002]. This climatology contains 3 (at low-latitudes) to 10 (at high-latitudes) column classified ozone profiles per 10° latitude band for each month. The bottom panel of Figure 5.8 shows the effective AMF for each of the profiles, plotted as a function of the slant column density. To eliminate most of the geometrical effects, it is convenient to use the effective AMF, defined as \( M / M_{geo} \), with the geometrical AMF \( M_{geo} \) given by Eq. (1.4). As can be seen in Figure 5.8, the effective AMF varies almost linearly with the slant column density. This is used in the TOGOMI algorithm, by making the effective AMF a linear function of the slant column density determined in the DOAS fit, as indicated in the bottom panel.

The TOGOMI algorithm uses an AMF look-up-table, avoiding the need for on-line radiative transfer calculations. The look-up-table contains the air mass factor as a function of sun-satellite geometry, surface reflectivity, surface pressure and ozone profile (per latitude, per month).

The empirical air mass factor used in the TOGOMI algorithm has been compared with the air mass factor used in the FD algorithm. Because of the different way the air mass factors are calculated (empirical and slant column dependent AMF vs. single AMF for 325 nm, Cabannes scattering vs. Rayleigh scattering, different ozone climatologies), systematic differences are to be expected. Figure 5.9 shows the difference between the (clear sky) air mass factors for GOME orbit #33930 on 16 October 2001. This orbit runs from the Arctic, over Western Europe and Africa, to the Southern Atlantic and the Antarctic ozone-hole. For low- and mid-latitudes the difference is generally smaller than 2%. The difference increases for large solar zenith angles at high latitudes, where the effect of the ozone absorption on the air mass factor is larger. In the polar regions, the empirical air mass factors are 2-6% smaller than the FD air mass factors. This general pattern as function of solar zenith angle and latitude is also found for GOME orbits in other months. The increased scatter in the Antarctic ozone-hole, south of 60°S, is due to inaccuracies in the air mass factor calculations of the FD-algorithm for high albedos. Another interesting feature visible in Figure 5.9 is the systematic difference between the three ground-pixel types (East, Centre and West). This is caused by an error in the viewing geometry calculations of the FD-algorithm, resulting in small biases in the air mass factors and vertical ozone columns, depending on the ground-pixel type. This problem has been resolved in the TOGOMI algorithm.

5.6 Cloud correction and vertical ozone column

5.6.1 Cloud correction

For a GOME measurements in the presence of clouds, part of the ozone column is covered by the clouds and two air mass factors are needed: one down to the ground surface (\( M_{\text{clear}} \)), as described in the previous section, and one down to the cloud top (\( M_{\text{cloudy}} \)). This cloudy air mass factor is determined with the same method as for clear-sky conditions, replacing the surface pressure with the cloud-top pressure and using an albedo of 0.8. In good
approximation, the air mass factor for a partly cloudy pixel is the area and radiance weighted sum of the air mass factor of a clear and a cloudy pixel [Martin et al., 2002b]:

\[
M = w \cdot M_{\text{cloudy}} + (1 - w) \cdot M_{\text{clear}}
\]  

(5.13)
The weighting factor \( w \) in Eq (5.13) is the fraction of the photons that originates from the cloudy part of the pixel, and can be expressed as:

\[
w = \frac{f_c \langle I_{\text{cloudy}}(p_c) \rangle}{\langle I \rangle}
\]  

(5.14)

where \( f_c \) is the cloud fraction, \( \langle I_{\text{cloudy}}(p_c) \rangle \) is the average radiance over the fit-window for a ground pixel that is fully covered with a cloud that is located at pressure \( p_c \), and \( \langle I \rangle \) is the average measured radiance for the pixel.

The amount of ozone below the cloud-top is called the ghost column \( N_g \), and cannot be measured by GOME. Usually, the ghost column is determined by integrating a climatological ozone profile from the surface to the cloud-top pressure and added to the retrieved vertical column density (see also next section). In the TOGOMI algorithm, the ozone profiles from the Logan, Labow & McPeters climatology are used to calculate the ghost column. With this column-classified climatology, the ghost column can be made a function of the slant column density, latitude and month, just like the air mass factor.

To calculate the ghost column \( N_g \) and the cloudy air mass factor \( M_{\text{cloudy}} \), the cloud-fraction and cloud-top pressure are needed. These cloud properties are derived with the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band (FRESCO) method [Koelemeijer et
The FRESCO algorithm is also used in the FD algorithm and has been described in Section 4.2.1. The retrieval is based on non-linear least squares fitting of the GOME reflectance to a simulated spectrum in the range 758-766 nm, and solving it for cloud-fraction and cloud pressure. The FRESCO cloud model considers all clouds to be thick, single layer clouds (opaque Lambertian surface), with an albedo of 0.8. GOME ground-pixels that are fully covered with thin clouds are represented by partly cloudy pixels with a thick cloud.

5.6.2 Vertical ozone column

For the computation of the vertical ozone column, three cases can be distinguished: cloud-free, cloud covered and partly cloudy GOME measurements. Using the air mass factor definition Eq. (5.12), the vertical column density $N_v$ for a cloud free ground-pixel is simply given by:

$$ N_v = \frac{N_s}{M_{\text{clear}}} $$

(5.15)

where $N_s$ is the fitted slant column density and $M_{\text{clear}}$ is the air mass factor for a clear atmosphere. For a cloudy ground-pixel the air mass factor for a cloudy atmosphere $M_{\text{cloudy}}$ is used, and the ghost column $N_g$ needs to be added:

$$ N_v = \frac{N_s}{M_{\text{cloudy}}} + N_g $$

(5.16)

For a partly cloudy ground-pixel the vertical column density is given by:

$$ N_v = \frac{N_s + w \cdot M_{\text{cloudy}} \cdot N_g}{M} $$

(5.17)

where the (total) air mass factor $M$ is determined according to Eq. (5.13) and the weighting factor $w$ with Eq. (5.14). The term $w \cdot M_{\text{cloudy}} \cdot N_g$ in the numerator of Eq. (5.17) denotes a virtual slant column below the clouds that is not measured by GOME. Note that for a cloud-free scene, Eq. (5.17) reduces to Eq. (5.15), and for fully cloudy ground-pixels it reduces to Eq. (5.16).

5.6.3 Error analysis

An error analysis has been carried out for the TOGOMI ozone columns. Here, the main findings of this error analysis are presented. As shown in Section 5.4, the uncertainty in the ozone absorption cross-sections is an important error source for the DOAS-fit, and contributes
~2% to the error in the slant column. The expected error in the slant column due to the temperature sensitivity of the 325-335 nm fit window is estimated to be less than 0.5%, because of the use of pre-calculated ECMWF effective temperatures. The small temperature sensitivity of 331.6-336.6 nm fit-window further reduces this error to less than 0.3%. The signal-to-noise ration of the GOME instrument in the 325-340 nm range is better than 1000. The expected error in the slant column due to radiometric noise is ~0.5% for the 325-335 nm fit-window, and ~1.5% for the 331.6-336.6 nm fit-window. Finally, the error in the slant column due to the spectral calibration uncertainty (better than 1/100th of a pixel) is estimated to be less than 0.5%.

The error estimates for the air mass factors and the cloud correction are based on the analysis carried out for the OMI total ozone algorithm [Veeckind and De Haan, 2002]. Due to the uncertainty in the cloud fraction and cloud top pressure, the estimated error for the cloudy air mass factor is larger than for the clear-sky air mass factor: ~1.5% and 0.6%, respectively. The most important error source due to the cloud correction is the uncertainty in the ghost column. The average error in the ghost column is estimated to be 40% (about 5-8 DU).

By combining the error estimates of the slant column density, the air mass factor and the ghost column, an estimate of the error in the vertical column density can be made: the estimated total error of the vertical column density is ~2.5% for a cloud free ground-pixel, and increases to ~3.3% for a cloudy ground-pixel. The quality of the TOGOMI ozone columns has also been assessed by comparisons with other satellite and ground-based ozone measurements, as described in the next section.

Figure 5.10 Relative difference between the TOGOMI vertical ozone columns retrieved for the OMI fit-window (331.6-336.6 nm) and the GOME fit window (325-335 nm). The measurements of GOME orbit #32041 on 6 June 2001 are shown, as a function of latitude. The FM98 ozone cross-sections were used for both fit-windows.
5.7 Ozone column comparisons

5.7.1 Fit window comparison

Both the GOME fit-window (325-335 nm), as well as the OMI fit-window (331.6-336.6 nm), have been used to calculate vertical ozone columns with the TOGOMI algorithm. Figure 5.10 shows the relative difference between the ozone columns retrieved with the two fit-windows for GOME orbit #32041 on 6 June 2001. Theoretically, there should not be a systematic difference between the two ozone columns. However, Figure 5.10 shows that on average, the ozone columns retrieved with the OMI fit-window are 1-1.5% higher than the ozone columns retrieved with the GOME fit-window. It is very well possible that the relatively large error in the ozone cross-section data sets leads to systematic differences between the ozone columns, since the ozone absorption structures in the two fit-windows differ considerably. In addition, the OMI fit-window contains a strong Ring structure around 336 nm. Therefore, it is likely that inaccuracies in the theoretical Ring spectra (as calculated by Chance and Spurr [1997] and De Haan [2003]) have a larger effect on the ozone columns retrieved with the OMI fit-window. For GOME orbits in other months similar systematic differences are found, with 1-2% higher ozone columns retrieved with the OMI fit-window.

Figure 5.10 also shows that in the Northern Hemisphere, there is a small scatter of about 1% in the differences, mainly due to the lower signal-to-noise ratio of the (smaller) OMI fit-window, resulting in scatter in the retrieved slant columns, see Section 5.4.3. The large scatter in the Southern Hemisphere is due to the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), which strongly reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured GOME reflectance for orbits over the South Atlantic [REF]. As expected, the SAA has a larger effect on the ozone columns retrieved with the OMI fit-window than on the ones retrieved with the GOME fit-window.

5.7.2 Comparisons with FD ozone columns

Figure 5.11a shows the vertical ozone columns calculated with the TOGOMI algorithm using the 325-335 nm fit-window, and the ozone columns calculated with the FD algorithm for the same GOME orbit #33930 on 16 October 2001. Figure 5.11b shows the relative difference between the two ozone columns. Because of the larger slant column (see Figure 5.6) and the differences in the air mass factor (Figure 5.9), the TOGOMI ozone columns are higher than the FD ozone columns. The pattern as a function of latitude is similar to that of the slant column, with the largest differences found for large solar zenith angles at high latitudes. An interesting feature clearly visible in Figure 5.11b is the sudden change in the difference around 65°S in the Antarctic ozone hole. These GOME measurements are over a cloud-covered area with cloud top heights of 5-7 km, and therefore a relatively large ghost column is added to the measured ozone column. However, the tropospheric ozone concentrations in the Logan, Labow & McPeters climatology are much smaller at these latitudes than in the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] climatology used in the FD algorithm. As a result, a smaller ghost column is added to the measured ozone column in the TOGOMI algorithm ($N_g = \sim 10$ DU) than in the FD algorithm ($N_g = \sim 18$ DU).
Figure 5.11 Vertical ozone columns retrieved with the TOGOMI and FD algorithms (top) and the relative difference between the ozone columns of the two algorithms (bottom). The measurements of GOME orbit #33930 on 16 October 2001 are shown, as a function of latitude. The 325-335 nm fit window and the FM98 ozone cross-sections were used in both algorithms.
Figure 5.12 Vertical ozone columns retrieved with the TOGOMI and FD algorithms (top) and the relative difference between the ozone columns of the two algorithms (bottom). The measurements of GOME orbit #32041 on 6 June 2001 are shown, as a function of latitude. The 325-335 nm fit window and the FM98 ozone cross-sections were used in both algorithms.
Figure 5.12 shows the vertical ozone columns calculated with the TOGOMI and the FD algorithm, and the relative difference for GOME orbit #32041 on 6 June 2001. The difference plot shows the same pattern as for the October orbit: the TOGOMI ozone columns are higher than the FD ozone columns, with the largest differences found at high latitudes. However, the general pattern of the relative difference has shifted to the north, due to the solar zenith angle dependence. Note also that because of the high total ozone values, the absolute differences at northern high-latitudes are larger than for the October orbit.

### 5.7.3 Comparisons with GDP ozone columns

The TOGOMI ozone columns have also been compared with the GDP v3 ozone columns. Figure 5.13a shows the relative difference between the slant columns retrieved with the TOGOMI and GDP v3 algorithms. To calculate the slant column, the GDP algorithm uses the temperature fit method, based on the common DOAS fit Eq (5.1), without accounting for Raman scattering (see Section 5.4.2). The use of so-called undersampling cross-sections [Spurr et al., 2002] to deal with the undersampling of GOME instead of reducing the effective spectral resolution, is another difference with the TOGOMI algorithm. Since Raman scattering is not properly accounted for in the GDP, the TOGOMI slant columns are higher than the GDP ozone columns, with the largest differences found for large solar zenith angles at high latitudes (see Figure 5.13a). As explained in Section 5.4.2, the temperature fit method in the GDP results in a ~3% overestimation of the retrieved slant column, which partly compensates the error due the incomplete treatment of Raman scattering. Therefore, the differences for the GDP are smaller than the differences shown in Figure 5.6. The increased scatter on the Southern Hemisphere due to the South Atlantic Anomaly is also clearly visible in Figure 5.13a. The SAA has a larger effect on the GDP v3 ozone columns, because of the sensitivity of the temperature fit method for the SAA, as described by Van Roozendael et al. [2002b].

Figure 5.13b shows the relative difference between the vertical ozone columns retrieved with the TOGOMI and GDP v3 algorithm. Although the TOGOMI vertical columns are generally higher than the GDP vertical columns, the comparison differs considerably from that of the slant columns in Figure 5.13a, mainly due to differences in the air mass factors. Because of the different way the air mass factor are calculated in the two algorithms, this is to be expected. The GDP v3 uses an air mass factor for one wavelength (325 nm) based on the TOMS v7 climatology [Spurr et al., 2002], while the TOGOMI algorithm uses an empirical AMF based on the Logan, Labow & McPeters climatology.
Relative difference between the slant columns (top) and vertical ozone columns (bottom) retrieved with the TOGOMI and GDP version 3 algorithms. The measurements of GOME orbit #32041 on 6 June 2001 are shown, as a function of latitude. The 325-335 nm fit window and the FM98 ozone cross-sections were used in both algorithms.
5.7.4 Validation with ground-based measurements

A preliminary global validation of the TOGOMI ozone columns with ground-based ozone measurements has been carried by Balis [Private Comm.]. The results have been compared with the validation results for the GDP and FD ozone columns (see Chapter 2 and Lambert and Zehner [2002]; Kelder et al. [2003]). Figure 5.14 shows the comparison of the TOGOMI and GDP v3 ozone columns with ground-based Dobson and Brewer measurements in the Northern Hemisphere for the period 1996-2001. The GDP v3 ozone columns generally underestimate the ground-based measurements, as can be seen in Figure 5.14. However, the underestimation of the GDP v3 is more or less seasonal dependent, with differences between 0 and 3%. The FD (and GDP v2.7) ozone columns exhibit an even stronger seasonal dependence than the GDP v3 ozone columns (not shown): the FD ozone columns show a reasonable agreement during the NH summer, but underestimate the Brewer measurements by 4-5% during the NH winter. Figure 5.14 shows that the improved TOGOMI ozone columns compare very well with the ground-based measurements: the differences are within 1%, and there is no seasonal dependence. This is in agreement with the fact that the TOGOMI ozone columns are generally higher than the FD ozone columns, and that the difference increases with increasing solar zenith angle, as described in the section 5.7.2 (see Figure 5.11 and 5.12).

Figure 5.15 shows the comparison of the TOGOMI, FD and GDP v3 ozone columns with Dobson and Brewer measurements as a function of latitude. It should be noted that for the FD
comparison, observations for the years 1998-2000 have been used, while for the TOGOMI and GDP comparisons, observations for 1996-2001 have been used. Figure 5.15 shows that the TOGOMI ozone columns agree very well with the ground-based measurements, with differences smaller than 2%, except for southern high latitudes, where the TOGOMI ozone columns are ~4% larger than the ground-based measurements. The GDP v3 also shows a reasonable good agreement with the ground-based measurements. However, the GDP v3 ozone columns generally underestimate the ground-based measurements by about 2%. Figure 5.15 clearly illustrates the improved accuracy of the TOGOMI algorithm, compared to the FD algorithm. The FD ozone columns overestimate the ground-based measurements by 2-4% at low-latitudes, and underestimate the ground-based measurements by about 5% at high-latitudes.

5.8 Concluding Remarks

An improved total ozone algorithm for the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) instrument has been developed based on the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) method. The new algorithm, called TOGOMI, uses a DOAS fit-equation that properly accounts for inelastic Raman scattering. This results in 3-10% larger ozone slant columns compared to the slant columns retrieved with the common DOAS fit-equation, as
used in the Fast Delivery and GDP algorithms. The largest differences are found for large solar zenith angles at high latitudes, as a result of the increasing relative amount of Raman scattered light due to multiple scattering.

The retrieved ozone slant columns depend on the ozone absorption cross-section data set used in the TOGOMI algorithm: the use of the Bass and Paur cross-sections in the DOAS fit results in 2.5-4% larger slant columns than when the GOME Flight Model (FM98) cross-sections are used. This is a result of the differences between the two cross-section data sets. Since the accuracy of the FM98 and B&P cross-section are comparable, the issue of the best-suited cross-section data set can only be resolved when more accurate cross-sections (better than 2%) become available.

The main advantage of the 325-335 nm spectral fit-window is that it contains three main differential absorption structures, resulting in a high signal-to-noise ratio. However, this fit-window is very sensitive to the temperature dependence of the ozone cross-sections. A simultaneous fit of the ozone slant column and the effective absorption temperature, results in a ~3% overestimation of the slant column. Therefore, a pre-calculated effective temperature is used in the TOGOMI algorithm, based on daily temperature analyses from the ECMWF model and the ozone profile climatology from Logan, Labow & McPeters. The 331.6-336.6 nm fit-window has the important advantage that it is insensitive to the temperature dependence of the ozone cross-sections, and therefore a fixed absorption temperature can be used for the ozone cross-sections in the DOAS-fit. A disadvantage of this 5 nm wide fit-window is that it only contains two main differential absorption structures, resulting in a lower signal-to-noise ratio, and a ~1% larger random error in the ozone column, compared to the ozone column retrieved with the 325-335 nm fit-window.

A fair assumption for ozone absorption is that the air mass factor for elastic and inelastic scattering is the same. Therefore, only elastically scattered light is considered in the air mass factor calculations. The empirical air mass factors approach used in the TOGOMI algorithm, reduces the errors involved in the DOAS method, e.g. when the atmosphere becomes optically thick at high solar zenith angles. The uncertainty in the air mass factor due to the natural ozone profile variability, is reduced by using a slant column dependent air mass factor, based on the ozone profile climatology from Logan, Labow & McPeters.

The improved DOAS fit-equation and empirical air mass factor calculations result in larger vertical ozone columns, compared to the Fast Delivery (FD) ozone columns. The difference depends strongly on the solar zenith angle: at low-latitudes the TOGOMI ozone columns are 0-3% larger than the FD ozone columns, while at high-latitudes the TOGOMI ozone columns are about 10% larger. The difference with the GDP v3 ozone columns is somewhat smaller: between −2 and +6 %. In the GDP v3, the temperature fit method results in a positive bias in the slant column, which partly compensates the error due to the incomplete treatment of inelastic Raman scattering.

The preliminary validation of the TOGOMI ozone columns with ground-based Brewer and Dobson measurements shows a very good agreement. The differences with the ground-based measurements are within 1-2%, and, in contrast to the FD ozone columns, there are no seasonal dependent differences.

As described in the Introduction of this thesis (Section 1.5), satellite ozone measurements are invaluable in detecting long-term trends in ozone. For accurate trend analyses, the satellite instrument should be able to detect a change of 1% in the ozone column over a period of 10
years [WMO, 2003]. This requires a high (relative) accuracy of the ozone columns (i.e. of the order of 2-3%, see Weatherhead et al. [1998]). The improved TOGOMI ozone columns will therefore be a valuable addition to existing satellite data sets used in ozone trend studies.

Because the TOGOMI algorithm uses the fast DOAS retrieval method, the ozone columns can also be retrieved in near-real time (i.e. within 3 hours after sensing), just like the FD algorithm. A difficulty with the assimilation of the FD ozone column into the ECMWF model is the negative bias between the satellite ozone values and the modelled ozone fields [Dethof, 2003]. The assimilation of the TOGOMI ozone columns in the ECMWF model could reduce this bias considerably.
Chapter 6

Summary and Outlook

6.1 Overview

The retrieval of vertical ozone column densities from Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) observations was one of the main topics of this thesis. A Fast Delivery (FD) algorithm has been developed that retrieves GOME ozone columns in near-real time. The FD ozone column data were used to study an ozone mini-hole event over north-western Europe on November 30, and December 1, 1999. Since the validation of the FD ozone columns raised important issues for further improvements, a new algorithm has been developed, based on the total ozone algorithm for the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI).

This thesis also dealt with the variability in tropical tropospheric ozone. GOME ozone columns and GOME cloud measurements were used to determine a monthly-mean tropospheric ozone column for the tropics. The GOME-TTOCs, and the chemistry-transport model TM3, have been used to untangle the intriguing relation of tropical tropospheric ozone to biomass burning emissions, lightning NOx emissions and large-scale transport. The conclusions from these studies are presented below, formulated as answers to the scientific questions posed in Chapter 1, that guided the investigations in this thesis.

6.2 Summary and Conclusions

6.2.1 Scientific questions

The following questions were addressed in this thesis:

1. Can ozone columns be retrieved from GOME observations in near real-time, with the required quality for use in Numerical Weather Prediction models?

2. How well do the GOME ozone columns agree with ground-based observations, and can the accuracy of the GOME ozone columns be improved further?
3. What is the influence of low stratospheric temperature on observations of ozone miniholes from the ground and from space?

4. Can the existing retrieval methods of tropospheric ozone columns in the tropics be improved with GOME observations?

5. How to interpret the observed variability of ozone in the tropical troposphere?

The first two questions relate to the work presented in Chapters 2 and 5, the third question to Chapter 3 and the last two questions to Chapter 4.

6.2.2 Answers to the scientific questions

1. Can ozone columns be retrieved from GOME observations in near real-time, with the required quality for use in Numerical Weather Prediction models?

The growing demand for global ozone measurements from satellite instruments motivated the development of the GOME Fast Delivery (FD) algorithm. Applications such as the assimilation of ozone in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models, monitoring the status of the ozone layer and improving surface UV radiation forecasts require that the satellite ozone observations are available within a few hours after sensing, i.e. in near-real time. To meet this demand, the FD algorithm uses only a small part of the raw GOME data, thereby assuring the availability in near-real time. The FD algorithm is based on the algorithm used within the ESA/DLR GOME Data Processor. However, several changes in the algorithms have been made to improve the retrieval of the ozone columns: (1) the use of effective ozone absorption cross-sections based on ECMWF temperature forecast in the ozone slant column fit, (2) the use of the DAK radiative transfer model and the Fortuin and Kelder [1998] ozone climatology for the air mass factor calculations and (3) the use of the FRESCO cloud algorithm for the derivation of cloud fraction and cloud-top pressure. A global validation with ground-based measurements showed that the level of quality of the FD ozone columns meets the requirements for near-real time applications (see also Question 2).

The assimilation of satellite ozone observations in NWP models is expected to give a better description of the stratospheric dynamics, the temperatures and the radiation and heating in the model [Stoffelen and Eskes, 1999; Struthers et al., 2002]. At the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), experiments with the assimilation of the GOME-FD ozone columns (together with SBUV ozone profiles) started in August 2001. An important issue regarding the assimilation of the FD ozone columns in the ECMWF model is the bias between the FD ozone columns and the modelled ozone fields, especially for high latitudes. North of 40°N and south of 50°S, the FD values are lower than the model values, with differences of more than 10% at high latitudes. As inferred from a validation with ground-based measurements, the difference is partly due to a negative bias in the FD ozone columns at high latitudes in winter (i.e. for large solar zenith angles). It should be noted that the ECMWF model also has a bias: the modelled ozone values are too low in the tropics and too high at high latitudes [Dethof, 2003].
2. How well do the GOME ozone columns agree with ground-based observations, and can the accuracy of the GOME ozone columns be improved further?

The accuracy of the FD ozone columns has been determined by a global validation study involving ground-based total ozone observations from about 15 sites, associated with the international Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change. The near-real time ozone columns are in reasonable agreement with the ground-based measurements (within 5% for low- and mid-latitudes, within –10 to +5% for high latitudes). An important issue is that the FD algorithm underestimates the winter ozone values at higher latitudes. This solar zenith angle / latitudinal dependence of the FD ozone columns was also found by a validation with ground-based Brewer and Dobson measurements [Balis and Zerefos, 2001].

To resolve the inaccuracies of the FD algorithm, an improved GOME total ozone algorithm was developed. The new algorithm, named TOGOMI, is based on the total ozone algorithm for the OMI instrument, to be launched on EOS-Aura in 2004 [Veefkind and De Haan, 2002]. The main improvements of this algorithm are: (1) a new DOAS fit-equation that properly accounts for inelastic Raman scattering, (2) the use of an empirical DOAS method to account for the wavelength dependence of the air mass factor, and (3) the use of a slant column dependent air mass factor to account for atmospheric variability. In addition, the new algorithm offers the possibility to use a smaller (5 nm) spectral fit window at longer wavelengths, which reduces the sensitivity to the ozone profile and atmospheric temperature. The improved DOAS fit-equation and empirical air mass factor calculations result in larger ozone column values, compared to the ozone columns retrieved with the FD algorithm. The difference depends on the solar zenith angle: at low-latitudes the TOGOMI ozone columns are 0-3% larger than the FD ozone columns, while at high-latitudes the TOGOMI ozone columns are about 10% larger. A preliminary validation of the improved ozone columns with ground-based Brewer and Dobson measurements showed a very good agreement. The differences with the ground-based measurements are within 1-2%, and, in contrast to the FD ozone columns, there are no seasonal dependent differences.

For ozone trend studies, the satellite instrument should be able to detect a change of 1% in the ozone column over a period of 10 years [WMO, 2003]. This requires a high (relative) accuracy of the ozone column (i.e. of the order of 2-3%, see Weatherhead et al. [1998]). The favourable (preliminary) validation results indicate that the improved TOGOMI ozone columns will be a valuable addition to existing satellite data sets used in ozone trend studies.

Since the TOGOMI algorithm is fast enough to allow ozone column processing in near-real time, the improved ozone columns can also be used for assimilation in the ECMWF model. With the TOGOMI algorithm, the bias between the GOME ozone columns and the ECMWF model can largely be resolved (see Question 1).
3. What is the influence of low stratospheric temperature on observations of ozone mini-holes from the ground and from space?

A region of extreme low ozone column densities passed over North-western Europe during November 30, and December 1, 1999. This ozone mini-hole was mainly caused by poleward transport of subtropical air with small ozone mixing ratios into the North Atlantic storm track region [Van Velthoven, Private Comm.]. Total ozone values well below 200 DU were measured from the ground, with a Brewer Spectrophotometer at De Bilt (52°N, 5°E), and from space with the GOME and TOMS satellite instruments. An ozonesonde measurement and a retrieved GOME ozone profile at De Bilt showed that the main reduction in the ozone concentration occurred between the tropopause (210 hPa) and the ozone maximum (31 hPa). Sonde measurements and ECMWF temperature analyses showed that the low ozone values over Europe coincided with very low temperatures in the stratosphere. The adiabatic cooling associated with the large scale uplifting of air in the lowermost stratosphere created favourable conditions for formation of Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs). Although this has the potential for ozone destruction by heterogeneous chemistry, it does not seem to have affected the ozone column densities in the ozone mini-hole itself.

Because of the temperature dependence of the ozone cross-sections, the low stratospheric temperature has significant consequences for both the Brewer and GOME total ozone retrieval algorithms. The effective ozone temperature in the ozone mini-hole was –62°C, as derived from sonde measurements. The use of a fixed ozone temperature (–46.3°C) in the standard ozone retrieval software for the Brewer spectrophotometer resulted in total ozone values which are ~2% too low. In the Fast Delivery algorithm, used to retrieve the GOME total ozone values in the ozone mini-hole, the error in the effective ozone temperature is minimised by using ECMWF temperature profiles. The GOME algorithm has the opposite sensitivity to the atmospheric temperature: if climatological temperature profiles are used to calculate the ozone temperature, the GOME total ozone values are ~4% too high. From this analysis, one can conclude that it is essential to take the stratospheric temperature sensitivity of both the GOME and Brewer instruments into account, especially when comparing coincident Brewer and GOME ozone measurements.

4. Can the existing retrieval methods of tropospheric ozone columns in the tropics be improved with GOME observations?

Tropical tropospheric ozone columns (TTOCs) have been determined with an improved convective-cloud-differential (CCD) method, using GOME ozone column and cloud measurements. A limitation of the existing TOMS-CCD method is that cloud height information is not measured by TOMS, and the assumption is made that tropical high-reflectivity clouds often have cloud tops at the tropopause (~100 hPa) [Ziemke et al., 1998]. However, the cloud fractions and cloud top pressures derived with the GOME-FRESCO algorithm, indicate that most tropical convective cloud tops are between 300 and 500 hPa, and do not extend up to the tropopause. The GOME-CCD method takes this tropical transition layer below the tropopause into account, and uses above-cloud and clear-sky ozone columns
to derive a monthly-mean TTOC below 200 hPa. The comparisons with ozonesonde measurements from the Southern Hemisphere ADditional OZonesondes (SHADOZ) network showed that the assumption of the GOME-CCD method of a zonally invariant ozone column above 200 hPa, including both ozone in the stratosphere and the transition layer, has good validity in the tropics.

The monthly-averaged TTOCs have been calculated for the period July 1995-December 2001 on a 2.5° latitude by 5° degree longitude grid. The validation of the GOME-TTOCs for the southern tropics with seven ozonesonde sites showed a good agreement, with an RMS difference of about 5 DU. In the northern tropics, comparisons have been made with ozonesonde measurements at Paramaribo (6°N,55°W) and with MOZAIC aircraft observations at Abidjan (5°N,4°W). At these sites, the GOME-TTOCs also compare favourably with in-situ measurements. The seasonal variation at the northern tropical site Paramaribo is captured reasonably well.

The GOME-TTOCs do not show the occasionally strong deviations from ozonesonde and aircraft measurements as seen in the TOMS-TTOCs. However, for both the GOME and TOMS instruments, the low sensitivity for ozone changes in the lower most troposphere forms a fundamental limitation in detecting lower tropospheric ozone from space. This is especially of importance for the northern tropics, where the increases in ozone concentrations during the biomass burning season occur mainly in the lower troposphere.

5. How to interpret the observed variability of ozone in the tropical troposphere?

The presence of a seasonal maximum in tropical tropospheric ozone over the southern tropical Atlantic and a persistent minimum over the tropical Pacific has been the focus of many past and present studies. This zonal wave-one pattern in tropospheric ozone has been measured from the ground (e.g. by ozonesondes) and with satellites, using the tropospheric ozone residual technique from Fishman et al., [1990], the TOMS-MR method [Hudson and Thompson, 1998], and the CCD method described in this thesis. The wave-one pattern and the variability in the TTOC can be attributed to a complex interaction of several processes, including biomass burning, lightning, and large-scale transport. For example, analysis of the GOME-TTOCs, with the aid of the TM3 model, showed that the pronounced difference between the seasonal South Atlantic maximum in 2000 and 2001 can be explained by the difference in transport between the two years.

The highest TTOC during the northern biomass burning season (December-February) are usually observed over the South Atlantic, even though burning in the Southern Hemisphere is then at its seasonal minimum; this is the so-called “tropical Atlantic paradox” [Thompson et al., 2000]. The upper tropospheric ozone production from lightning NOx emissions, and the persistent subsidence over the southern tropical Atlantic contribute to the tropical Atlantic paradox and the persistent wave-1 pattern in the TTOC. However, the tropical Atlantic paradox can also be partly explained by the low sensitivity of the GOME and TOMS instruments for ozone changes in the lower troposphere (see also Question 4). In the northern tropics, the increases in ozone during the biomass burning season occur mainly in the lower troposphere, while the largest increases over the southern Atlantic occur in the middle troposphere. Due to the efficiency correction for the reduced sensitivity of GOME for ozone
in the lower troposphere in the GOME retrieval algorithm, the GOME-TTOC captures the seasonal variation in the northern tropics better than the TOMS-TTOC, which reduces the magnitude of the observed tropical Atlantic paradox.

### 6.3 Outlook and future work

#### 6.3.1 Total ozone columns

Satellite instruments offer the possibility to measure the distribution of atmospheric constituents on a global scale and on a long-term basis. The launch of the GOME instrument on the ERS-2 satellite in April 1995 provided new possibilities to determine the global atmospheric abundance of ozone and other trace gases, such as nitrogen dioxide (NO$_2$), formaldehyde (HCHO), sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$), bromine oxide (BrO), and the chlorine specie OCI. Since 1997, the Fast Delivery system at KNMI produces total ozone columns from GOME observations in near-real time, and makes them available on the Internet. The FD ozone columns are assimilated in the TM3 chemical transport model to calculate a global ozone field and a 5-day ozone forecast [Eskes et al., 2002, 2003]. The FD ozone columns and the assimilated ozone fields and forecast are distributed to numerous end-users for various applications. For example, the WMO uses the GOME ozone columns for monitoring the status of the ozone layer, and several meteorological organisations use the GOME ozone columns for improving their surface UV radiation forecasts. With the implementation of the new TOGOMI retrieval algorithm and the adaptation of this algorithm to the SCIAMACHY instrument, the Fast Delivery service can be continued over the coming years, and the quality of the near-real time ozone columns and assimilated ozone fields can be improved further.

An extensive global validation of the TOGOMI ozone columns with ground-based Brewer and Dobson instruments is ongoing. An analysis of the quality of the total ozone columns will be made for a range of observing conditions and atmospheric circumstances, e.g. solar zenith angle, surface albedo, seasonal variations and the Antarctic ozone hole. Further developments for the TOGOMI algorithm include the use of a new version of the DAK radiative transfer model, based on a spherical atmosphere. This is especially of importance for the calculation of the air mass factor for solar zenith angles > 75°. To improve the accuracy of the ozone columns for higher latitudes, daily snow and sea-ice maps from the ECMWF model will be used. The presence of snow or ice has a large effect on the surface albedo and thus on the air mass factor. Another issue is the relative large uncertainty in the ozone absorption cross-sections, as described in Chapter 5. The availability of more accurate cross-sections data-sets becomes increasingly important for future improvements of the TOGOMI algorithm and of ozone retrieval algorithms in general.

As noted above, the assimilation of satellite ozone data in the ECMWF model started in 2001, using FD-GOME ozone columns and SBUV ozone profiles. Since April 2002, the FD ozone columns are assimilated in the operational ECMWF model. For the operational assimilation, the bias between the FD ozone columns and the modelled ozone fields for higher latitudes is an important issue. It is expected that the bias between the GOME ozone columns and the modelled ozone fields can largely be resolved with the improved TOGOMI algorithm,
and GOME ozone columns for higher latitudes can be included in the ECMWF assimilation system.

Another development is the adaptation of the TOGOMI algorithm to the SCIAMACHY instrument. SCIAMACHY is an extended version of GOME and was launched on ENVISAT in 2002. The most important improvement for the ozone columns is the higher spatial resolution of SCIAMACHY compared to GOME: the ground-pixel size of SCIAMACHY is 30x60 km$^2$ for latitudes between 50$^\circ$S and 50$^\circ$N, and about 30x240 km$^2$ for higher latitudes. The spectral measurements of SCIAMACHY in the DOAS fitting region for ozone are very similar to those of the GOME instrument, making the implementation of the TOGOMI algorithm relatively straightforward.

The OMI instrument, to be launched in 2004 on EOS-AURA, will have an even smaller ground-pixel (13x24 km$^2$), with global coverage in one day. Since the TOGOMI algorithm is based on the total ozone algorithm developed for the OMI instrument, the two algorithms are very similar. This has the important advantage that the experience gained with the GOME observations and the TOGOMI algorithm can be used for further improvements of the OMI algorithm. The results of the global validation of the TOGOMI ozone columns with ground-based measurements will also be beneficial for the improvement of both algorithms.

### 6.3.2 Tropical tropospheric ozone

The variability of ozone in the tropical troposphere and the interplay of biomass burning, lightning, and large-scale transport are the subject of ongoing research, in which satellite and ground-based measurements are used in conjunction with chemical transport models. The satellite analyses described in Chapter 4 demonstrate the strength of the cloud-differential method to determine the tropical tropospheric ozone column (TTOC). The cloud-differential method can be extended to a cloud slicing method, in which ozone column measurements are used above clouds with different cloud-top pressures. With the cloud slicing method, it is possible to retrieve ozone information for different tropospheric layers, as has been demonstrated by Ziemke et al. [2001], using TOMS total ozone measurements and THIR cloud top pressure data for the period 1979-1984. Because of the large ground pixel of GOME, the number of cloudy and clear sky measurements is generally too small to apply such a cloud slicing method. However, the upcoming satellite instruments will greatly enhance the possibilities to retrieve information about the tropospheric ozone profile, as explained below.

The SCIAMACHY instrument provides collocated ozone and cloud data with a ground-pixel of 30x60 km$^2$ for the (sub)tropics and mid-latitudes. With SCIAMACHY, it is possible to continue and improve the present TTOC time series from the GOME and TOMS instruments. Furthermore, the small pixel size in the (sub)tropics allows the retrieval of tropospheric profile information with the cloud slicing method. The even smaller ground-pixel of OMI and the three GOME-2 instruments, the first one to be launched on the METOP-1 satellite in 2005, will allow more frequent observations between clouds, thus giving better penetration into the troposphere. This makes it possible to extend the cloud slicing method to the sub-tropics and mid-latitudes. The combination of TTOC measurements with ozone
profile measurements, and the combination with chemistry transport models through data-assimilation techniques, will further improve the measurement of the global tropospheric ozone distribution.

Measurements of ozone precursors, such as CO and NO$_2$, are invaluable for understanding the processes affecting the tropical tropospheric ozone distribution. For example, recent studies show how MOPITT-CO retrievals allow investigation of convection of biomass burning plumes at the ITCZ and inter-hemispheric transport, while GOME-NO$_2$ measurements enable identification of two important tropical sources of this ozone precursor, biomass burning and lightning [e.g. Edwards et al., 2003]. With the upcoming satellite instruments, such as SCIAMACHY, the possibilities to measure ozone precursors in the troposphere are extended considerably. Furthermore, the continuation of satellite measurements until 2020 with OMI and the three GOME-2 instruments will make it possible to monitor trends in (sub)tropical tropospheric ozone and its precursors over a long period. This is of great importance, since large ozone trends are expected in view of the rapid development of several (sub)tropical countries [Prather et al., 2001].
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# Abbreviations and Acronyms

The following is a list of acronyms and abbreviations used in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMF</td>
<td>Air Mass Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATBD</td>
<td>Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSR</td>
<td>Along-Trace Scanning Radiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVHRR</td>
<td>Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;P</td>
<td>Bass and Paur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Convective Cloud Differential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>Chemical Transport Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAK</td>
<td>Doubling Adding KNMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISORT</td>
<td>Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOAS</td>
<td>Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLR</td>
<td>Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU</td>
<td>Dobson Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>Electrochemical Concentration Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF</td>
<td>European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGAR</td>
<td>Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGOC</td>
<td>Extracted GOME Calibration data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGOI</td>
<td>Extracted GOME Instrument Header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENSO</td>
<td>El Nino-Southern Oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVISAT</td>
<td>Environmental Satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOS</td>
<td>Earth Observation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>Earth Probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERS</td>
<td>European Remote Sensing Satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>European Space Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>Fast Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Flight Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRESCO</td>
<td>Fast Retrieval Scheme for Cloud Observables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full Width Half Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>Global Circulation Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>GOME Data Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOS</td>
<td>Goddard Earth Observing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOME</td>
<td>Global Ozone Monitoring Instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALOE</td>
<td>Halogen Occultation Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRC</td>
<td>High Reflectivity Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCCP</td>
<td>International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITCZ</td>
<td>Inter Tropical Convergence Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNMI</td>
<td>Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDAR</td>
<td>Light Detection and Ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>Look Up Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS</td>
<td>Microwave Limb Sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOPITT</td>
<td>Measurement of pollution in the troposphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOZAIC</td>
<td>Measurements of Ozone and Water Vapor by Airbus In-Service Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Modified Residual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDSC</td>
<td>Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Northern Hemisphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>Near Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMHC</td>
<td>Non-Methane Hydrocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRT</td>
<td>Near Real Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWP</td>
<td>Numerical Weather Prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMI</td>
<td>Ozone Monitoring Instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAF</td>
<td>Processing and Archiving Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSC</td>
<td>Polar Stratospheric Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root Mean Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTM</td>
<td>Radiative Transfer Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAA</td>
<td>South Atlantic Anomaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGE</td>
<td>Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBUV</td>
<td>Solar Backscatter Ultra-Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIAMACHY</td>
<td>Scanning Imaging Absorption spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>Southern Hemisphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADOZ</td>
<td>Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozone Sounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLVE</td>
<td>SAGE III Ozone Loss and Validation Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZA</td>
<td>Solar Zenith Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THESEO</td>
<td>Third European Stratospheric Experiment on Ozone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIR</td>
<td>Temperature-Humidity and Infrared Radiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Tracer Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOGOMI</td>
<td>Total Ozone algorithm for Gome using the OMI algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMS</td>
<td>Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR</td>
<td>Tropospheric Ozone Residual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOVS</td>
<td>Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACEGAS</td>
<td>Trace Constituents Extraction from Global Atmospheric Sounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTOC</td>
<td>Tropical Tropospheric Ozone Column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UARS</td>
<td>Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultra Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>Visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMO</td>
<td>World Meteorological Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOUDC</td>
<td>World Ozone and UV Radiation Data Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nawoord

Toen ik eind 1997 bij het KNMI solliciteerde waren er twee onderwerpen waar ik aan zou kunnen gaan werken, de zogenaamde 'ozonwinden' of het bepalen van ozonhoeveelheden uit ruwe satellietdata. Omdat ik niet zoveel affiniteit had met ruwe satellietdata, had ik mijn voorkeur uitgesproken voor de 'ozonwinden'. Echter, nadat ik mijn onderzoek bij het RIVM naar de effecten van vliegverkeer op de samenstelling van de atmosfeer had afgerond en bij het KNMI begon, kon ik toch aan de slag met het 'retrieven' van ozonkolommen uit ruwe GOME satellietdata. Toen bleek ook het werken met ruwe satellietdata heel leuk. Niet alleen het wetenschappelijk onderzoek, maar ook de meer technische zaken, zoals het snel beschikbaar maken van de ozongegevens voor de buitenwereld, heb ik met veel plezier gedaan. Dat de ozonlaag en het ozongat boven de Zuidpool zulke tastbare onderwerpen zijn die veel mensen aanspreken, was zeker een belangrijke stimulans.

Toen ik over de snelle retrieval van GOME ozonkolommen een artikel kon schrijven was dat eigenlijk het begin van mijn promotieonderzoek. In de jaren die volgden heb ik interessante uitstapjes kunnen maken naar mini-ozongaten en de tropische troposfeer. Ook de dertig buitenlandse reizen die ik heb gemaakt om mijn werk te presenteren en om samen te werken met de vele internationale collega's waren heel leerzaam. Het was niet alleen interessant onderzoek, ik vond ook de werkomgeving bij de afdeling Atmosferische Samenstelling van het KNMI zeer stimulerend. Met plezier kijk ik daarom terug op deze leuke tijd bij het KNMI.

Dit proefschrift had niet tot stand kunnen komen zonder de hulp en bijdragen van vele anderen. Ik wil dan ook graag een aantal mensen hier in het bijzonder noemen. In de eerste plaats wil ik mijn promotor Hennie Kelder en co-promotor Roeland van Oss bedanken. Hennie en Roeland, bedankt voor de mogelijkheid en grote vrijheid die jullie me gegeven hebben om dit onderzoek te doen en voor het vertrouwen dat jullie in mij hadden. Eveneens wil ik Ulrich Platt (mijn tweede promotor), Peter Builtjes en Frans Sluijter bedanken voor hun getoonde interesse en de nuttige commentaren.

Uiteraard wil ik het GOFAP/TEMIS team, Ankie Piters, Ronald van der A, Jos van Geffen en Henk Eskes, bedanken. Met jullie heb ik vele jaren vrijwel dagelijks samengewerkt en jullie bijdrage aan het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift is dan ook zeer groot. Ik ben Robert Koelemeijer, Michiel van Weele, Peter van Velthoven veel dank verschuldigd voor hun bijdragen aan het tropische gedeelte van dit proefschrift. Verder zouden zonder het werk van Johan de Haan en Pepijn Veefkind de GOME ozonkolommen van het KNMI niet zo'n hoge kwaliteit bereikt hebben als nu het geval is en zou het proefschrift niet zo'n
mooi slot hebben gehad. Voorts wil ik Marc Allaart bedanken voor de belangrijke mini-
zongat bijdrage aan dit proefschrift en voor alles wat met de 'Brewer' te maken heeft.

I would like to thank Jean-Cristopher Lambert and Dimitris Balis for their important
'ground-based' contribution. Your quality stamps are crucial for a satellite ozone product.
Many thanks also to Claus Zehner from the European Space Agency. This work would not
have been possible without the technical and financial support from ESA. The cooperation
with you and with other colleagues from ESA, like the people from the 'ATSR World Fire
Atlas' group, was excellent. Furthermore, I need to thank many other colleagues within the
GOME and SCIAMACHY community for the helpful discussions on the many different
aspects of satellite measurements.

Natuurlijk wil ik mijn aardige en behulpzame collega's van de groep Atmosferische
Samenstelling bedanken. Sinds mijn start bij het KNMI is de groep groter geworden, maar de
uitstekende sfeer is gebleven. Een aantal AS'ers wil ik graag met name noemen: Michael,
Renske, Ernst, Jeroen, Hans, Paul, Mijke, Joanneke, Gé, Dirk, Folkert, bedankt voor jullie
hulp en de gezellige sfeer.

Tot slot wil ik graag mijn ouders bedanken voor hun steun en vertrouwen.
Curriculum Vitae

Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift:

"Retrieval of total and tropospheric ozone from observations by the
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment"

Pieter Valks, 18 december 2003

1. Bij de bepaling van de troposferische ozonkolom in de tropen met de “Convective Cloud Differential” methode, dient rekening gehouden te worden met het feit dat de meeste convectieve wolken niet hoger reiken dan de tropische overgangslaag, verscheidene kilometers onder de tropopause. (hoofdstuk 4)

2. De tropische “ozonparadox” (het opvallende verschil tussen de locaties van het troposferisch ozonmaximum en de biomassa-verbrandingen in de periode december-februari) kan gedeeltelijk worden verklaard door de lage gevoeligheid van satellietinstrumenten, zoals GOME en TOMS, voor ozonveranderingen in de lage troposfeer. (hoofdstuk 6)


4. De ozonkolomdichtheid van de atmosfeer kan alleen nauwkeurig worden bepaald uit GOME radiantiemetingen met de DOAS methode, als rekening wordt gehouden met inelastische (Raman) verstrooiing. (hoofdstuk 5)

5. De onnauwkeurigheid in de absorptiedoorsneden van ozon is een belangrijke oorzaak voor de verschillen tussen ozonkolomdichtheden gemeten vanaf de grond en vanuit de ruimte. (hoofdstuk 2 en 5)

6. De berichten in de media in het najaar van 2002 over het herstel van de ozonlaag, naar aanleiding van de kleine omvang van het Zuidpool-ozongat in dat jaar, waren nogal voorbarig gezien de bijzondere meteorologische condities boven de Zuidpool in die tijd.

7. De bijdrage aan het broeikaseffect van natuurlijke ondergrondse kolenbranden is groter dan de bijdrage van het verkeer in de Verenigde Staten.

8. Het op kunstzinnige wijze weergeven van satellietmetingen van ozon in beeld en geluid draagt bij tot een betere houding van mensen tegenover de kwetsbare aardse biosfeer. (Stéphan Barron, kunstenaar)

9. Als we een wetenschappelijke monocultuur in het leven roepen, waarbij iedereen bezig is met dezelfde paar vragen (vragen die door politici, zakenlieden en technocraten belangrijk worden gevonden), zal het resultaat helemaal geen wetenschap zijn. (Len Fisher)

10. De opmars van de digitale fotografie heeft als gevolg dat foto's uit de donkere kamer steeds vaker als ambachtelijk en artistiek worden ervaren.

11. Het is mede aan een Amsterdamse drukker ten tijde van de Gouden Eeuw te danken, dat Johann Sebastian Bach zich heeft kunnen ontwikkelen tot de componist die hij geworden is.